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Abstract 

    Although the speed of urbanization has been increasing during this 

century, not all cities have been affected by this (Rieniets, 2009). Over the 

last fifty years, 370 cities in the world with a population of over 100,000 

have shrunk by at least 10%, with urban shrinking having already become 

a global topic of discussion. In considering the negative impact on urban 

sanitation, public security and social stability caused by vacancies and 

abandonment, a handful of scholars suggested transforming vacant 

properties into green assets though green infrastructure (GI) for urban 

sustainable development. Chinese old industrial cities are the main type of 

cities suffering from the depopulation in China and they are desperately in 

need of green reclamation because of the citywide ecological, social and 

economic blight and physical space decay. However, few studies in China 

offer systemic and instructional methods to guide green infrastructure 

implementation.  

    In this current study, the author firstly introduces the conditions in the 
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Chinese old industrial shrinking cities, as well as the resulting ecological, 

economic and social problems. Secondly, the concept of green 

infrastructure, and whether GI would solve the current problems of urban 

shrinkage, is discussed. Thirdly, the current problems in GI planning and 

practices aimed at addressing the increasing urban vacancies in China are 

investigated. Then, it is suggested that a green infrastructure model, 

according to right-sizing strategies, would address the existing problems 

and guide the greening practices for the shrinking cities in China. This right-

sizing model will include a green infrastructure plan, a collaborative plan 

and a land bank. As the contribution of greening infrastructure at a parcel 

level has always been ignored, with only a few studies in the world focusing 

on greening infrastructure design and landscape strategies at the parcel 

level, the author in this current study will aim to address this gap, by 

focusing on the right-sizing model at a parcel level. After applying this 

model in the Huinong District, the author suggested that in China, the land 

bank is the most important and support the GI implementation in China. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background 
 

    Although the speed of urbanization has been increasing during this century, 

not all cities have been affected by this (Rieniets, 2009). It is clear to see that cities 

are shrinking all over the world, such as in Germany, the USA, Russia, China and 

South Africa (Rieniets, 2009). Over the last fifty years, 370 cities in the world with 

a population of over 100,000 have shrunk by at least 10% (Oswalt & Rieniets, 

2007). The previous rapid growth of large cities began to level out and new 

urbanization patterns emerged. As some scholars mentioned, the world is now 

experiencing a transition from a century-long phase of population growth to a 

prolonged phase of population shrinkage (Fukao & Saito, 2006).  Forbes has even 

published a list of the “fastest-dying cities” (Zumbrun, 2008). Furthermore, 

although a few cities have managed to reverse an earlier decline and are growing, 

most of the shrinking cities are continuing to shrink and it has to be accepted that 

the shrunken vertical cities will never grow back to their previous size and 

prosperity (Rybczynski & Linneman, 1999). 

    After World War One, urban shrinking was described as a ‘pessimistic, 

unhealthy acceptance of a population decrease’ (Hollander, Pallagst, Schwarz, & 

Popper, 2009). With this decreasing population, there are obvious fiscal difficulties 

associated with a reduced tax base. The cost of maintaining old infrastructure 
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increases, as funds are required to undertake the expensive process of rehabilitation, 

soil replacement and landscaping. As well as the reduction in population density 

making the provision of normal municipal services become more expensive, there 

may no longer be a sufficient population base to support neighborhood social and 

retail activities. Vacant buildings also become both vulnerable to vandalism and 

havens for illegal activities. However, some scholars have also argued the 

popularity of subculture, art and creative industries in shrinking cities. The concept 

of “smaller but greener” has also been mentioned, to suggest the vacant land 

becoming an ecology opportunity.  

    Increasing attention has been placed on explaining the causes of urban 

shrinkage, which vary between regions and between cities in the same region and 

cannot be explained solely by macro factors. Shin (Shin, 2014) related the 

shrinking mining cites in Korea to the ‘Coal Industry Rationalization Policy’ and 

changing energy policy. The mining cities in China experienced similar issues, due 

to resource exhaustion (He, 2014). In China, the old industrial cities that rely on 

resources, or have simply been exposed to heavy industry shrinking, are a major 

type of urban shrinking, along with such problems as unsuitable industry structure, 

difficulties in industry transformation and environment issues. 

    According to the data provided by the Beijing City Lab, “19,882 among all of 

the 39,007 townships were losing their population during 2000-2010, and the total 

area was 3.24 million km2, which covered almost about one third of the territories 

of China”. Until now, China has been experiencing a highly rapid urbanization 
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process. The reasons for the shrinking in China are not exactly the same as in the 

western countries. The four causes of the urban shrinkage in China are: partial 

shrinkage in resource-based cities, due to the process of industrialization; industrial 

decline in the traditional industrial cities; partial shrinkage in the underdeveloped 

cities caused by people migrating; and adjustment of administrative divisions. In 

addition, in China, the shrinkage is a result of the economy increase.  

    The Chinese old industrial cities refer to the cities built during the first to the 

third five year plan period, relying on heavy industrial enterprise and national 

investment. These cities are the main Chinese shrinking cities because of, firstly, 

the unbalanced, unfair and unsustainable regional development and, secondly, 

because of exploitation, as well as the unsustainable economy development 

creating less job opportunities. Furthermore, environment pollution and the 

decrease in living quality in the old industrial cities have resulted in these areas 

becoming less attractive. There are 42 shrinking cities in China above prefecture-

level and 12 of these are old industrial cities situated in eight provinces. 

    Moreover, in the background of the ecological risks in the whole world, China 

suffers from serious ecological and environmental problems, such as forest decline, 

soil pollution, soil erosion, biological diversity decline, atmospheric pollution, 

river water eutrophication, drinking water pollution and excessive use of pesticides.  

For example, 470 cities across China launched rainwater monitoring in 2014, with 

acid rain cities occupying 29.8% of the total number of cities. The acid rain 

frequency is 17.4%. Despite the water quality supervision, only 63.1% of the fresh 
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water resource is drinkable and can be used in daily life among all of the national 

surface water. Moreover, among the 4896 groundwater quality monitoring points in 

China, the groundwater qualities belonging to the levels of excellent and well 

occupy only 36.8% of the total groundwater (10.8% excellent and 25.9% well). 

The levels of bad and extremely bad occupy 61.5% (bad 45.5% and extremely bad 

16.1%). 

    The environment problems are even worse, especially in the old industrial 

shrinking cities. For example, in 2014, 190 prefecture-level (or above) cities 

published their PM2.5 (fine particles in the ambient air of 2.5 micrometers, or less, 

in size) levels and the annual average PM2.5 concentration was 60.8μg/m³. The 

PM2.5 value reached the national second standard (35μg/m³) in only 18 cities and 

90.5% of the cities’ PM2.5 concentration exceeded this standard. Moreover, the 

PM2.5 concentration in more than a quarter of the cities exceeded 70μg/m³, which 

is two times the national second standard.  

    In taking the air quality in six cities that are center cities in the Chinese old 

industrial bases, being Shenyang, Changchun, Ha Erbin, Xi’an,Chongqing and 

Wuhan, as cases, and their annual average PM2.5 concentration in 2013 and 2014 

and their pollution ranking, it is clear that, although the PM2.5 concentration did 

decline a little in 2014, these six old industry cities still have a very high pollution 

ranking. Among all of the74 Chinese important cities that participated in the 

ranking, none of these six cities are listed in the latter half of cities that have a 

higher air quality and are less polluted. In addition, the World Health Organization 
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suggested that the safe PM2.5 concentration is 25μm/m³. However, the highest 

average daily PM2.5 concentration in these industrial cities ranges from 

187μm/m³to 756μm/ m³, which makes it highly dangerous for people to participate 

in any outdoor activities (see Figure1-1).  

 

Figure1-1: Air quality in six cities that are center cities in the Chinese old industrial 
bases (by author) 

 

Ecological problems and climate change also pose a threat to humans 

‘physical and psychological health. The United Nations Environment Programme 

Year Books 2013 and 2014 reported that the environment pollution and chemical 

risks could cause serious human illnesses, such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, 

respiratory diseases, nervous system disorders and skin diseases (see Table1-1) 

Table1-1: Major health impacts associated with environmental exposures to chemicals 
and other environmental stressors (United Nations Environment Programme Year 

Book) 
 

Health Impact Associations with some 
environmental exposures 

Infectious disease Biodiversity decline 
Water, air and food contamination  
Climate change-related changes in the 
lifecycle of pathogens 

Cancer Air pollution 
Some pesticides 
Asbestos 
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Natural toxins (aflatoxins) 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
Some metals, e.g. arsenic, cadmium, 
Chromium 
Benzene 
Dioxins 

Cardiovascular 
diseases 

Air pollution 
Carbon monoxide 
Lead 

Respiratory diseases, 
including asthma 

Sulphur dioxide 
Nitrogen dioxide 
Inhalable particles 
Ground-level ozone 
Fungal spores 
Dust mites 
Pollen 

Skin diseases UV radiation 
Some metals, e.g. nickel 
Pentachlorophenol 
Dioxins 

Reproductivedysfunc
tions 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
DDT 
Cadmium 
Phthalates and other endocrine 
disruptors 

Developmental 
(foetal 
&childhood) 
disorders 

Lead 
Mercury 
Cadmium 
Some pesticides 
Endocrine disruptors 

Nervous 
systemdisorders 

Lead 
PCBs 
Methylmercury 
Manganese 
Some solvents 
Organophosphates 

 

At the same time as these environment problems being associated with 

humans’ health, there were continuous environmental emergencies in China. In 

2013, atotalof 712 environmental emergencies occurred nationwide, consisting of 

3 serious environmental emergencies, 12 comparatively serious environmental 

emergencies and 697ordinary environmental emergencies (2014 National 

Environment Statistic Almanac) (see Figure1-2). The Chinese National 
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Development and Reform Commission, State Council and such affiliated 

ministries as the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Ministry of Land and 

Resources put in much effort to deal with the increasing environment decay and 

ecological problems (see Figure1-3&1-4).  

 

 
Figure1-2: Environmental emergencies in China in 2013(2014 National Environment 

Statistic Almanac
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Figure1-3: Efforts from Chinese National Development and Reform Commission, 
State Council and affiliated ministries to deal with the increasing environment decay 

and ecological problems in 2013 (by author) 
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Figure1-4: Efforts by the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission, 
State Council and affiliated ministries to deal with the increasing environment decay 

and ecological problems in 2014 (by author) 
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According to the investment in anti-pollution projects as a percentage of the 

GDP (%) from 2001 to 2014，every year in this period the government spent 

over 1% of the GDP in anti-pollution projects, with the percentage peaking at 

1.9% in 2010. Although there was a drop in 2014, this investment percentage 

showed an increasing trend during these fourteen years. The total investment 

amount in the treatment of environmental pollution kept increasing at a fast speed, 

apart from a small decline in 2011, and experienced a big jump in 2010(see 

Table1-2). The amount invested in industrial pollution resources, however, only 

began to clearly increase after 2012. The industrial investment amounts were 

86.77 billion and 99.77 in 2013 and 2014, respectively, which are almost two 

times the amounts during the period from 2001 to 2012(see Table1-3). 

Table1-2: Investment in anti-pollution projects as a percentage of the GDP (%) from 
2001 to 2014(by author) 
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Table1-3: Investment Amount in the treatment of environmental pollution and 
industrial pollution sources (by author) 

The environment is the carrier of urban life and decides the life quality, 

playing an important role in the urban economy development.  

Vacant properties are always treated as urban problems associated with crime, 

depressed value of real estate trash, overgrown weeds and social and economic 

decay and are negative for urban community vitality (Accordino & Johnson, 

2000; Goldstein, Jensen, & Reiskin, 2001). However, the shrinking and 

depopulation in the old industrial cities could create good opportunities, such as to 

re-use the vacant industrial land and residencies as green resources. In supporting 

this, many scholars have suggested that land transformation of vacant properties 

brings with it the opportunity to contribute to human health and wellbeing and 

ecosystem services (Burkholder, 2012; G. M. Little, 2008). They also argue that 

urban shrinkage can allow nature to come back into the inner cities, where there 

exists a high density of population and concrete buildings (Haase, 2008). De 

Sousa (De Sousa, 2003) recognized that bringing green assets to the inner city 

brown field is a “flagship” for future urban regeneration and future greening for 
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urban shrinkage. Planners in the shrinking cities also attempted to make the cities 

greener and more compact, with two famous German examples being the 

Emscher Parks and Fuerst Puechler land projects (Hollander et al., 2009). Green 

is a social asset in this century and a greening environment encourages financial 

investments and social capital inflowing, and attracts people to live there and 

enhance government tax. Green infrastructure is multi-scale and a multi-function 

green network could solve the current environment problems in the old industrial 

cities and, at the same time, attract economic re-investment and address social 

problems. A few scholars have advocated green infrastructure as being a tool that 

can be utilized for co-improvement of social, economic and ecological conditions 

and that could eventually remove one of the greatest barriers to revitalizing 

shrinking cities, which is the blight left behind by the thousands of vacant and 

abandoned properties (Kremer, Hamstead, & McPhearson, 2013; Schilling & 

Logan, 2008). Through GI, a city could re-invent itself and become more 

sustainable and productive (Hollander et al., 2009). Water (2005) stated that the 

greening of vacant lots would improve the adjacent property values by as much as 

30% and a house having a tree of around 50 feet would improve the value of the 

house by 9%.  

However, until now, all of the urban master plans in all of the 42 Chinese old 

industrial shrinking cities have been based on the population increase. The 

existing plans do not offer a complete and systematic methodology to deal with 

the vacant and abandoned properties in the shrinking cities. Since 2012, however, 
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urban shrinking has become a popular topic of study in the urban planning field 

by Chinese scholars, with several of the investigations of shrinking cities claiming 

that population decline is one of the biggest challenges for urban future planning. 

In addition, the Chinese people are also trying to use the GI approaches and 

strategies to change the vacant properties. To date, however, the current practices 

of greening the vacant properties in the shrinking cities are still experiencing 

many problems and are not systematic. The problems include monotonous 

greening types, a lack of consideration of the ecologic, social and economic 

benefits and the integrated urban ecological network, which weakens the 

ecological function of GI. Thus, in order to address this vacant property issue 

through GI in the Chinese old industrial cities, it is imperative to build a green 

infrastructure model that offers systemic method and strategies. This process will 

include a critical review of the current GI practices in China and the 

characteristics of vacant lots, as well as other aspects. In China, the sprawl of 

vacant properties in the old industrial cities is vast and could offer space for 

community gardens, storm-water management, wildlife habitats, wetlands and 

concentrated areas of vegetation.  

 

1.2. Research Purpose and Goal 
 

    The goal of this current study is to build a green infrastructure model that 

offers a systemic method and strategies to guide the GI implementation for the 

greening of the vacant properties in the old industrial cities in China. In 
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considering the barriers of the current right-sizing model, this current study will 

extend the right-sizing model to the parcel scale in China. 

    A few previous studies have been conducted. For example, some scholars 

argued that urban policymakers and practitioners are challenged by shrinkage, as 

they lack models(Kabisch, Haase, & Haase, 2006). Schilling, in his articles (2008, 

2009), firstly proposed the building of a right-sizing model in America and 

suggested using green infrastructure to reclaim America’s shrinking cities. In this 

model, some of the vacant properties would become community gardens, pocket 

parking, urban farmland and community forests, either temporary or permanent. A 

handful of western cities implemented a re-sizing model and achieved success 

through such methods as a co-operation plan, a GI plan and a land bank and these 

achievements have been analyzed by some scholars (Hummel, 2015b; Ryan, 

2012). In addition, scholars in China purposed the necessity of a GI model to lead 

the greening plan. However, the building of a GI model has also been argued by 

scholars, due to the lack of previous experience and challenges. These challenges 

include the maintenance costs of greening projects, the conflicts of the various 

goals and the vision between the stakeholders and government institutes, the lack 

of clear data and prediction of the future and the complexity of handling the 

properties under private ownership(Kremer et al., 2013)  (Alexander, 2005; 

Bonham et al., 2002; Peleg, Zoé and Timon, 2013). 

    The previous research gap originates mainly from the aspects of the existing 

model not being exactly suitable for the Chinese national conditions (special 
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shrinking condition, GI practices and land ownership).  

    There are only a few existing studies related to the Chinese policy 

framework and plans to transform the abandoned and vacant properties into green 

assets. The current studies of right-sizing strategies focus on the whole city, 

ignoring right-sizing strategies at the parcel and landscape level.  

A theoretical contribution could be reflected in the following aspects. In 

China, right-sizing is claimed to be a new concept associated with green 

infrastructure to address the Chinese urban shrinking, as there is no previous 

experience of a GI model in China. In addition, this current study further develops 

the right-sizing model by purposing landscape strategies for the parcel level. 

 

1.3. Methodology 
 

    The methodology of this current study consists of a literature review, case 

studies, in-depth interviews and a field study. 

Literature review: the literature review is one of the most basic and important 

research methods in this current study. The author reviewed an account of what 

has been published on the topics of shrinking cities, shrinking cities in China and 

in the Chinese old industrial cities, GI practices in China and in America and the 

right-sizing model by scholars and researchers. Through the literature review the 

definition, classification and comparison of prior research studies, the research 

target, meaning, barriers and contribution were decided.  

    Case study: the case study method is another important methodology utilized 
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in this paper. The goal of a case study is to explore the complex real-life events, 

such as the organizational and managerial process (Yin, 2013). Yin (2013) argued 

that, limited by the number of cases, case analysis methodology is not efficient in 

building a statistic generalization, but it could build an analytic generalization.  

    Three Chinese cities were studied, in order to analyze the existing drawbacks 

of the current Chinese GI practices in transforming the vacancies into green assets, 

in Chapter3. The three cases are the Environment Restoration of the Mining Area 

in Huinong District, the Bridge Garden and the Vacant Properties Greening in the 

City of Wuxi. In addition, three American cities, namely Youngtown, Cleveland 

and Buffalo that resized their urban space by successfully using GI were 

investigated in Chapter 4. In order to build a right-sizing model for the Chinese 

old industrial shrinking cities, the land bank of Genesee County, the land bank in 

Flint and the Cleveland land bank were examined and the public participation in 

Youngstown was investigated.  

    In-depth interview: in-depth interviewing is a qualitative research method 

and includes a few individual interviews. This method is used to explore the 

perspectives of a small group of people about a special topic. In this article, nine 

people from the three GI case projects were selected to be interviewed. They are 

all designers or managers of GI projects and each interview lasted for around one 

hour. Through the in-depth interviews, the details of the GI design, the differences 

between the GI for vacancies and the traditional GI and their suggestions for GI 

practices in the future were learned. Furthermore, during the in-depth interview, 
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the author also acquired a more complex picture of the current Chinese GI 

practices.  

    Compare with a survey, in-depth interviewing has a few advantages, one of 

which is that more detailed information about the projects can be obtained. In 

addition, in-depth interviewing is more comfortable than conducting a survey and 

it can yield more information than a survey. The drawbacks are that interviewing 

can be prone to bias, can be time-intensive and is not generalizable (Boyce & 

Neale, 2006), as the sample size is small in in-depth interviewing and the 

participants are selected by random sampling methods. This method can, however, 

still provide valuable information relating to the GI practices in China.  

    Field study: in order to answer the question of how to use the right-sizing 

model, a shantytown parcel in Huinong District was studied. For the purpose of 

determining the vacancies’ condition at the chosen parcel, the field study method 

was employed. The author spent several days at the shantytown taking photos, 

communicating with the local people and accounting for the vacancies. The 

number of vacancies obtained from Huinong District Government was an estimate 

and, thus, it was imperative to visually observe, knock on doors and check the 

water and electricity usage through the field study method.   

 

1.4. Structure Framework 

 

Table1-4: the structure framework of this dissertation (by author) 
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    According to the framework, firstly the article introduced the shrinking cities 

in the world, shrinking cities in China and the characteristics of Chinese old 

industrial shrinking cities. The most recognized norm mentioned by the Shrinking 

Cities International Research Network (SCIRN) is: 

A shrinking city is a densely populated urban area with a minimum population of 

10,000 residents that has faced population losses in large parts for more than two 

years and is undergoing economic transformations with some symptoms of a 

structural crisis) 

    The Chinese old industry cities are the cities built in different development 

periods before the Chinese Economic Reform, that have a certain industrial assets 

inventory and that play an outstanding role and provide an imperative contribution 

to the national economy and industrialization process (C. Wang & Wang, 2013). 
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They are 42 shrinking cities in China above the prefecture-level, with 12 of them 

being old industrial cities distributed in eight provinces.  

    After that, the author argued that the GI is an efficient way in solving 

shrinking problems in China due to the principles of GI: connectivity, multi-

functionality and multi-scale performance. Definitions of GI are multiple and 

reflective of the different contexts in which they are provided (Wright, 2011). 

“Green infrastructure offers a contemporary approach to the conceptualization and 

management of landscape resources” (Mell, 2010). It refers to a group of various 

elements and these elements work together to protect the value and function of 

natural ecosystems.  

However, current GI practices in greening the vacancies in China still have 

sever problems. These problems include: lack the efficient mechanism to collect 

and manage vacant properties; greening types are monotonous & the multi-

function is not well considered; lack the consideration of pollution treatment and 

land development potential; lack the consideration of the integrated urban 

ecological network; lack the public participation and the respect of the desires of 

stakeholder. Thus it is urgent to have a new and systematical method to solve 

current problems and guide the future GI for Chinese cities in the context of urban 

shrinkage.  

Therefore, the right-sizing model for Chinese shrinking cities was purposed. It 

includes land bank, GI design toolbox and collaborative plan. In order to fill 

current research gaps, the land bank at parcel level, GI design toolbox at parcel 
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level and collaborative plan at parcel level. They will separately solve the current 

problems in GI design. In China, a parcel is a land holding in a single ownership, a 

brownfield parcel refers to a land of an industrial enterprise (10-20 acres) and a 

shantytown parcel refers to a land with houses on it that was built by one stated-

owned enterprise for their workers (30-40 acres)   

The concept of right sizing was developed by Schilling and Logan (2008). It 

is similar to the concept of smart decline that was developed by Hollander and 

Németh (Németh & Hollander, 2012). “Right sizing refers to stabilizing 

dysfunctional markets and distressed neighborhoods by more closely aligning a 

city’s built environment with the needs of existing and foreseeable future 

populations by adjusting the amount of land available for development. A handful 

of cities use this concept to optimize the urban land and get good achievements, 

such as Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo and Youngstown (Hummel, 2015a, 2015b; 

Ryan, 2012). However, However, in the current GI model, most of the tools of GI 

are at the city, or even regional, level and how to use the GI elements and what 

types of GI is suitable for vacant properties at the parcel level, was not introduced.  

In this right-sizing model for Chinese shrinking cities, land bank at parcel 

level and collaborative plan at parcel level will support GI design toolbox at parcel 

level to become reality. In GI design toolbox, there are three tools: preparation tool, 

design tool and modification & optimizing tool. Design tool are flowcharts for 

brown field parcel and shantytown parcel that are two typical forms in shrinking 

old industrial cities in China. It reflects the multi-functionality of GI. Modification 
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& optimizing tool refer to multi-scale performance and connectivity of GI.  

    In the end, how to use the right-sizing model is answered through using it at 

a chose parcel in Huinong District. Huinong District belongs to the city of Shi 

Zuishan, which is one of the mine bases at the initial stage of New China. 

Huinong District was the headstream of heavy industry in Shi Zuishan with its 

rich coal resources, but with the resource exhaustion and economy transfer, both 

the neighborhood and heavy industry are seriously blighted. Through using this 

right-sizing model, GI network at parcel level was built. In addition, it is argued 

that land bank is the most imperative part to support GI implementation in China 

and Chinese land bank are special and important for other developing counties 

with less public participation.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background 

 

 

2.1. Shrinking City 

 

Starting from the industrial revolution around 200 years ago, the economy, 

population and products, as well as urbanization in the industrialized countries 

riding the tide of industrialization, have been experiencing a stable and rapid 

increase. This increase seems to have already become the core characteristic of 

modernization and people’s prediction(Oswalt, 2006; Tarbatt, 2012). No matter 

the economic, cultural or political and legislative aspects, this increase has 

become a nuclear concept and principle. Density has also become an important 

index in urban development.  

However, many cities all over the world, and especially industrialized cities, 

are suffering from shrinking problems. The populations of Japan, Russia, the 

United States, Germany and many other countries are decreasing from their peak 

after many years of urbanization.  

Through their history, cities have experienced periods of both construction 

and destruction, with different development paths, economic turmoil, regime 

changes, diseases, disasters and wars. Some shrinking cities are precedent in 

history, such as ancient Rome and the mid-19th century Tokyo experiencing a 

long-time decline, with some cities, such as Atlantis and Maya, disappearing at 
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the same time, and the city of Pompeii, which disappeared in a big disaster in a 

short period of time. However, differing from these examples, the shrinking cities 

from the 20
th
century onwards have unique characteristics. It is suggested (Oswalt, 

2006) that in today’s shrinking cities, the population loss is relatively slow and the 

shrinking has occurred in peacetime with a growing wealth and no interference 

from external conflicts.  

Shrinking city is a global phenomenon. No matter whether it be Germany, 

Japan, Italy, China, the United Kingdom, North Africa or Chile, shrinking cities 

are everywhere. City shrinkage started in Germany in the 1990s, with the 

phenomenon of urban population decay, economy recession and an increasing 

number of remaining urban infrastructures, followed by urban economy, society, 

environment and culture outright recession(Shutt, 2000; Steinführer, Haase, & 

Kabisch, 2009; Wilks-Heeg, 2003). At the beginning of the 21st century, Europe 

was a region of shrinking and depopulation in the modern society and, after World 

War Two, the Unite States also suffered from shrinking. During the period 1950-

1960, 38 large cities were shrinking, including Washington, Chicago and Detroit. 

In the 1990s, with the Dissolution of the Soviet Union, many countries were 

forced into suffering from shrinking, due to the socio-economic and regime 

change. During that period, the population of cities in such countries as the 

Ukraine, Romania, Russia and East Germany decreased drastically.  

Whilst this urban decline was almost exclusively observed in the developed 

countries until the 1970s, from the 1980s the process of shrinking has affected 
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more than a quarter of the cities worldwide, with populations greater than 100,000 

experiencing shrinkage(Fol & Cunningham-Sabot, 2010).The United Nations 

Human Settlements Programme, in analyzing 1,408 cities in the developing 

countries(and districts),indicated that, from 1990 to 2000, 143 of the cities 

(10.2%) experience a population decline, although a rapid and high growth was 

still the reality in most of the countries in the developing regions(Oswalt, 2006).  

Shrinking is not a unidirectional process, but is a process consisting of both 

expansion and shrinking. Shrinking creates more vacant spaces and abandoned 

buildings and real estate, although these places become unattractive with low 

utilization, and cities also keep their expansion to the periphery area. “This 

phenomenon dually explains the increasingly shrinking cities; on one hand there 

is increasingly scarce activity and, on the other hand, the activities are dispersed 

in an increasingly broad space”(Oswalt, 2006). 

2.1.1 Concept, norms and causes of a shrinking city 

(1) Concept and norms of a shrinking city 

    The concept of a shrinking city originated from studies related to the loss of 

population in the mid-20th century. The term ‘shrinking city’ comes from the 

German term “Schrumpfende Städte”, as mentioned by German scholars in 

1988(Häußermann & Siebel, 1988). At that time, Germany was facing a serious 

population decline and social problems. This discourse not only covers the 

linguistic development of the term, but also the idea of gathering different kinds 
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of urban decline into one united term(Laursen, 2008). Prior studies always used 

such words as decline, decay, blight, abandonment, de-urbanization, urban crisis 

and demographic depression to describe similar city phenomenon. After 2000, the 

term “shrinking city” gradually attracted attention from the public, scholars and 

government and was recognized as a new framework and concept to study the 

consequences of population loss, to explore the mechanism behind urban 

population loss and, further, to discuss the urban decay trajectory and measures to 

deal with urban decay.  

    In the current planning debates the term ‘shrinking city’ is usually used to 

describe a densely populated urban area that has faced population loss in large 

parts and is undergoing economic transformations with some symptoms of a 

structural crisis(Pallagst, 2009a).Until now, shrinking city has not had a uniform 

standard and the most recognized norm mentioned by the Shrinking Cities 

International Research Network (SCIRN) is: 

A shrinking city is a densely populated urban area with a minimum population of 

10,000 residents that has faced population losses in large parts for more than two 

years and is undergoing economic transformations with some symptoms of a 

structural crisis 

    Beyeralso provided a definition of shrinking cities, being a temporary, or 

permanent, loss of a large number of residents and, to further define the term, the 

population loss occupies at least 10% of the total population, or an average annual 

loss of more than 1% of the population(Beyer, Hagemann, Rieniets, & Oswalt, 
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2006). In Schilling’s study(Schilling & Logan, 2008), it was suggested that 

shrinking cities are those that experience a loss of 25% of their population during 

four decades, along with an increasing number of vacant buildings. Different city 

governments use different definitions in their practices.  

(2) Causes of urban shrinkage 

    The causes of shrinking vary in different cities, and especially in the 

globalization context. Furthermore, urban shrinkage is the combined effect of 

multiple transforms (such as Eastern Germany), but among those factors, de-

industrialization, sub-urbanization, post-socialist transition and an aging population 

are the most important(other factors include immigration policy, racial 

discrimination, etc.) in the global scope.  

a) De-industrialization： 

    Globalization has an important impact on the development of shrinking cities 

nowadays, reflecting on de-industrialization. De-industrialization means a global 

labor division of industry and services reallocation, resulting in some urban, or 

district, statuses to rise or fall. This is because, firstly, land prices, wages and 

other production costs are high in the metropolitan areas, leading entrepreneurs to 

move their manufacturing plants to the small towns and rural areas, and even to 

migrate abroad. Secondly, due to the depletion of the nature resources and rise in 

production costs, some traditional industries of the industrialized countries, such 

as steel, shipbuilding, engineering machinery and textiles, have gradually declined, 

which also leads to a serious decline in regional manufacturing. Thirdly, with the 
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technological development, companies are able to disperse some parts of their 

production process, especially the labor-intensive assembling process, to overseas 

regions for relatively low wage costs.  

    The urban decay in the Manchester and Liverpool industrial districts was 

caused by de-industrialization. Manchester was the world’s first industrialized city 

and largest commercial city of the industrial revolution. At the end of the 19th 

century, Manchester was famous for its manufactured cotton industry and trade. 

In 1913, the cotton produced in Lancashire occupied 65% of the whole world’s 

cotton products, although45% of it was shipped to India. World War One stopped 

the export trade of Manchester, as the India market was occupied by Japan and the 

cotton industry never returned to its pre-war level. In the 1970s, the container 

revolution (only the ports able to handle a large number of huge container ships 

and that had enough storage space could survive) also caused a quick decay of the 

city center area of Manchester, leading to a quarter of the city center factories and 

workshops closing and one-third of the manufacturing jobs disappearing.  

b) Sub-urbanization： 

    Sub-urbanization means residents, industries, service industries and culture 

moving from the city center to sub-urban areas. In studying the shrinking cities in 

the Unites States, it is obvious that the shrinking there does not involve a decay of 

whole areas (it occurs among city centers, suburbs and the surrounding 

hinterland). With the textile industry, mining industry and other core industries 

declining, the shrinking happened in the core areas of large districts. Despite the 
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population and job opportunities still increase in these districts, the industries 

relocated from the city center to the edge of these districts. This was not only 

caused by the American dream to live in a single-family house with a profound 

nature environment in the suburbs, but also by the support from the federal 

government(Schett, 2012). For example, in 1956, the federal government passed 

the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act, which supported the 

construction of a 41,000 thousand miles highway system, and, in the 1930s,the 

Roosevelt regime of the federal housing agencies provided a new financial 

support system for residents to buy a suburban house. In the rust belt area, many 

cities are shrinking, due to the sub-urbanization and Detroit is a typical case. In 

Detroit, as in other cities, the aggregation of manufacturing can no longer rely on 

the railway and, hence, industries move to the suburban areas, where there is 

cheaper land use and they rely on the highway and trucks. Detroit lost 50.5% of 

its population between 1950 and 2003 and, in 1999, the Detroit residents' annual 

per capita income was half of the suburban’.  

c) Post-socialist transition 

    Post-socialist transition refers to the socialistic social, political and economic 

system transformation in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. From 1985, due to 

the collapse of socialism, a large number of cities in Eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union began to shrink. In a few years the entire industry in these countries 

stagnated and faced a fundamental structural change with the lack of an empirical 

social welfare system. This kind of transition brings urban decay and the 
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shrinking can be reflected by the following aspects: Firstly, with the collapse of 

socialism, the nation ceases its control of the economy and the opening of the 

international market makes domestic products difficult to sell, with this tending to 

especially affect the highly industrialized cities that rely on a national planned 

economy. Cities that cannot provide raw materials in the international market 

competition have to seek out alternative advantages in the market, such as a low 

wage level and intensive labor. As a result, both the income and living quality 

decrease in these cities. Secondly, the residential areas with poor geographical or 

climate conditions were used to the support provided by the capital investment 

and resources reallocation from the national government prior to the socialist 

transition. They over relied on financial subsidies, such as salaries and urban 

infrastructure, and when these subsidies ceased, many residential areas were 

abandoned, the urban infrastructure was hard to maintain and the cities began to 

shrink heavily. Furthermore, the rapid privatizations led to public service facilities 

being reduced in the cities. Previously, the central government had the 

responsibility of providing public services, but, after the transition, the municipal 

agencies, residents and enterprises were all reluctant to bear the costs and take on 

the responsibility. In taking the March Eight factory as an example, this factory 

had the most advanced textile technology in Ivanovo, and even in the whole 

Soviet Union. During the period 1966-1970, this factory completed its primary 

modernization by installing 900 modern textile machines and, in the following 

years, it also became a multifunction factory, composing of residences, education, 
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medical treatment, entertainment and so on. With the socialist transition from the 

1980s, March Eight built up a shareholding system and implemented privatization. 

With the oil prices, gas prices and price of raw materials quickly increasing and 

the high loan interest charged by the bank, after more than a decade of struggling, 

in 2003 the factory ultimately went bankrupt(Oswalt, 2006). 

d) Population aging 

The aging population is another reason for city shrinkage. Japan is a typical 

country experiencing problems brought about by an aging population and low 

birth rate. Although it was suggested that the fertility rate needed to be higher to 

offset the losses(Singer, 1999), Japan’s fertility rate dropped from 2.23(1967) to 

1.28(2004). Moreover, the Japanese life expectancy is the highest in the world. In 

2004,Japan's older population (aged over 64) accounted for 19.3% of the total 

population and it is expected that this will increase to 35% in 2050, which is 4% 

higher than the prediction for Germany in 2050(Oswalt, 2006). However, being a 

country honoring its nationalism, Japan does not welcome foreign nationalities 

and, hence, it may be impossible for migrants to solve the shrinking problems of 

Japan.  

Shrinking cities create a vicious circle between urban decay and depopulation. 

Cities require a large amount of infrastructure to maintain economic vitality, but 

depopulation and the economy leading to tax reductions make it financially 

difficult for them to operate and maintain the urban infrastructure. Moreover, 

depopulation creates vacant houses and abandoned properties, which decreases 
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the surrounding properties’ prices and increases the crime rate, resulting in a more 

serious population loss.  

2.1.2 Shrinking cities in China 

    It is obvious that the causes of the urban shrinkage in China are significantly 

different to the western countries. Compared with the developed regions, China’s 

urbanization rate is low, climbing to 52.57% in 2012 (National Bureau of 

Statistics). China is stilling facing migration from rural to urban areas. 

Suburbanization and de-industrialization,which have been considered as being the 

primary reasons for the urban shrinkage in European cities and the United States, 

have not widely existed in China. Furthermore, due to the land ownership in 

China being public, it has been argued that the exhaustion of resources and the 

real estate bubble are strongly related to China’s urban shrinking.  

    In China, the shrinking cities phenomenon has been neglected by the 

mainstream planning concept of growth and all of the urban planning and 

practices are decided by the government, with the planning based on the 

population increasing. In fact, a decline in the exports of the processing industries 

triggered by the global financial crisis, an uneven development of different 

districts and districts’ polarization caused by economic globalization and the 

arrival of the Lewis turning point (turning point of labor surplus to shortage) in 

China brought about a change to the long-period increasing of the Chinese 

economy. Because of the special developing background and historical stage, the 
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shrinking phenomenon in China is quite complex and different to the western 

countries’, for example, in China, the population decrease has been accompanied 

by rapid economic development and land development.  

 

 

Figure2-1: Shrinking territories at the township and city levels in China 
(Pop2010=population in 2010, Pop2000=population in 2000)(Shrinking cities in a 

rapidly urbanizing China) 

(1) Definition and recognition 

    The definition of a Chinese shrinking city is the same as mentioned by the 

Shrinking Cities International Research Network (SCIRN), as introduced 

previously. According to the demographic data from China’s fifth national census 

(2000) and the sixth census (2010) in the Chinese towns and sub-district offices 

scale, 180 cities have experienced depopulationamong the 654 cities (above 

county-level cities) and the shrinking cities account for 27.5%(Y Long & Wu, 
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2015), composing of a capital city, 39 prefecture-level cities and 140 county-level 

cities (Figure2-1: Shrinking cities in China 2000-2010). In addition, a decline in 

population density occurred in four provinces, 105 cities, 897 counties and 19,822 

sub-district offices. Mao (2015) also suggested that, in the sub-district offices 

scale, one third of the nation’s land areas appeared to experience a population 

density decrease. In the aspect of urban construction land, among the 244 

prefecture-level (and above) cities, only 68 cities experienced an increase in 

resident density and city sprawl (reflected in the increasing construction land per 

capita) during the period 2000-2010. In terms of job opportunities, during the 

same period, there were job losses in 156 cities per square kilometer of urban 

construction land among the 256 prefecture-level (and above) cities and the 

economic concentration effect grew slower and weaker.  

(2) Characteristics 

    As Wu et al suggested, China’s 180 shrinking cities can be classified 

depending on the different shrinking reasons, or the depopulation and space 

expansion form (C. Wu, Zhang, Cui, & Cui, 2008).  

a) Causes: 

    In terms of the causes of shrinking, Zhang, Cui, & Cui (2008) also argued 

that there are four reasons for the shrinking. Firstly, the partial shrinking in the 

resource-based cities occurred during the process of industrialization. The typical 

shrinking cities were Lvliang in Shanxi province and the cities located in the old 

industrial areas in the three provinces of Liaoning, Jilin and Heilong Jiang. The 
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second reason is the industrial decline in the traditional industrial cities, such as 

Leshan in Sichuan Province and Loudi in Hunan Province. Third is the partial 

shrinking in the underdeveloped cities caused by people migrating to more 

developed areas, such as cities in the Sichuan, Chongqing and Guizhou 

interlocking regions and southwest of the Zhejiang and Fujian interlocking 

regions. Furthermore, some urban shrinkages are caused by the adjustment of 

administrative divisions, such as Wuzhong and Guyuan in Ningxia. 

b) Classification: 

    In China, shrinking and expanding happens at the same time and this causes 

a waste of land resources, vacating of urban development areas and environment 

decay. Some scholars proposed four classifications of shrinking cities according 

to the depopulation rates and city development area expansion rates(Ying Long, 

Wu, & Wang, 2015):Population slightly reducing and a mild expansion of space; 

Population slightly reducing and a severe expansion of space; Population severely 

reducing and a mild expansion of space; Population severely reducing and a 

severe expansion of space.  

c) Spatial features: 

In terms of the spatial features of shrinking, there are generally two spatial 

features in shrinking cities. The term “Perforated city” (Daldrup, 2001) reflects an 

urban area experiencing shrinking conditions and this usually occurs in European 

cities and is also linked to the fear of losing a compact urban form (Akbar & 

Kremer, 2010). It happens with whole areas of urban vacant and unused 
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properties, such as houses, commercial malls, residents’ buildings, factories and 

vacant buildings mixed with used buildings, with the urban fabric no longer being 

continuous. This is in conflict with the sustainable urban patterns having negative 

physical, social and economic effects (Strauß, 2016). Another pattern is the 

“doughnut” effect, which indicates a “hollowing out” of the inner city with the 

population migrating from the center to suburban areas (Pallagst & Wiechmann, 

2004), such as the shrinking cities in the northeastern American rust belt areas. 

Referring to these two patterns, Ying Long et al suggested that the Chinese 

shrinking cities include three types of special dimensions (Ying Long et al., 2015).  

    The majority of the Chinese shrinking cities experience doughnut shrinkage, 

such as Zhangye, Wuwei, Huaian, Guangan and Suining. A few are “fully 

shrinking”(a decline in the population density in all towns and sub-district offices), 

such as Dingxi and very few are perforated shrinking at present.  

d) Others:  

    The Chinese shrinking cities have other special characteristics.Firstly, China 

has a large amount of shrinking cities distributed widely in the whole national 

area, with most of them beingcounty-level cities. In addition, the urban population 

rate of shrinking is within 10% of the 134shrinking cities (Ying Long et al., 2015), 

which means that the degree of the shrinking in China is not as serious as it is in 

the western countries. Moreover, different to the majority of shrinking cities, 

where there is depopulation with an economic decay, in China the shrinking cities 

are experiencing rapid economic development. Depopulation occurs with a 
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continuous expansion of development land.  

2.1.3 Shrinking Chinese old industrial cities 

(1) Concept and characteristics of Chinese old industrial cities 

    An old industrial area is not a new concept. Michael Steiner argued that “Old 

Industrial Areas are dominated by a high proportion of industries that do not 

represent 'growth industries', are not competitive and cannot guarantee a sufficient 

income”(Steiner, 1985). He also suggested that “Within old industrial areas two 

characteristics are, by definition, included: 'old’, signifying an economic base 

going back to the last century, whose prosperity has, perhaps, lasted for more than 

a century, but which is now declining, and 'industry', signifying a limited number 

of sectors, e.g. mining, steel production, heavy engineering, paper and 

textiles”(Steiner, 1985).Yang(Z. Yang, 2008)suggested that world old industrial 

areas are heavy industry gathering areas that develop by relying on textiles, 

chemicals, iron and steel, machinery and other industries, on the basis of minerals, 

forests and other natural resources. The old industrial areas flourished from the 

merits of the industrial transformation from the first industrial revolution to the 

second industrial revolution, but experienced a failure in economy, due to 

backward technology, industrial restructuring, resources exhaustion and other 

factors, such as in the Ruhr industrial area in Germany, the Lorraine in France, the 

bust belt in the United States and Kitakyushu in Japan(Z. Yang, 2008). 

    In China an old industry base refers to the old industrial areas that have 
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relatively concentrated, and a variety of, types of industries relying on the national 

investment that was established in the planned economy period. According to the 

planning adjustment, and transformation of, the old industrial base(2013-2022), 

an old industrial base is defined as an industrial area planned and constructed by 

the nation during the “First Five-Year Plan”(1953-1957), “Second Five-Year 

Plan”(1958～1962) and “Third Five-Year Plan(1966-1970)”, relying on heavy 

industry enterprises and national investment and the basic units in an industrial 

base are the industrial cities. 

    The old industry cities are the cities built in different development periods 

before the Chinese Economic Reform, that have a certain industrial assets 

inventory and that play an outstanding role and provide an imperative 

contribution to the national economy and industrialization process(C. Wang & 

Wang, 2013).According to the industrial distribution during these periods and the 

six factors of urban industrial fixed assets, industrial total value of output, 

proportion of heavy industry, number and proportion of employment in the 

national industrial enterprises and non-agricultural population, there are 120 old 

industrial cities (above prefecture-level) in China located in 27 provinces 

(municipality or autonomous regions) and among them there are 95 prefecture-

level cities and 25 municipalities or capital cities.   

Through these concepts and the current development condition, it is obvious that 

the old industrial cities and areas are different to the new ones, but they have 

common features, such as a simple industrial structure, over reliance on nature 
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resources, unenlightened and poor technologies skills, slow or decaying economic 

development and serious environment problems. 

(2) Shrinking features in Chinese old industrial cities 

    The current situations, distributions and causes of the Chinese shrinking have 

previously been introduced and, thus, the causes, the amount of, and challenges for, 

the shrinking old industrial cities in China will now be deeply analyzed.  

a) Causes: 

    Firstly, until now, China has been experiencing highly rapid urbanization 

process. The regional economic development is very unbalanced, unfair and 

unsustainable. Secondly, the unreasonable industrial structure, over-exploitation 

and waste of resources have hindered a potential urban development, created less 

job opportunities and decreased the market vitality. Thirdly, the environmental 

pollution that reduces the quality of life of residents also brings about urban 

shrinkage and depopulation with industry production. Moreover, the publication 

of the household registration system reform in 2014,eliminating the difference 

between the rural and urban population in household registration, made 

population migration more convenient.  

b) Amount: 

    According to the cities listed in the planning adjustment and transformation of 

the old industrial base (2013) issued by the State Council and the amount of 

Chinese shrinking cities calculated by the Beijing City Lab, there are 42 shrinking 

cities in China above the prefecture-level, with 12 of them being old industrial 
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cities distributed in eight provinces (see Table: 2-1). 

Table2-1: Shrinking condition of Chinese old industrial cities above prefecture-level 
(Beijing City Lab) 

 
Province City Urban 

Population 
2010 

Urban 
Population 
2012 

Depopulation 
Rate 

Nature 
Resources 
Type 

Sichuan Zigong 1061880 959685 9.6% Bittern 
Resources 

Sichuan Neijiang 1403440 1260267 10.2% - 

Hubei  Jinzhou 1177150    1154086 2.0% - 

Hubei  Jinmen 1261506   1214397 3.7% - 

Hubei  Xiangfan 2205324 2199690 0.3% - 

HeiLongjiang Jixi 895198 861133 3.8% Coal 
Resources 

HeiLongjiang Yichun 783220 728535 7.0% Timber 
resources 

Liaoning Fushun 1498441 1452979 3.0% Coal 
Resources 

Liaoning Tieling 371081 363076 2.2% - 

Hennan Hebi 426401 384961 9.7% Coal 
Resources 

Jiangxi Jing 
Dezhen 

460187 452787 1.6% Rare earth 
resources 

Guizhou Anshun 747951 744453 0.5% Coal 
Resources 

a) Challenges: 

    Furthermore, the economic and social change from both the international and 

national scale will create more challenges for the old industrial cities. Firstly, the 

continuous and rapid urbanization will increase the transformation of cities’ status 

and will expand the unbalance existing between the cities in China. A city with an 

optimal industrial structure, comfortable climate and high quality living 

conditions will attract more people and, in contrast, the old industrial cities will 

continue to shrink. Secondly, in the context of globalization, all cities are facing 

fierce competition on a global scale. The prevalence of post-Fordism increases the 

polarization between cities and some developed metropolises have become the 
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winners, with other marginalized and underdeveloped cities being losers. Lastly, 

environmental pollution and resource depletion in the old industrial areas is bound 

to bring about shrinkage and depopulation.   

b) Background and foreground of the shrinking of the old industries cities: 

    The investigation of the master planning of all of the 12Chinese old 

industrial shrinking cities above prefecture-level indicates that the master plan for 

all of those cities is based on the prediction that the population will increase in the 

future. It is evident, however, that the shrinking phenomenon has not gained 

enough attention in the urban policymaking and planning practices. 

    However, since 2012, urban shrinking has become a popular study topic in 

the urban planning field by Chinese scholars. Through searching for papers in 

CNKI using the term “shrinking city”, according to the title or key words, 16 

papers were found that had been published in China by the middle of 2016.Four 

newspapers were found using the title of shrinking cities that claimed that one of 

the big challenges for urban future planning is population decline. On September 

24th theWen Wei Po (newspaper company) used the title ‘Urban Planner Should 

Learn to do Minus’ to emphasize that the government should learn strategies to 

deal with urban shrinkage(Fan, 2012). Liu Shen, a journalist for the Liberation 

Daily, also argued that urban shrinkage is a warning for Chinese people to prepare 

for urban further development(S. Liu, 2016). Zhou Pan, in a Master’s dissertation, 

paid attention to the shrinking problems in the old industrial cities in China and 

discussed the feasibility of the application of green infrastructure(P. Zhou, 2015). 
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Qing also suggested that the government should develop urban residences and 

land “according to the actual needs, rather than investment needs” (Yueqin & 

Haoli, 2013). 

(3) The vacancy condition in the old industrial cities 

a) Vacancy condition 

    The vacancy of industrial buildings and land: the vacancy of industrial 

buildings and land consists of old industrial factories and their attached 

commercial places, shantytowns, industrial warehouses and abundant pits made 

by opencast and urban infrastructures, such as schools, hospitals and 

entertainment places that were also established around the locations of factorial 

enterprises. During these decades, some of the enterprises with low technologies 

closed and other industrial enterprises were forced to move from the city centers 

to the city margins.  

    This was because, firstly, with economic development, the industries in any 

of the cities or nations would experience a transformation from being a primary 

industry, secondary industry or tertiary industry. In the Chinese old industrial 

cities, most of the cities experienced increased development with new high-tech 

industries and the low technologies, intensive labor and high pollution enterprises 

were replaced. Secondly, the already high land prices in the city centers increased, 

leading to high costs for the industrial enterprises and they tended to move to the 

suburbs, where the land prices and transport costs were lower. Additionally, the 

exhaustion of resources in the Chinese old industrial cities also led to a large 
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number of closed down businesses. Finally, in the Chinese old industrial cities, a 

large number of the state-owned enterprises were closed down during the 

economic reformation, from the planned economy at the beginning to the market 

economy.  

    This resulted in a large amount of the old industrial architecture being 

demolished for re-contracture or vacancy. As Li suggested, the vacancy of the 

industrial architecture in the old industrial cities is an important study topic (P. Li, 

2014). In recent years, the industrial areas, and especially the heavy industrial 

areas, in cities have tended to decline. Taking the798-radio factory in Beijing, 

chemical fiber factory in Hangzhou and glassworks in Tianjin as examples, 

although these factories’ architectural groups and attached companies were 

already large in size, their industrial status was greatly shrinking.  

    Urban shrinking does, of course, create more vacancies. Depopulation makes 

the urban lack of labor and economic decay lead to more vacant industrial land. 

For example, Jing Dezhen, which is popular for Chinese china and rare earth 

resources, was affected by the 1990s’ economic reformation and almost two thirds 

of the workershad to beeither laid-off or encouraged to retire at an early age. 

Many factory workshop buildings were abandoned and made vacant, with the 

vacancy areas in the city center even occupying 3.5 km2(Jie Zhang, He, & Liu, 

2014). Most of these industrial workroom buildings are currently vacant and rusty 

and have overgrown weeds, with only some of the small workrooms being rented 

privately to small businesses and a few, such as the Jianguo factory,Diaosu factory 
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and china factory, have been developed as culture and creative parks, due to their 

historical and culture values (P. Zhou, 2015). According to the National Land 

Management Plan published in 2003, there are 4 million square hectares of 

abandoned land nationwide that has been created by mining, collapse and 

excavation. Industry production leaves a mark on the land in the way of 

contamination and this is a fact accepted by most of the public. Industrial residues 

become fatal obstacles for the industrial vacant lands in the search for new 

functions (Oswalt, 2006). Furthermore, not all of the practical projects can 

achieve land purification and cleanliness. This limitation especially affects the 

shrinking cities where the requirement of real estate has already decreased. 

    The vacant conditions are exacerbated by real estate development and 

shantytown development. It was suggested that, according to the sales volume of 

Xiangyang in 2013, the existing supply of households for consumers is adequate 

for ten years (Jiazhen Zhang & Tong, 2014).  

    The vacancy of new flats: the blind real estate development and real estate 

bubble is one of the main reasons of the vacant cities in China. Some cities’ real 

estate project vacant rate reached 40-60% and the highest vacant rate in the 

midwest cities in China even reached 70-80% (Hong Zhang, 2013). Although 

some scholars have queried the accuracy when calculating the vacant rate, as the 

current calculation index learned from American does not exactly suit the Chinese 

housing situation and it could, thus, be a litter higher than the reality, the vacant 

real estate in the Chinese cities is obvious. Most of the vacant cities in this type 
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are second and third line cities in China and the majority of them are new district 

cities, such as Kang Bashen, a new district in Erdos,Dongying new city in 

Yingkou, Hubing new district in Hefei and the southern new city in Changzhou.  

The reason for the blind real estate development is the capital trust, and under this 

trust, the government and developers obtain economic benefits through real estate 

development. For example, the total of the five types of real estate taxes reached 

1,000 billion RMB in China, occupying 16.6% of the local financial revenue(Xue, 

2013). Real estate also increases the gross regional domestic products, as well as 

driving land appreciation and allowing the government to acquire high land-

transferring fees. “For developers, they only consider whether their flats can be 

sold, rather than whether there are people in their flats. As long as those flats can 

be sold, they could achieve a circuit of capital and could get benefits”(Yueqin & 

Haoli, 2013). Some residences are bought by the rich, or people from other areas, 

and the residences become investment objects. Therefore, the reasons for the 

vacant properties are that they are bought by customers or are reserved by rich 

people.  

    In some of the old industrial shrinking cities, there is a high amount of city 

construction and real estate development, as in other cities. For example, in 

Jingmen and Jixi, although their city populations decreased by over 3.5% between 

2000 and 2010, according to the latest twice census, the new architecture 

construction area was 11.82 and 4.69 million square meters, respectively, in 2013. 

Moreover, among the total of the architectural construction, the residence 
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construction areas occupied high percentages: 78.14% in Jingmen, 80.75% in Jixi 

and 93.47% in Yinchun. However, this situation did not exist in all of the old 

industrial shrinking cities, although, in Zigong and Neijiang,where there was a 

large amount of new construction areas, the residence construction ratios in the 

total areas were not very high, being only 33.58% in Zigong and 32.85% in 

Neijiang (see Table2-2).   

Table2-2:In some old industrial shrinking cities, the city construction and real estate 
development is high with the serious depopulation (Statistical Yearbook) 

 
 Architecture 

Construction 
Area in 2013 
(10,000m

2
) 

Residence 
Construction 
Area in 2013 
(10,000m

2
) 

Residence 
Construction 
Ratio in Total 
Area (%) 

Depopulation 
Rate between 
2000 and 
2010(%) 

Zigong 891.51 299.38 33.58 9.60 
Neijiang 876.17 287.85 32.85 10.20 
Jingmen 1182.57 924.08 78.14 3.70 
Jixi 469.18 378.88 80.75 3.80 
Yichun 125.45 117.35 93.47 7.00 

Furthermore, the investment amount in real estate in most of the shrinking cities 

increased at a high speed. For example, from 2005 to 2013, and in Jingmen in 2005, 

the investment amount in real estate was only 0.531 billion China Yuan and this 

amount increased 16.54 times in 2013.Reaching 8.78 billion China Yuan, and in 

Jingzhou and Xiangfan this amount also increased 4.74 and 12.67 times, 

respectively, in 2013, compared to eight years previously. The increases in the rates 

in these three cities were 4.7%, 16.5% and 12.7%, respectively (see Table2-3). 

Table2-3: Investment amount in real estate in most of the shrinking cities increased in 

speed (Statistical Yearbook) 

 

Investment 

Amount 

05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 
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Jingzhou 16.2 18.1 22.2 26.6 32.9 35.5 55.8 54.9 76.8 

Jingmen 5.3 9.1 11.4 16.8 27.2 38.8 55.7 64.3 87.8 

Xiangfan 22.1 29.7 36.9 46.2 55.4 106.5 145.0 186.2 302.0 

The vacancy of commercial residential buildings: up until now, the vacancy of 

commercial residential buildings in the shrinking cities has had little consideration. 

Although the vacancy of commercial residential buildings in the shrinking cities is 

not as serious as in other new cities, the depopulation and increasing real estate 

investment will increase the gap in, and unbalance of, supply and demand and will 

create more vacancies than in other cities. According to the vacant area of 

commercial residential buildings in Jingmen in five years, prior to 2011 the 

commercial residential building vacant areas did not change quickly, but, after 

2011, the vacant areas increased drastically. In 2012, the commercial residential 

building vacant area was 1.34 million m
2
 and this amount reached 1.74 million m

2
 

in 2013. In addition, most of the vacant buildings had been residence and business 

operating buildings (see Table2-4). 

Table2-4: The vacant building area of commercial buildingsinJingmen from 2009 to 

2013 (Statistical Yearbook) 

 

Jingmen 09 10 11 12 13 

Commercial Residential Building Vacant 
Area (10,000 m

2
) 

32.5 46.6 37.0 134.2 174.4 

Residence 22.7 37.1 23.8 107.9 133.8 

Office 1.3 0.8 1.4 0.9 1.2 

Business Operating Buildings 6.0 5.4 8.5 18.4 31.4 

    The government blindly encouraging real estate development, over relying 

on land finance and unilaterally pursuing GDP growth, leading to the vacancy of 
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commercial residential buildings, are main reasons for this phenomenon. 

Although, compared with the total architecture construction area of 7.72million in 

Jingzhou in 2013, this vacant rate is not as high as in other new cities, in the old 

industrial shrinking cites, with the continuous urban depopulation and real estate 

investment, the vacant problems will become more serious.  

    They will not only cause fewer requirements for residential buildings, but 

will also lead to fewer requirements of commercial architecture. In addition, as H. 

Zhang suggested, land sprawl and real estate development in the new districts 

around the city center lead to a large amount of resource waste and land 

waste(Hong Zhang, 2013). Zhou also argued that over development of real estate 

and land sprawl in the old industrial cities will increase the environment burden 

on the already damaged ecological system(P. Zhou, 2015).  

a) Negative effects of vacancies and difficulties in planning 

    Negative effects of vacancies: depopulation could cause an increase in 

vacant buildings, plots and land. The vacancies in the shrinking cities, and 

especially in the old industrial cities, creates many problems and these problems 

are not limited to a decrease in the tax from real properties, but also affect urban 

sanitation, public security and social stability.  

    Firstly, in the shrinking cities, preventing people from dumping construction 

or domestic garbage in the vacant land is a big challenge. In addition, due to a 

large amount of the soil in the industrial cities being polluted, dealing with this 

and the cleaning of the polluted vacant land would require great amount of 
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finance. 

    Furthermore, the vacant architecture distributed in the cities offers residential 

space for low income and unemployed people. It also creates places for people to 

gamble and take drugs. As they are free for residence, these vacant places can 

easily breed illegal activities, such as drug trafficking, and can become epidemic 

outbreak areas(Rybczynski & Linneman, 1999). In addition, if there is no 

intervention in this vacant phenomenon, it would spread to the surrounding areas 

and even across the city border and be transmitted to the suburbs(Schilling, 2007; 

Schilling & Logan, 2008). Moreover, as some scholars have mentioned, some of 

the vacant buildings are seriously damaged and have become unsafe for living. 

This issue creates potential risks for the illegal users. These additional problems 

cause a further decline in the population. This cycle of population decline, if left 

unchecked, leads to the emptying of the city(Davies, MacFarlane, McGloin, & 

Roe, 2006). 

    For the vacant industrial land, the drawbacks of discarding are more serious. 

The past industry activities leaving behind toxic chemical waste and pollutants 

could create health hazards for human. There is much evidence to indicate that a 

brown field has negative impacts on the land price, public health and ecological 

environment. Research led by Professor Clare Bambra, Dr Karen Johnson and Dr 

Steve Robertson found that people who live close to brown fields have worse 

health than those who do not, or who live near only small amounts of brown field.  

Wang (2008), in his doctoral thesis, also argued that being close to a brown field 
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is significantly related to a higher incidence of low birth weight, stillbirth and 

infant mortality problems.  

    Difficulties in planning: due to the traditional urban planning being based on 

the prediction of an increase, merely considering dealing with shrinking problems 

is not enough. Furthermore, the local governments and developers prefer to invest 

in new cities in the suburbs, rather than in the old cities, where the environment is 

polluted, especially in the industrial cities(S. Gao, 2015). In addition to the 

crowded street space, the decay in the urban basic infrastructure and inconvenient 

inner city transport, as well as the vacant architecture and land in the shrinking 

cities is very difficult to dispose of. Gao also argued “Vacancies in shrinking cities 

are unresolved and difficult problems”(S. Gao, 2015). Furthermore, the public 

paying less attention to vacancies also leads to difficulties in the planning 

practices and research. This neglect is due to the industrial land always being 

treated as private property for the producers, with others having no right to 

intervene (p154), although, in socialist countries like China, people still pay little 

attention to vacant land that belongs to the government.  

(4) Other problems in old industrial shrinking cities 

    These shrinking cities have many economic, social and ecological problems. 

Analysis of the current issues will assist the finding of a systemic greening 

methodology to address these problems. 

a) Economic problems and resource exhaustion 

    The old industrial cities were established during the planned economy period 
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and the function of the cities was mainly to provide primary processed products 

for other parts of the country. In a short period of time, the government provided a 

large amount of labor, material resources and investments for these cities, in order 

to obtain large steel resources, heavy equipment, chemical resources and electrical 

resources to support the national economy development. Under the planned 

economy system, the industrial products would be transported to the poorer and in 

demand places, even when the quality was not good enough. Thus, in the old 

industrial cities at the beginning there existed innate drawbacks, such as single 

functioning, low production efficiency and a lack of urban basic infrastructure. 

The state-owned enterprises were also the main body of the urban economy and 

heavy industries were the main financial sources. The function of the enterprises 

was almost the function of the city. Although after the Reform and Opening 

policies and the popularity of the market economy some state-owned companies 

were pushed into the market and were owned by privates, this was a difficult and 

slow transformation. As Liu suggested, private enterprises cannot wholly replace 

the economy status of the state-owned cites at present(J. Liu, 2016). They hinder 

the level of the economy development in these cities.  

    Low per capita GDP: in comparing the per capita GDP (CNY) in the 

shrinking industrial cities with three cities in the southeast coastal areas, it is 

illustrated that, except for Fushun, there is a big gap between the per capita GDP 

in the other 11 cities and the advanced cities in the southeast coastal areas (see 
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Figure2-2). The per capita GDPs in Jinzhou and Yichuan are almost a quarter of 

Shanghai’s and Anshun’sper capita GDP is only one fifth. The economic 

underdevelopment can also be reflected when comparing this value with the 

average per capita GDP in the provinces in which the shrinking cities are located 

(see Figure2-3). As well as Zigong, Xiangfan, Fushun and Jing Dezhen, where the 

per capita CDP values are a litter higher than the average per capital GDP in their 

provinces, the economic situations in the other eight shrinking cities are lower 

than the province’s average level, especially in Jiangzhou, Yinchun and Tieling, 

where there is a long way to go for them to arrive at the average economy level in 

their provinces.  

 

Figure2-2: Per capita GDP (yuan) in the old industrial shrinking cities compared with 
the per capita GDP of the three cities in the Eastwest Coastal Areas(Statistical 

Yearbook) 
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Figure2-3: Per capita GDP(yuan) in the old industrial shrinking cities compared with 
the average per capita GDP(yuan) in their provinces(Statistical Yearbook) 

    Industry structure unsuitability: according to a study of the industrial 

structure in these shrinking industiral cities, the gross economy produced in these 

citiesstill mainly relies on secondary industries (see Figure2-4).  

 

 

Figure2-4: Industry product structure in the old industrial shrinking cities (Statistical 

Yearbook) 
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In Hebi, the secondary industry product ratio is six times higher than the 

primary industry product ratio and is almost four times than it is in the tertiary 

industry. In Zigong, Neijiang and Xiangfan the secondary industry product ratio is 

also two to three times more than in other industries. Anshun is the only city that 

has a higher tertiary industry product ratio than the primary and secondary 

industry product ratios. However, this does not reflect that Anshun is experiencing 

a successful industry transformation, since the local gross industry product in 

Anshun is still very low.  

Furthermore, in the secondary industries in these shrinking cities, the heavy 

industry pays a higher contribution than the light industry. For example, in Jing 

Dezhen, there are 208 heavy industry enterprises and they create an 86.13billion 

output value, but there are only 96 light industry enterprises that create a 

22.51billion output value. In Jixi, there are 89 heavy industry enterprises and only 

23 light industry enterprises. In the old industrial cities, the secondary industries 

still occupy a high ratio. In addition, the secondary industries are mainly for 

producing primary products and have a short industrial production chain. The 

tertiary industries in the old industrial cities are mainly business and catering 

industries that provide services for the factories.  

Enterprise scale and ownerships: the old industrial cities were built at the 

beginning of the New China under the planned economy and a large number of 

enterprise ownerships in someof the old industrial shrinking cities are still 

controlled by the government and state-owned enterprises (or state-owned holding 

enterprises) and collective enterprises play an important role in the industry output. 

For example, in Jixi, the state-owned enterprises, or state-owned holding 

enterprises, output 13.3 billion and the collective enterprises output 0.05 billion in 

2013, with their output occupying 42.53% of the total industrial output. In Jing 

Dezhen, this percentage was 52%, which is even higher than it was in Jixi (see 

Table2-5).  
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Table2-5: In some of the old industrial shrinking cities, a large number of enterprise 
ownerships are still controlled by the government and state-owned enterprises 

(Statistical Yearbook) 
 

 State-
owned 
enterprises 
or State-
owned 
holding 
enterprises 
Output 
Value 
(100million
) 

Collective 
enterprises 
Output 
Value 
(100million
) 

Percentag
e of the 
output 
value of 
State-
owned 
enterprise
s or State-
owned 
holding 
enterprise
s in total 
industrial 
output 
value 

Percentag
e of the 
output 
value of 
Collective 
enterprise
s in total 
industrial 
output 
value 

Total 
Industrial 
Output 
Value 
(100million
) 

Jixi 133 5.3 40.90% 1.63% 42.53% 
Jing 
Dezhe
n 

545.59 19.3 50.22% 1.78% 52.00% 

    This results in the single structure in the urban industry and the drawbacks in 

urban self-regulation. Although the government grants more rights to private 

enterprises and encourages economic self-adjustment in the context of the market 

economy system in these years, Huang argued that the economic transformation in 

those cities, which is treated as less important because of the city scale or 

geological location, is very slow and difficult(Hui Huang, 2012). 

    Resources exhaustion: among the12 shrinking cities in the old industrial 

bases, 7 cities were established by relying on nature resources: Zigong relies on 

bittern resources, Jing Dezhen relies on rare earth resources, Yichuan relies on 

timber resources and Jixi, Fushun, Hebi and Anshun rely on coal resources. The 

urban development of these cities is highly restricted by the distribution and 

reservation of resources.  

If the old industrial cities cannot find new and replacement industries, with 

the exhaustion of the nature resources and the increasing costs of exploiting, these 

cities cannot maintain continuous development. A resource-exhausted city means 

that the cumulative amount of resource exploitation occupies over 70% of the 
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available exploitation amount(Ji, 2014). Among the 12 old industrial shrinking 

cities, Yinchun, Fushun and Jing Dezhen were listed in the first batch, or second 

batch, of resource-exhausted cities by the State Council. In Fushun, the coal 

production reached 4.88Mt in 1923. At that time, it was the largest mine in both 

China and East Asia. During the period 1949 to 1960, Fushun was the biggest 

mine base in China, but the coal production decreased quickly during these 

decades, due to the exhaustion of resources in some mines. With the Xi Loutian 

Mine and GuChengzi Mine being given up, up until now there are only three 

important mines that could be exploited in Fushuan. Their names, coal production 

capability and service time limit are illustrated in the following table.  

Table2-6: The names, coal production capability and service time of the existing 
mining in Fushun (Statistical Yearbook) 

 

Name of Mine Coal Production Capability (MT/a) Service Time Limit 

Xi Loutian Mine 3.6 2016 

Long Feng Mine 1.8 2020 

Lao Hutai Mine 3 2020 
 

    The Coal Production Capability in Xi Loutian Mine, Long Feng Mine and 

Lao Hutai Mine are 3.6Mt/a, 1.8Mt/a and 3MT/a, respectively. This means that 

the summation of the annual coal capability for all of the mines in Fushun’s 

annual coal capability is only 8.4million tons. The most powerful mine in 

Fushun’s history, Xi LutianMine, will be exhausted this year and in four years 

time, in 2020, there will be no mines to exploit in Fushun. Fushun, as a city that 

contributed billions of coal for New China has had to face the difficulties and 

reality of the natural resource exhaustion. A similar situation also occurred in the 

old industrial shrinking cities that relied on mine resources, such asJixi, Hebi and 

Anshun.  

    In Jing Dezhen, the rare earth resources also faced the plight of a shortage, 

similar to the mine resources in the old industrial shrinking cities. Rare earth 

resources are the most important urban resources in Jing Dezhen and support 

Jiang Dezhen being honored as the “thousands of years' ancient town of China”. 
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However, with the continuous exploitation of the rare earth in the thousands of 

years of history, andespecially the exploitation and processing ways that blindly 

pursued profit after the New China, only 100 thousand tons of rare earth resources 

remain. Although the rare earth resources covered almost 30% of the underground 

earth in JiDezhen, currently therare earth resources can now only be used for ten 

year(Y. Zhu & Qiu, 2010). 

    The forest resources in Yichun were exploited in 1948. It had the largest 

original Korean pine forest in the world. Under the long time planned economy, 

Yinchun undertook the national timber production task and overloaded its taxes 

target. In addition to having low technologies and insufficient financial investment, 

from the 1980s, the timber resources began to fall into the crisis of resource 

exhaustion. In Yichun, until the government’s “Tianbao Project” that purposed 

forest resources protection and reasonable exploitation in 1998, the available 

forest resources declined by 98%, when compared with the start of the 

exploitation, and the accumulated storage amount of the forest resources dropped 

by 55%(S. Wei, 2015). According to 2014 Statistical Yearbook, although the forest 

resources accumulated an increase to 2.9 billion in 2013, among the 16 forestry 

bureaus in Yichun, three bureaus (Cuilian, Shang Ganlin and Xilin bureaus) had 

no timber production and, in the Jin Shantun bureaus, there was only 28 m³ of 

timber production in the whole year.  

    Resource exhaustion in the old industrial cities is caused by the blind 

exploitation during the planned economy period and the resources plunder under 

the public ownership economy(Sun & Ding, 2005). Resource exhaustion is always 

treated as a negative effect like urban decay and the obstruction of economic 

development (B. Zhang, 2006). However, it does also create new opportunities in 

urban regeneration and improves the urban ecological environment.  

a) Environment problems and ecological system decay 

    Ecological problems are not new concepts and widely exist in the Chinese 
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old industrial cities. Attention from many scholars and Chinese governments has 

been given to the environment problems in these cities in the new century. 

Compared with other cities, the old industrial shrinking cities sometimes have 

more serious environment problems. The environment problems in the old 

industrial shrinking cities are mainly air pollution, water pollution and soil 

pollution, as well as the decay of the whole ecological system. In the shrinking 

cities, with the depopulation, increase in unemployment and aging population, the 

tax income could decrease, resulting in the shrinking of financial investment in 

the environment treatment.  

Water pollution: one of the most serious environment problems in the old 

industrial shrinking cities is water resources pollution. Almost all of the 12 

shrinking cities located in the old industrial bases have water pollution problems 

and the drinkable water also suffers. In most of the cities the water pollution is 

above the national level. As can be seen in the Table (2-7), in Tieling and Jinzhou, 

most of the surface water is polluted and cannot be drunk. In Zigong, only 7.6% 

of the water is drinkable water, with the remaining 92.4% being polluted to 

various extents. This rate is lower than the national average of 63.1% mentioned 

above. In other shrinking cities, such as Neijiang, Jixi, Fushun and Hebi, the 

drinking water rates respectively occupy 50%, 16.7%, 30% and 62.5%. Although 

these rates are higher than Zigong’s, they are still lower than the national average. 

Table2-7: Water resources pollution in all of the old industrial shrinking cities above 
prefecture level (National Environment Statistical Yearbook) 

 
Citie
s 

Main rivers and pollution 
situation in 2014(2013 in 
Fushun and Tieling and first 
half year of 2013 in Neijiang)  

Main 
pollutants and 
excessive 
multiples 

Urban drinking water 
condition 
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Zigo
ng 

Among 13 monitoring sections 
in three main river systems, 
water quality in only 2 sections 
meet the quality standard and 
compliance rate is 15.4% 
(Ⅰ-III Types)occupy 7.6%， 
Light pollution(Ⅳ 
Type)occupies 38.5% 
Moderate pollution (V Type) 
occupies 38.5% 
Severe pollution (Bad V Type) 
occupies 15.4% 

Ammonia 
nitrogen, total 
phosphorus 
(TP) 
biochemical 
oxygen 
demand (BOD) 

The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
The total nitrogen at 
the entrance of Lieshi 
Yan Water Plant is 
2.35mg/L. 1.35 time 
higher than the 
standard. 
 

Neij
iang 

Among 20 monitoring sections 
in main rivers: 
III Type occupies 50% 
Light pollution(Ⅳ 
Type)occupies 20% 
Moderate pollution (V Type) 
occupies 15% 
Severe pollution (Bad V Type) 
occupies 15% 

Ammonia 
nitrogen,TP, 
Volatile 
Phenol, 
chemical 
oxygen 
demand(COD) 
Permanganate 

The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
 

Jinz
hou 

Surface water in and around 
Jinzhou is severe pollution. 
Water quality in Chihu River, 
Jingsha River, Hucheng River, 
Taihu River, Xigan River and 
Bian River all not meet the 
water functional standard.  

TP, BOD, COD The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
 

Jinm
en 

Among all monitoring 
sections, the surface water 
meet the III Type occupy 75%  

-- The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 

Xian
gfan 

Mainstream of Han River can 
arrives at water quality II Type. 
Tributaries of Han River， II 
and III type occupy 66.7%. 
Light pollution(Ⅳ 
Type)occupies 13.3% 
Moderate pollution (V Type) 
occupies 20.0% 

Ammonia 
nitrogen (4.85), 
TP (1.02) 
 

The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
 

Jixi Muling River is the mother 
river in Jixi. The overall 
situation of water quality is   
Light pollution(Ⅳ Type) and 
the  compliance rate is 16.7% 

COD ， TP, 
Permanganate 

The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
 

Yich
un 

Tanwang River has the largest 
river basin area in Yinchun. 
The main stream of this river 
almost can arrive at Ⅳ Type 

Permanganate The overall 
compliance rate is 
100%。 
 

Fush
un 

Water quality in the main river 
of Fushun, Liuhui River 
(Fushun Section), and its 
mainstream and tributaries are 
better than last year. 

TP, COD Average TP value in 
urban drinking water 
(in Da Huofang 
Water Reservoir) is 
0.09mg/L. 0.8times 
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    The water in Anshun, Jingmen, Xiangfan and Jing Dezhenis a better quality, 

for example, in Jingmen and Xiangfan, the drinking water rate is around 70% and, 

in Jing Dezhen, the rate is even 90.5%.The main pollutants in the old industrial 

shrinking cities are ammonia nitrogen, total phosphorus(TP), biochemical oxygen 

demand(BOD),chemical oxygen demand(COD) and Permanganate and Volatile 

Phenol. In the two shrinking cities of Zigong and Fushun, the urban drinking 

water even has quality problems. With the Da Huofang Water Reservoir being the 

origin of the urban drinking water in Fushun, all of the citizens have to pay the 

price for the environment pollution.  

    This has a close relationship with the continuous dominant roles of the 

traditional industries in the shrinking cities, such as the metallurgy, machinery, 

energy and chemical industry. This high-energy consumption and high pollution 

industry leads to serious water pollution. 

    Air pollution: air is a necessity for human survival. Pure and natural air is the 

 
(II-ⅣTypes)occupy 30.8%， 
Moderate pollution (V Type) 
occupies 46.2% 
Severe pollution (Bad V Type) 
occupies 23.1%(2013 

higher than the 
drinking water 
standard. Excessive 
rate is 33.3% and 
excessive period last 
from September to 
December 

Tieli
ng 

The main stream of Liao River 
arrives at  Ⅳ Type. Some  
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basis to ensuring citizens’ physical health. In addition, air is something that 

everyone will always touch and breathe and bad air quality has a negative impact 

on human health. People breathe a large amount of air, which then flows into the 

lungs. Through gas exchanging, the harmful substances in the air, along with 

blood circulation, flow throughout the body.  

    Despite air being so important, most of the old industrial shrinking cities are 

plagued by air pollution problems that are very serious. For example, in Zigong in 

2014, the air quality was good for only 233 days and the pollution rate was 37.2%. 

The amount of light pollution per day was 74, occupying20.3% in a year. The 

amounts of moderate pollution, severe pollution and extremely severe pollution 

per day were 34, 20 and 4, respectively, occupying 20.3%, 9.3% and 

1.1%,respectively, in a year.  

    One of the main reasons for the air pollution in the industrial cities is the 

emission of industrial waste gas. In Yichun, for example, in 2014, the overall 

amount of SO2 emission in the waste air was 18,678 tons. Among this, the SO2 

emission from the industrial enterprises were 17,542 tons, occupying 93.9%. The 

dust emission amount was 26,002 tons and the industrial emission was 18,889 

tons, occupying 72.6%. The overall nitric oxide emission in Yichunwas 18,897 

tons and the industrial emission was 10,842tons, occupying 57.4%.  

    According to the news on the Liaodong website onNovember 18th, 2015, the 

haze covered all of Fushun and the PM2.5 in some monitoring periods exceeded 

600μg/m³. The visibility was less than one hundred meters on the streets, resulting 

in frequent traffic accidents.  

    Soil pollution: according to the National Soil Pollution Condition 

Investigation Bulletin published in 2014, the national soil condition was not 

positive and a total of 16.1% of the national soils were seriously polluted and 

exceeded the quality standard. Furthermore, the soil condition and environment 

problems in the industrial park, industrial abandoned land and mining and oil 
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extraction land were much more negative.  

    Among the 775 detection points in 81 of the industrial abandoned areas, the 

pollutants in 34.9% of the points were tested over the soil quality standard. The 

crucial pollutants consisted of zinc, mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic and 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The types of industry in these areas 

were mainly chemical, mining and metallurgy industries. Among the 2,523 

detection points in 146 of the industrial parks, 29.4% tested points were over 

polluted. The main pollutants in the chemical industrial parks and their 

surrounding soil were PAHs and the pollutants in the metal industrial parks and 

their surroundings were cadmium, lead, copper, arsenic and zinc. In the 13 oil 

recovery areas, 23.6% of the points in the total soil detection points were polluted 

to various extents. The main pollutants were petroleum hydrocarbons and PAHs. 

In addition, in 70 mining areas, the pollutants in over 33.4% of the soil detection 

points of the whole 1,672 detection points exceeded the required maximum value. 

The primary pollutants were cadmium, arsenic and lead in, and surrounding, the 

non-ferrous metal mining (see Figure2-5). 

 
Figure2-5: Soil pollution condition in China and the soil condition and environment 

problems in the industrial park, industrial abandoned land and mining are much more 
negative (National Soil Pollution Condition Investigation Bulletin) 

 

Table2-6: In the 12 old industrial shrinking cities, along with the inner depopulation 
and increasing amount of vacant properties, the urban sprawl is continuing. 
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Cities City Area Population Density 
(person/square kilometer) 

City Area Construction Land Area 
(square kilometer) 

2000 2010 Increasing 
Rate 

2000 2010 Increasing 
Rate 

Zigong 1300 1039 -20.1% 41 80 95.1% 
Neijiang 875 902 3.1% 24 40 66.7% 
Jinzhou 691 680 -1.6% 50 66 32.0% 
Jinmen 261 316 21.1% 40 50 25% 
Xiangfan 2172 200 -90.8% 60 108 80% 
Jixi 402 382 -5.0% 73 79 8.2% 
Yichun 43 41 -4.7% 158 161 2.0% 
Fushun 1951 1938 -0.7% 117 130 11.1% 
Tieling 668 677 1.3% 36 44 22.2% 
Hebi 833 910 9.2% 34 51 50.0% 
Jing 
Dezhen 

957 797 -16.7% 53 73 37.3% 

Anshun 449 509 13.4% 18 32 77.8% 
 

    According to the Table2-6, in the 12 shrinking cities, apart from Jinmen, the 

population density in most of the cities experienced only a little increase or 

decline. However, the increasing rate of construction land in some of the cities 

exceeded 20%. In Zigong, the population density was 1,300per square kilometer 

in 2000 and this amount dropped to 1,039 in 2010, but the land construction rate 

in the city area increased to 95.1%.   

    This blind urban sprawl has negative effects on the ecological environment. 

Urban sprawlcausesa reduction in the total amount of cultivated land(L. Huang, 

2015). Some experts believe that hard pavements and roads could hinder the 

penetration of natural surface water from the ground and could lead to a shortage 

of underground water and death of various organisms in the soil(Yuan, 2016). It 

has also been argued that urban development and sprawl causes the forests, 

wetland and the whole ecological system to decay and threatens the wild animals, 

plants and biodiversity.  

a) Social problem: 

    High unemployment rate: in the old industrial shrinking cities, because of the 

recourse exhaustion, decay of the traditional manufacturing industry, enterprise 

ownership change and relatively low education and skills level of the workers, 
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there is a large unemployed population. For example, a decade ago, Jing 

Dezhenwas popular in China and workers in the China industry occupied 3% of 

the urban population and paid tax of20% of the total city revenue. However, along 

with the state enterprise reform, many of the old China factories were closed and 

reformed, with100 thousand employees losing their jobs(P. Zhou, 2015). In 

Yinchun, the city registered unemployment rates of 4.15%, 4.17% and 4.24% in 

2010, 2012 and 2013, respectively. These rates are higher than the national 

average unemployment rate of 4.05% in 2013. In addition, in the cities relying on 

mines, the average working life of the mineworkers was only 10 to 15 years(C. 

Liu, 2005). Due to other factors, such as occupational diseases and injuries, many 

of the miners could not continue their employment in there early career age and, 

because they lacked other skills, these unemployed miners found it difficult to 

find new jobs.  

    Unemployment problems can also create other social problems, such as a 

potential risk of urban security, increase in crime rates, tax decline and a decay of 

urban infrastructure. The poverty caused by unemployment also places a high 

burden on local finance. For example, in the shantytowns in Fushun, only 1.34 

persons are employed in an average of 10 households and low-income households 

occupy 70% of the total households(W. Zheng, Jin, Wang, & Ding, 2007).  

    Aging of population：furthermore, with the urban shrinking, some people, 

and especially young people who have skills, certification or the financial ability, 

decide to move to other places and this creates an aging population problem. A 

government report, in Fushun, stated that 429 thousand older people (over 60) 

occupy 19.7% of the total population. In Tieling, there are 552 thousand elders, 

with the percentage being 18.3%. According to the Ageing of Populations and its 

Economic and Social Implications publication (United Nations publication in 

1956), when the over 60 population exceeds 10% of the total population in an area, 

that area suffers from an aging of population. It is evident that both Fushun and 
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Tieling have a serious aging population problem. Their older people rates also 

exceed the average older people ratio in China of 14.9%. In Anshun, the old-age 

dependency ratio is 16.61%, which is higher than the other cities’ in the Guizhou 

province.  

    An aging population problem in the shrinking cities leads to a financial 

deficit in the old-age pension. Starting from 2001, the old-age pension financial 

deficit appeared and increased in Fushun. At the end of 2014, this financial deficit 

had reached 11.3 billion RMB and, according to current annuity policies, the 

accumulated deficit will reach 29.4 billion RMB(X. Zhang & Wu, 2015). As well 

as in Fushun, an old-age pension financial deficit is also a typical problem in the 

cities in the old industrial bases, as suggested by Wang Qian (deputy mayor of 

Fushun), and this problem is one of the causes of the continuous shrinkage in the 

old industrial shrinking cities  

    However, although vacancies do create a crisis in cities for some people, 

“crisis” also means “birth place for new things”. This crisis also hides the impetus 

for new things, meaning innovative development. Those places lifted industrial 

productions or left a large amount of vacant space hidden in great development 

potential(J. Tian & Ding, 2015). Urban shrinking offers opportunities citywide to 

solve the vacant problems by greening strategies.  

“The old industrial shrinking cities’ transformation, it needs to have strategies 

that could complete economy, social equality and environment development. 

Methods like clean abandoned industrial land and abandoned properties….could 

create new space to attract capitals inflow, product green urban features and 

reduce costs for resident living and commercial operation” 

-Keil and Desfor, 1996 

    For the large amount of vacant properties greening is the best method to 

avoid urban crime, prevent an accumulation of solid waste and improve the 

ecological environment. Using a greening method to solve the shrinking problems 
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and to green the vacant properties before finding other better uses for them has 

become popular. For example, Dettmar (Dettmar, 2006)argued if it is possible to 

transform the large number of fragmented and irregular vacant land to interweave 

an ecological network system into the current conditions that architecture and 

human settlement still exist in. 

    Through years of production, the old industrial cities’ environment capacity 

and development space limitation has become increasingly prominent. Especially 

for some resource cities, the long period of exploitation, without conservation 

awareness and environmental protection laws, the geological damage, 

environmental pollution and ecological deterioration have created challenges and 

threats to human development and survival(Shen, 2011). Greening the industrial 

cities and protecting the environment are important aspects of ecological 

civilization and have significant value. According to the 2013 Blue Book of Social 

Psychology, “Citizens have a higher demand for clean air and water, as well as a 

livable natural environment” (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). Vacant 

industrial areas are always located in the city centers. The long period of industrial 

production polluted the environment of the city centers and affected citizens’ 

health conditions.  

    The old industrial cities were built at the beginning of new China. Under the 

traditional planned economic system, the urban constructions placed more 

attention on the urban industrial and production functions and ignored the living 

and service functions. This led to more industrial and storage land in the old 

industrial areas, but less residence and ecological greening land. Because of the 

economic reformation, the traditional intensive labor and high-energy 

consumption industries were replaced by infant industries and bankruptcy of the 

state-owned enterprises and, hence, adjusting the land usage and establishing 

ecologic environment construction is very necessary. As Li suggested, the 

bankruptcy of state-owned enterprises is a kind of objective regularity and is the 
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sustainability of cities(H. Li, 2005). Urban greening plays an important role in the 

aspects of providing a healthy and safe living space, creating a harmonious living 

atmosphere and developing a highly efficient economy in the complex urban 

system. Greening policies can be employed to complete the rehabilitation and 

upgrading of the industrial areas, replace the original urban functions, change the 

land functions and make the local areas revitalized and increase the land prices to 

achieve the highest ecological, social and economic benefits and urban economy 

transformation.  

2.2. Green Infrastructure (GI) 
 

    “Green infrastructure offers a contemporary approach to the 

conceptualization and management of landscape resources” (Mell, 2010). 

However, the definition and operating mechanism of green infrastructure is 

unclear, as the concept of GI is not accurate and the popularity of environment 

topics in the literature increases the diversity of the understanding of GI. 

    Parks such as Hyde Park and New York Central Park are used as wildlife 

habitats, whilst sports venues for the pubic act as a green space, or a green 

infrastructure, having important ecologic, environmental and social values and 

function. For example, activities space is provided for humans for recreation and 

for the ecological habits of other species. Therefore, GI is a landscape resource. It 

can also be described as “an overarching concept that incorporates a number of 

green spaces with one label” (Mell, 2010). Green spaces have different functions, 

human users, wildlife and locations, according to their special characteristics, 

such as morphological diversity, geographical difference, design, aesthetic 

features and quality. These different green spaces, or green infrastructures, could, 

however, be interpreted through a system of use and value attribution, as there is 

an almost unlimited variation, in terms of landscape composition (Burgess, 

Harrison, & Limb, 1988).This is the basis of GI studies. In a green space such as 

New York Central Park there are some main principles of GI, including multi-
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functions, accessibility and continuity.  

    GI can consist of playing fields, gardens, golf courses, riparian corridors or 

health land (see National Land Use Classification, www.nlud.org) and can also be 

green roofs, storm water infrastructure, rain gardens and artificial wetland.  

“Natural and human resources are in a constant state of change and green 

infrastructure offers a process that can successfully address these changes”(Mell, 

2010). In order to examine how GI works as a suitable measure to address the 

problems in the shrinking cities and to improve the quality of living for the local 

people, it is vital to review the development of this green infrastructure discourse 

and the background research of the related concept.   

2.2.1 Introduction of GI 

(1) The development of green infrastructure discourse 

The study of green infrastructure began in 1990 with the Maryland 

greenways action and it was highlighted through the Green Infrastructure 

Seminars in 2006 and 2007 (Mell, 2010). The Green Infrastructure Planning: 

Sustainable Cities in the 21
st
 Century seminar, held in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 

2006, encouraged debate over the use of green infrastructure as an appropriate 

green space planning strategy (Davies, McGloin, MacFarlane, & Roe, 2006).   

    Many regional and national bodies and environmental organizations, such as 

the CEED and Halcrow Group, participated in this seminar. In the same year, the 

Countryside Agency supported the green infrastructure conference in Leeds. 

During this conference, scholars outlined further conceptual and practical 

applications for future GI development(Mell, 2010). These two events played vital 

roles in raising the popularity of GI in urban practices, governmental document 

making and theoretical assessment of GI in the future. Several conferences and 

seminars were held later, such as the Place Shaping, Spatial Planning and 

Livability Conference held in the University College of London(Mell, 2010), to 

http://www.nlud.org/
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discuss GI and its importance in spatial planning and policies making. Similarly, 

conferences were held in countries other than the UK to discuss GI.  

    In North America, the University of Washington’s Department of Landscape 

Architecture held a charrette in 2006 and invited professors, students and 

government officers to design Seattle's green infrastructure for the next century(N. 

Rottle & Maryman, 2006; N. D. Rottle, 2006). In this charrette, experts and 

students proposed that GI should be located in the inner city, city periphery and in 

the area between them and offered a variety of services to improve the quality of 

the human living environment and reduce the ecological impact. It was also 

suggested to use GI as a tool to evaluate the city's environment and to build urban 

GIS Green Infrastructure spatial plans. In Canada, Grey to Green, hosted and 

finalized by Green Roofs for Healthy Cities and the Green Infrastructure 

Foundation in Canada, held annual regional sustainability conferences on GI from 

2013 to 2016. In 2013 (Topic: Conference on the Economics of Green 

Infrastructure), the event focused on engaging participants from different careers 

in the GI process, such as designers, engineers, government officials, policy 

makers, urban planners, architects, to share their ideas to reach the best solution 

and build networks. In 2014, (Topic: Archived Webcast), two lectures at the 

conference focused on the human health benefits of GI(Roberts, 2014; Wolf, 

Measells, Grado, & Robbins, 2015).The 2015 conference (Topic: Exploring the 

Economics of Urban Agriculture and Resilience) included a discussion of the 

development of urban agriculture, urban rooftop farming, resilient planning and 

GI. In 2016 (Topic: Addressing Climate Change with Green Infrastructure), the 

Grey to Green conference was held in June of that year at the Department of 

Architectural Science in Ryerson University with the focus being on valuing GI as 

a way to deal with the problems caused by climate change. These conferences 

show that debates of GI widen the function of green from a kind of mandatory, or 

non-mandatory, measure in green planning, special planning practices and 
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government policies to a strategic technology and methods to cope with human 

health, sustainability and climate change, as well as uncontrolled urban built area 

elasticity planning and urban agriculture.  

(2) The concept and definition of GI 

a) Concept of GI 

    “Green” originated from the field of nature and the environment, when 

Williamson(Williamson, 2003)and Ahern(Ahern, 2007)emphasized green as an 

ecological concept in GI. This was followed by many scholars and regional, or 

national, institutions starting to use green as a viewpoint of ecology and 

sustainability(Davies, McGloin, et al., 2006).The green in GI represents a network 

of connective ecological elements, such as green corridors, open spaces, wetlands, 

gardens and so on. Davies et al(Davies, McGloin, et al., 2006) drew a Grey-Green 

continuum to explain the nature term of green and noted that, while the form is 

grey, the function could also be green, such as industrial parks and bus routes 

(Figure2-6). The term “infrastructure” means different things in different 

backgrounds. Some people have suggested it is a traditional concept and a kind of 

physical engineering facility and public service system to maintain the national, or 

regional, social and economic normal activities. Benedict and McMahon argued, 

however, that infrastructure is a group of various landscape elements and these 

elements work together to protect the value and function of natural ecosystems, 

being to provide water and clean air for humans and wildlife(M. A. Benedict & 

McMahon, 2012). In summary, green is the ecological outline and the 

infrastructure is the functional, or physical, outline of GI. Hence, GI is a 

connective network of the urban and rural areas. It is a multi-functional and 

important natural support system and takes the responsibility of improving 

humans’ living quality and the quality of the environment and providing welfare 

to humans and wildlife and could be planned at the same time as other grey 

infrastructure. Nowadays, citizens relying on hiking in rural areas or paying to 
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visit urban park reflects that they are not exactly enjoying a convenient GI. In 

comparing GI to grey infrastructure, it could refer to a relative infrastructure, or 

green matrix, patch and corridors, and could also refer to a green roof and even a 

tree. This emphasizes the integrity and continuity of a greening system. In 

considering the structure characteristics of grey infrastructure, such as an urban 

water grid or electricity grid, it is easy to understand the requirement of a network 

in GI. 

Figure2-6: a Grey-Green continuum to explain the nature term of green, noting that, 
while the form is grey, the function could also be green (Davies et al, 2006) 

 

 

a) Definition of GI  

    Definitions of GI are multiple and reflective of the different contexts in 

which they are provided (Wright, 2011). “There is not a “common knowledge” 

definition of GI and, instead, the author’s chosen definition is stated each 

time”(Horwood, 2011). This allows GI to have a much wider context and wider 

usage. The research of TEP (2005:1), Benedict and McMahon (2002:12), TCPA 

(2004:6) and Williamson (2003: 4), puts forward different definitions of GI 

(Table: the discussion of GI definitions).  

Green Infrastructure: the physical environment within and between cities, towns and 

villages. The network of open spaces, waterways, gardens, woodlands, green corridors, 

street trees and open countryside that brings many social, economic and environmental 

benefits to local people and communities. TEP (2005:1) 
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Green Infrastructure is a sub-regional network of protected sites, nature reserves, green 

spaces and greenway linkages. Green Infrastructure should provide for multi-functional 

use…it should operate at all spatial scales from urban centers through to open 

countryside. TCPA (2004:6) 

Green Infrastructure is an interconnected network of green spaces that conserves natural 

ecosystems values and functions and provides associated benefits to human populations. 

Green Infrastructure is the ecological framework needed for environmental, social and 

economic sustainability. Benedict and McMahon (2002:12) 

Our nations natural life support system – an interconnected network of protected land and 

water that supports native species, maintains natural ecological processes, sustains sir 

and water resources and contributes to the health and quality of life for America’s 

communities and people. Williamson (2003:4) 

Both TEP and Benedict and McMahon suggest the social, economic and 

environmental benefits of GI.  TEP (open spaces, waterways, gardens, 

woodlands, green corridors and street trees) and TCPA (protected sites, nature 

reserves, green spaces and greenway linkages) give a clear introduction of green 

elements. Benedict and McMahon and Williamson use a simple metaphorical 

explanation of green elements, being green space or a natural life support 

system/protected land and water. Both TEP and Williamson focus on the benefits 

for people and communities. Although they emphasize that GI includes different 

components, all these components support that GI is a multi-functional 

(ecological, economic and social), multi-scale and connective network in various 

scales. These characteristics of GI make it both possible and effective to solve the 

problems in the shrinking cities.  

(3) GI design in the shrinking cities 

    In the recent decades, 350 cities in the world have been suffering from 

population loss and this has prompted researchers and practitioners to explore the 

expansion of landscapes in these cities. Green infrastructure is a contemporary 

landscape management method that is employed as a way to reduce pollution, 
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replace expensive grey infrastructure and promote human health, which is a very 

positive aspect for shrinking cities (shrinking cities studio) 

    Many shrinking cities, such as Rochester, Philadelphia, Flint, Cleveland, 

Pennsylvania, Lawrence, Massachusetts and Leipzig, have been trying to use GI 

to address their vacancies caused by population loss. The target of GI is to address 

the consequences of urban vacant properties, such as crime and the high cost of 

daily maintenance, and to create a more sustainable city. The urban designers and 

landscape architects may find that the damaged urban old infrastructure could be 

replaced by green infrastructure, which would bring more economic benefits and 

save on municipal costs.  

    For example, the population in Rochester decreased from 332,488 in 1950 to 

210,565 sixty years later in 2010 (Rightsizing Task Force Report). This population 

loss resulted in a large amount of abandoned buildings, vacant lots and blighted 

neighborhoods, creating a citywide vacancy rate of 12% to 14%. Rochester 

published the Green Project: From Blight to Bright and suggested greening their 

vacancies.  

In the neighborhood demolishment and redevelopment process, Rochester 

learned about the failed experience of a “slum clearance” that carried out 

demolition work without any plans to maintain the neighborhood’s stability in the 

1960s and early 1970s and put special emphasis on social justice and community 

health. The project especially focused on protection of the historical context and 

proposed “green corridors that reflect the historic streetcar routes” (Oauvang, 

2009). Green strategies also include developing parks, temporary private parks 

and agricultures, green corridors to connect the downtowns with the neighborhood, 

community gardens, recreation areas and renewable energy generation sites. 

Different to Rochester, the GI strategies in Detroit are more comprehensive, 

integrated and bold(Oauvang, 2009). Detroit has lost more than half of its 

pollution. The comprehensive methods of Detroit include rainwater management, 
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urban agriculture, low impact transport, alternative energy regeneration, re-use of 

storm water, sustainable environment and so on.  

Cleveland is one of the old industrial cities in the United States and its 

population loss began in the 1950s. In 2010, it was the top city on Forbes’ most 

miserable city list, because of the high crime rate, traffic conditions and urban 

infrastructure. The Cleveland City Planning Commission seeked to solve the 

problems caused by the urban shrinkage through the Cleveland 2020 Citywide 

Plan that suggested using GI to green the vacancies. In this citywide plan, 

Cleveland Planning Commission determined short-term holding strategies for the 

sites that had strong development potential and long-term strategies for the sites 

with less development potential: 

“ In the conservation zone, the vacant land would be used for parks, 

recreation, reforestation, storm water management, wildlife habitats, etc.” 

-Cleveland City Planning Commission，2008 

    The strategies of the GI in Seattle include creating an integrated GI, 

improving the ecological open space, measuring the population density and 

community environmental quality and offering an equal approach of use. The 

structure of the GI in Seattle is composed of five networks: water, open space, low 

impact mobility, water, wildlife habits and metabolism(Juanjuan Liu, Li, Rottle, & 

Ning, 2012). With a network of these elements, an integrated GI could be built.  

Although the experiences of these GI design methods are beneficial for the 

greening of the Chinese old industrial cities, the practices and GI methods are not 

systematic and are not suitable for the special Chinese shrinking condition. They 

also do not address the drawbacks of the current GI practices in China. 

(4) Topology classifications of GI /urban GI in the shrinking cities in this article 

    The target of the construction of GI is to create a harmonious relationship 

between humans and nature. GI would maintain and protect the sustainability of a 

spatial environment, whilst satisfying the human requirements of growth and 
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emphasizing the comprehensive effects of the society, economy and 

environment(Cao, 2013).  

    More locally, Chinese scholars have highlighted the function and context of 

GI in different aspects. From the cultural perspective, GI would offer community 

and recreation space and inherit cultural conservation and dissemination(K. Yu, Li, 

& Li, 2008; K. Yu & Zhang, 2007). From the social perspective, the construction 

of GI needs public participation, such as greening roof and community gardens 

management. It also needs the public to have a low carbon living style and 

environmental and ecological awareness. From the economic perspective, GI has 

the function of food production, such as urban farming, which could bring 

economic benefits to the local people. A greening environment would effectively 

reduce the investment on grey infrastructure and the recreation activities 

encouraged by GI could also increase the local economic vitality(Hongwei Zhang, 

Xia, & Wei, 2009). Form the environmental perspective, GI has the function of 

maintaining the natural ecological process, protecting the air and water resources, 

absorbing water rain and runoff, carbon sinking and absorbing the pollutants 

nitrogen and phosphorus(Fu & Wu, 2009; K. Li, 2009). From the aspect of 

protection of biodiversity, Liu argued that GI prevents habits from decaying by 

urban disordered sprawl and through a matrix, corridors and patches 

system(Juanjuan Liu, 2012; K. Yu & Zhang, 2007).  

    The GI in the shrinking cities to reclaim vacant and abandoned properties 

differs from the traditional GI planning at the urban periphery as tools for 

managing growth (Joseph and Jonathan, 2008). Its purpose is to deal with the 

problems left behind by the past development of the old industrial cities,such as 

environmental contamination and community crisis.  

In this current study, the green assets of the shrinking cities consist of four 

parts: industrial abandoned land, such as abandoned land for mining, vacant 

industrial properties, such as vacant buildings and construction, shantytowns and 
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supporting infrastructure, such as shantytowns and attached commercial buildings, 

and other city vacant properties, such as vacant lots in communities. These green 

assets, along with the existing green environment, will form a GI network that 

engages in solving the economic, ecological, social and cultural problems in the 

old industrial cities. In this current study, GI could be a concept and a process. As 

a concept, it refers to the management of a GI network (including sites, hubs and 

links) at the parcel level and, as a process, it is an approach that provides a 

mechanism for the diverse interested parties to come together with the designers 

to decide the prior demolition of vacancies and prior conservation of land to resize 

the urban pattern for the future. 

2.2.2 The benefits of using GI in the shrinking cities 

Green spaces are argued as being a solution to urban shrinkage, as mentioned 

previously. They would reduce the costs of maintaining the vacant properties, 

decrease the crime rate and avoid collapse accidents to ensure human safety. In 

addition, making green space accessible is good for the work and life balance of 

humans and migration behavior balance of wildlife (Schetkeea al, 2010). Green 

space is also good for health and brings economic benefits, such as increasing the 

local incomes and attracting investment. Because of the lack of market demand and 

surplus supply, vacant properties create good opportunities to improve the green 

space network and eco-system in the shrinking cities (JustinB, Karina). GI is not 

merely green space, but is a method to manage the landscape resources though a 

connective network. Green space is something nice to have, whilst GI is something 

we must have(M. A. Benedict & McMahon, 2012). Infrastructure in GI means the 

functional and physical outline of green space. As with other infrastructure, it is 

indispensable infrastructure in cities and is a method to address the urban shrinking 

problems, by considering the whole urban vacancies. GI is a process that promotes 

a systematic strategic approach to land conservation at different scales. It could be 
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small scale, such as a green roof, and it could be large scale, such as natural 

conservation areas. Another benefit of GI is its multi-function performance. For 

example, it adds the wetland that can be used as a below ground treatment of 

stormwater and wastewater. It also includes an open space system, fountain plaza 

and resident courtyards that allow humans and pets to enjoy the city environment. 

The mass of common reeds, wildflowers and grasses would become the urban 

landscape. Furthermore, the infiltration beds below the turf collect the runoff from 

the streets, save the costs of flood treatment. Three principles of GI are suggested 

in this current study, being connectivity, multifunctional and multi-scale, that are 

important in shifting the urban patterns related to shrinkage, in order to create 

attractive and livable cities by creating a green space network.   

(1) Connectivity 

The connections of the ecosystem elements are core to maintaining the 

nature system functions. Fragmentation of ecological patches causes the suitable 

habitats for animals and plants to decrease and the risk of extinction to increase. 

Zhou has been one of the most advanced in China in researching the benefits of 

GI and the vacancies greening in the Chinese shrinking cities. In his workhe has 

argued that a GI network treats the city as an organic unit and could 

comprehensively consider the relationship between the vacant properties in the 

old industrial cities, the urban landscape and ecological environment and the value 

of assets to complete the sustainable development of the old industrial shrinking 

cities(P. Zhou, 2015). Liu supported her idea and stated that GI gradually develops 

as a more comprehensive network (especially for urban green infrastructure), 

consisting of open space, low-impact traffic, water, a habitat and a social network 

composing of residents, social organizations, greening activities and project 

practices, and would be useful to address the comprehensive problems in the 

shrinking cities(Juanjuan Liu et al., 2012). Connective GI makes the vacancies 

become sustainable forests, farms community gardens and other green space and 
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rebuilds an integrated natural system in the old brown field and dense city center.  

A GI network divides the ecological components into three types (see 

Figure2-7): hubs, links and sites. Hubs refer to large green spaces, including 

preserves, managed native landscapes, working land, parks and open space areas 

and recycled land. They provide places for wildlife and people to move through 

the system. Links include conservation corridors, greenbelts and landscape 

linkages. Links are wide and long and tie the system together. They provide the 

road for wildlife immigration and landscape links are good for humans’ health, 

lifestyle and recreation. Sites are relatively smaller than hubs and have ecological 

benefits and social values.  

    The connections are the benefits in protecting the biodiversity, decreasing the 

urban heat island effect, dropping the urban temperature and purifying the air 

quality. Connectivity also positively controls storm water runoff, retreats the 

urban material spatial space and improves the urban ecological system. 

 

Figure2-7: A green infrastructure network including hubs, links and sites(M. A. 
Benedict & McMahon, 2012) 

(2) Multi-functionality 

    Recently, the multi-functionality of GI has been broadly argued by many 

scholars(Ahern, 1995; Beatley, 2012; Konijnendijk, 2003; C. E. Little, 1995). The 

multi-functionality of GI has been stated as being "designed and managed as a 

multi-functional resource capable of delivering...ecological services and quality of 
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life benefits...and needed to underpin sustainability" (England, 2009). Matthews 

and Selman(Matthews & Selman, 2006) theorized on the benefits of multi-

functionality, by stating that “it has aided the move away from single use spaces 

in order to provide a broader range of benefits for a wider target population”. 

More locally, Zhou in China argued that GI tends to complete a multi-

functionality greening system and maximizes the economic functions of green 

assets(Y. Zhou & Yin, 2010).  

    As well as its connectivity, the multi-functionality of GI is another key to 

solving the problems in the old industrial cities in China. Protecting the 

biodiversity and ecological system through connections is an important goal of GI, 

but its functions are not limited to this. GI has many other functions. For example, 

the green trails provide humans with a healthy living style through creating 

opportunities to jog or cycle. GI also purifies the air and removes nitrogen dioxide 

and carbon dioxide through water filtration. The underground basins hold water 

when it rains and work as sponges to control the urban runoff. The urban green 

spaces mitigate the impact of the urban heat island and retain rain on leaves and 

branches to increase evaporation. GI also has economic benefits, although some 

people find it difficult to combine the green space with direct amount of money. 

For example, GI creates a boom in tourism, through fishing, hunting and wildlife 

watching. It creates job opportunities and increases government income. In West 

Virginia, fishing brings $304 million in retail sales and provides 450 jobs 

opportunities(M. Benedict & McMahon, 2006). For the old industrial cities, it 

would be beneficial for economy structure adjustment, would offer extra work 

opportunities related to tourism and would increase the value of real estate.   
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Furthermore, Williamson presented the Williamson’s Sustainability Pyramid 

to illustrate how green infrastructure (viable ecosystem) serves as society’s 

foundation by providing the natural resources that support the human system and 

man-made surroundings (see Figure 2-8).  

Figure2-8: Sustainability Pyramid(Williamson, 2003) 

    According to The Countryside In and Around Towns (CIAT) (Countryside 

Agency and Groundwork UK, 2004), Davies and other scholars identified the 

commonalities in the multi-functionality of GI, including:  aesthetics, enjoyment, 

partnership, balance, linkages, meaning, opportunity, image and viability(Davies, 

McGloin, et al., 2006). The image of multi-functionality could be reflected in the 

following aspects, according to the planning targets of the old industrial-shrinking 

cities stated by the decision-makers, researchers and participators (see Table 2-7). 

Table2-7: The multi-functionality of GI is coincident with the planning targets of the old 
industrial shrinking cities (by author) 

 
Functions Old Industrial Cities’ Targets 

Aesthetics “The beauty of the natural environment and the harmony between 

humans and nature are basic conditions of a happy life”(H. Chen, Zhou, 

& Hu, 2007) 

Enjoyment “Government in old industrial cities should work hard to continually 

fulfill citizens’ predictions of living a happy and high quality life (M. 
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Wang, 2011)”. 

 

“In steel and concrete forests, facing crowded roads, polluted air, waste 

water and noise, people urgently need an environment to release their 

intense emotions and calm down, while parks and gardens could fulfill 

this target”(Y. Wang, 2003). 

Meaning “Do not treat established urban greening and ecological systems as 

charitable causes, and have nothing to revive the shrinking cities. In 

fact, greening vacant properties in the old industrial cities could improve 

the living quality of citizens and keep ecologic balance, but, most 

importantly, it could help to change the urban appearance and enhance 

attraction of investment and could promote the development of a service 

industry and help the whole urban economy transformation”(W. Li, 

Liang, Li, & Liang, 2006). 

Balance “In the old industrial cities, there are big conflicts between industry and 

other functions of the city. The industrial production and human living 

are mutual interferences”(G. Yang, 2013). 

 

“The problems in the northeast old industrial bases, on the surface, are 

high unemployment rates, undeveloped technology and productive forces 

and heavy corporate debt, but, in fact, these problems in the old 

industrial cities are complex and,, with many contradictions from 

perceptions,regime, industry, environment and society intertwine 

together”(P. Tian & Bai, 2004). 

Opportunity “Old industrial transformations are facing opportunities and 

challenges”(C. Li, 2013). 

(3) Multi-scale performance 

    Its multi-scale is another important principle of GI in addressing the 

shrinking problems in the old industrial cities in order to transfer the discontinuing 

vacant properties in the shrinking cities, as GI relates to the GI elements on every 

scale. For example, it can refer to urban farms for food production, small 

rainwater gardens and community gardens for storm water management, linear 

greenways and trails for low impact transport, green open space and forests for a 

low-carbon lifestyle and creation. GI also refers to urban forests for brown field 

regeneration and large mown turf picnicking areas. 

    As mentioned previously, the GI elements are divided into three types: hubs, 

links and sites. A multi-scale GI is imperative to the integration and continuity of 
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a green system. It also provides greater accessibility for residents to enjoy the 

nature environment. Nowadays, citizens relying on hiking in rural area or paying 

to visit urban parks are not exactly enjoying the convenience of GI. 

    The large sizes hubs and links with enough length and width have strong 

ecological values. The small sized GI components, such as sport fields, small 

parks and playgrounds, do not have strong ecological benefits, but do have more 

social and economy values. In addition, small size GI components are more 

accessible and, thus, it is easy for them to become a part of human daily life. For 

example, small meadows are good places for family get together and to enjoy 

picnics.  

2.3. Right-sizing Model 
 

2.3.1 Concept and target of “Right-sizing” 

The concept of right-sizing was developed by Schilling and Logan(Schilling 

& Logan, 2008). It is similar to the concept of smart decline that was developed 

by Hollander and Németh(Hollander & Németh, 2011). “Right sizing refers to 

stabilizing dysfunctional markets and distressed neighborhoods by more closely 

aligning a city’s built environment with the needs of existing and foreseeable 

future populations by adjusting the amount of land available for development. 

Right sizing by replacing vacant and abandoned properties with green 

infrastructure converts surplus blighted land into green space”(Schilling & Logan, 

2008). The idea of right sizing is that the urban area is too large to maintain when 

the population decreases and the cities “require matching their limited resources 

with their current demand for those resources, without waste”(Hummel, 2015a). 

The target is to address urban shrinkage, create a better living quality for residents 
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and maintain the urban population, according to predicting the future demand for 

land. 

2.3.2 Benefits and achievements of “Right-sizing” 

The benefits of right sizing are accepted by several scholars. For example, 

some scholars argued that right-sizing projects could save the costs of maintaining 

blight and abandonment and improve the financial health of the city(Hollander, 

2011; Krohe Jr, 2011). Markus Berensson re-iterated this idea and suggested that, 

in serving a smaller and more concentrated area, right-sizing strategies make cities 

more affordable and authorities can provide better public service(Berensson, 2011). 

In addition, Rybczynski and Linneman (Rybczynski & Linneman, 1999) stated that 

the goal of right-sizing is to make a smaller, but greener, city. The success of right-

sizing is assessed by comparing the amount of the population, the housing prices 

and surrounding land prices and the amount of green space before and after the 

right-sizing intentions. As well as these, considering the environment equality, 

sense of satisfaction, living quality and place identity of the residents also serve as 

proof of success or failure. The applications of the right-sizing paradigm are long-

term activities and not short-term practices, thus the outcomes will not be reflected 

immediately. According toHumme(Hummel, 2015b) “the potential positive effects 

of right-sizing are long-term not short-term, in which the process could initially be 

quite expensive.” In addition, the right-sizing approach is a dynamic process, since 

the answers for what is the right size of a shrinking city always change, according 

to the population dynamically decreasing or increasing.  

A handful of cities use this concept to optimize the urban land and get good 

achievements, such as Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo and Youngstown(Hummel, 

2015a, 2015b; Ryan, 2012).In 1974,Philadelphia’s Green Program was 

implemented to clear up the urban vacant land for the purpose of changing the 

vacancies and abandonment to urban green and open space. Through the co-
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operation of the government, local residents, developers and civic organizations, 

this program cleared up 7,000 vacant lots in six target neighborhoods from 2003 to 

2007(Bonham & Groman,2008). This program encourages social groups to clean 

up and maintain community landscapes(Jr. & Groman, 2008; Jr., Spilka, & 

Rastorfer, 2002). In addition, the participation of human resources training 

institutions, such as the workforce training organizations Ready, Willing & Able 

and SELF, Inc., creates job opportunities for homeless people and people with 

criminal convictions (PHS, 2008). According to statistics, the asset values around 

the greening and demolishment lots increased by 17%, compared to the asset 

values decreasing by 20% around the vacant and abandoned lands(Wachter & 

Gillen, 2006). Facing the problem that over one third of the residents’ lots are 

abandoned, Detroit initiated the Detroit Vacant Property Campaign, in order to 

consulate with the owners of housing adjacent to the vacant land to improve the 

land condition. In addition, Flint in Michigan transformed the vacant properties 

into community gardens through a land bank. Furthermore, Braddock in 

Pennsylvania demolished vacant lots to create a culture and art environment to 

encourage economy reclaiming and population increasing.  

2.3.3 Content and barriers of current right-sizing model  

    The right-sizing model was firstly stated by Schilling and Logan (2008), who 

are pioneers in re-sizing the shrinking cities that rely on the real demands of land.  

Their inspiration came mainly from successful cutting-edge urban greening 

initiatives in pioneering cities, such as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Lawrence, 

Massachusetts(Schilling & Logan, 2008) and working experience in addressing the 

vacant properties in Buffalo. They argued that the current redevelopment model 

could not provide an integrated approach to dealing with the increasing vacant 

properties in the American old industrial cities.  
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Schilling and Logan (2008) claimed that the right-sizing model is an effective 

approach to save the decay market and blight neighborhood, through a reasonable 

arrangement of the current building environment, according to the existing and 

future population, and to improve the standard of living. Krohe (2011) stated that 

the right-sizing model is an approach adapting to a vacancy. Hummel(Hummel, 

2015b) analyzed five American shrinking cities that highlighted the right-sizing 

concept in urban reclamation and argued that right-sizing strategies have positive 

impacts on economic health, especially for the cities that have implemented this 

concept for longer. 

The three core tools in the GI model are the GI plan, co-operation plan and 

land bank (see Table 2-8). 

Table2-8: Three tools in GI model (by author) 

Form  Introduction 

GI Plan  Decide the future location and types of permanent and temporary 

green infrastructure  

Collaborative Plan Right-sizing strategies through GI require designers to co-operate 

with different stakeholders 

Land bank Public or quasi-governmental agency created to acquire, hold, 

manage and develop the foreclosed, tax delinquent or abandoned 

properties for future use 

(1) GI plan  

    “Green infrastructure planning should be the first step in the land-use planning 

and design process”(M. Benedict & McMahon, 2006). This plan considers the 

current legal barriers and asks to give GI priority. The GI plan also includes 

building a special working group to lead the GI plan and to make the function of 

the government agencies clearer. The GI plan for the right-sizing of the old 

industrial cities should combine with the current green space system and decide on 

the location and types of permanent and temporary green infrastructure as a 

network.  
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    It requires an analysis of the current population and real land demands, current 

and possible vacant properties, classification of properties, study of the soil 

condition and so on. At the planning and design stage, there are some methods, 

such as making a decision on the GI location, types and liable people, and making 

schemes of pollution treatments. At the action stage, the demolition and 

rehabilitation of the vacant properties, and transforming them into green assets, 

would be implemented. In the maintaining and supervision process, different to the 

traditional government supervision, this stage will include more publications. It 

also need satellite images and GIS tools to macroscopically grasp the distribution 

of the urban green land, shantytowns and abandoned industrial land(Davies, 

MacFarlane, et al., 2006; Kremer et al., 2013). Field studies and efforts from the 

community level are also necessary to gain accurate vacant information on the 

microscope. 

    The importance of the GI plan could be reflected in the following aspects: the 

GI plan considers the greening problems using an integrated and continuous eco-

system method; as a long-term plan, it could make the current green spaces and 

future green spaces an interrelated system. GI provides a mechanism to balance the 

environmental and economic factors(M. Benedict & McMahon, 2006). It offers a 

channel to ecological restoration of developed land. 

(2) Land bank 

    Land bank refers to the practice of aggregating parcels of land for future sale 

or development and is a way to manage an inventory of surplus land (Wikipedia). It 

is defined “as a public or quasi-governmental agency created to acquire, hold, 

manage and develop foreclosed, dilapidated, tax delinquent or abandoned 

properties for which owners cannot be identified for a short-term period (10 years)” 

by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in the United States. The target of 

land bank is to acquire vacant properties “through bank foreclosures, tax 

foreclosures or donated property and rehabilitate homes to return to the market 
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place or demolish property for future development”(VirginiaTech, 2009). 

    The abandoned housing and blight buildings have negative impacts on the 

community. According to the "broken window" theory mentioned by James Q. 

Wilson and George Kelling, one vacant lot could lead to abandoning of the whole 

street. Land bank could collect properties and change them into green space to 

create recreation places for residents, improve the ecological environment, provide 

job opportunities and attract investment. It is also argued that, since the daily 

maintenance cost is over the new construction, the land bank is only efficient when 

the target for the abandoned properties demolishment or redevelopment (Advisory 

Council on Historic Preservation).  

    Through the construction of a land bank, the government and related agencies 

could collect, temporarily manage and dispose of the vacant properties to maintain 

the neighborhood stability and change the vacant properties into green assets. 

(3) Collaborative plan 

    The right-sizing strategies through GI require designers to co-operate with 

different stakeholders. Elected officers, residents, local businesses, citizen activists, 

municipal financial officers and planners would decide together how their 

communities and city should look, but how to create a partnership among them is 

still uncertain. Thus, a collaborative plan is required to guide the flexible 

framework for collaboration to respect and co-operate with the different 

stakeholders. 

    Some scholars also suggested that shrinking cities require efficient urban 

planning and a co-operative plan for urban renewal. Public participation is a 

process to encourage the public to input their consideration into the decision-

making that affects their lives(Richardson & Nam, 2014). Shrinking cities, such as 

Philadelphia, Flint and Youngstown, all use public involvement as an efficient tool 

to create livable cities (Hill, 2009). 

Thus, the author of this paper suggests that the collaborative plan should 
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engage more consultation during the process, from a government autonomous 

approach to a consultative approach by a high level of consultation (see Table2-9). 

These consultations would include various types, such as public meetings, seminars, 

direct mail, street questionnaires and interviews. Furthermore, the public 

participation would change from passive to positive and effective and, to some 

extent, decide on the final outcome. 

Table2-9: Government autonomous approaches from a low level of consultation to a 
high level (Adapted from Yee, 2010) 

Government 

Autonomous Approach 

 
Centralized, top-down 

decision-making, which 
reflects autonomous 
government-driven 

process 
No formal public 

consultation process  
No direct community 
influence on outcome 
Government agency 

alone determines final 
decision 

Government 

Consultative Approach 

 
Technocratic Process 
Targeted high-level 
consultation with selected 
segments of the public  
Time frame determined 
by government agency 
Limited public influence 
on final outcome 
Government seeks 
information from public 
but makes final policy 
decision, 
e.g. public meetings, 
direct mail, survey, 
public submissions 

Consultative Approach 

 

 
Targeted detailed 
consultation with relevant 
public/community groups 
in region directly affected 
by policy or program 
Formal government driven 
process 
Time frame determined by 
government agency 
Some community 
influence on outcome 
Government agency 
determines final decision, 
e.g. workshops, advisory 
committees, focus groups. 

(4) Barriers  

    However, in the current GI model, most of the tools of GI are at the city, or 

even regional, level and how to use the GI elements and what types of GI is 

suitable for vacant properties at the parcel level, was not introduced. For example, 

in the GI plan, there is no detailed GI design at the parcel level and the co-

operation plan does not support the GI design and landscape strategies at that zip-

code level. However, the vacant properties at the parcel level could create a large 

amount of greening space, create an integrated GI network for the city and 

improve the living quality for the locals. 
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2.4. Summary 
 

    In recent decades, shrinking cities have become popular in the world and 

population loss is a new challenge for the traditional urban planning that is based 

on population growth and the urban economy increasing. This requires the 

designer to reconsider the urban planning that is based on urban shrinkage. Urban 

shrinkages were argued to be special situations that occur in developed countries 

caused by de-industrialization, sub-urbanization, post-socialist transition and 

population aging. However, nowadays, shrinking cities also occur in some 

developed countries, such as China, resulting in the concept of urban shrinkage 

now receiving increasing attention.  

    In China, almost one third of the territory has started to shrink and 190 cities 

are now shrinking, with 39 of them being prefecture-level cities. Compared with 

western countries, China is still suffering from high-speed urbanization and the 

main reasons for the Chinese shrinking cities are different. The shrinking of these 

Chinese cities is mainly caused by resources exhaustion and the traditional 

industries declining in the old industrial cities. Another important reason for the 

population loss in a few cities is the population migrating to more developed areas. 

The Chinese old industrial cities are cities that have relatively concentrated and 

simple industries that rely on national investment and were established in the 

planned economy period. The Chinese old industrial cities are the main shrinking 

cities in China. The population shrinkage, along with economy decay, 

environment damage and social problems, brings both opportunities and 

challenges for the old industrial cities.  

    The traditional green space is argued to be efficient in the shrinking cities, as 

it could reduce the costs of maintaining the vacant properties, decrease the crime 

rate, avoid collapsing accidents to protect human safety, make green space 

accessible, which will be good for the work and life balance of humans, make the 
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migration behavior balanced for wildlife and also increase the local incomes and 

attract investment. Green infrastructure is a contemporary method to collect and 

manage the landscape resources. Green is the ecological outline and infrastructure 

is a functional or physical outline. Using green infrastructure methods to green the 

shrinking cities and transform the vacancies to greening resources has been 

suggested by a few American scholars.  

    The author argues that using the three principles of green infrastructure, 

being connectivity, multi-functionality and multi-scale performance, is a positive 

step for the Chinese old industrial shrinking cities, to transform the urban 

abandoned land and vacant properties into green assets. Connectivity refers to a 

green infrastructure network, including hubs, links and sites. Green infrastructure 

would restore the fragmented ecological network that became damaged by the old 

industrial production inside the Chinese shrinking cities. The multi-functionality 

of GI is another key to solving the current problems in the old industrial cities and 

it includes new functions for the Chinese cities, such as urban runoff management, 

flood control, urban farms, etc. The multifunctionality of GI also meets the 

development targets for the old industrial cities. Its multi-scale performance is 

another important principle to transform the discontinuing vacant properties in the 

shrinking cities.  

    The right-sizing model is a method to address the urban decline. It was 

developed by Schilling and Logan (2008) to solve the problem of the urban area 

being too large to maintain when the population loss occurs so quickly. This refers 

to re-sizing the built environment according to the needs of the existing and 

foreseeable future populations and financial health of the city. There are some 

benefits in re-sizing the shrinking cities. It makes the cities more affordable, 

enables the authorities to provide better public services and will also make a 

smaller, but greener and more attractive, city. A handful of cities use this concept 

to green their city, such as Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo and Philadelphia. The 
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right-sizing strategies include a GI plan, land bank, collaboration and so on, and 

the core is green initiatives. The barriers of the right-sizing model are that the 

right size and the green infrastructure at the parcel level are ignored. However, the 

efforts of the parcel level are still very important and the parcels are important to 

resize the urban space.  
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Chapter 3. Problems in Applying GI in the Chine

se Shrinking Cities 
 

3.1. Current Situation of GI Practices in China 

  

    During the implementation processes, the author of this paper firstly reviewed 

all the papers collected in CNKI with the key word of GI or with the word GI in the 

title and analyzed the main recognition of the GI Plan in China among these 209 

papers. 

3.1.1 The cores of the GI planning and design in China 

    From 2004, most of the literature has introduced the planning principles of the 

western countries, but, after 2010, an increasing amount began to focus on the 

planning of GI in China. Many have focused on the GI plan for rainwater security, 

biodiversity and the landscape, with a referring to the GI plans in cities. 

    During the inner city GI planning and design, a few main points were 

suggested (see Table3-1). The main goals of the GI planning and design are to 

protect the existing natural environment, to make an integrated ecological structure, 

to make hubs, corridors and matrixes, to complete the multi-functions of GI in 

different scales, to give GI priority and to inherit the history and culture.  

Table3-1: The cores of GI planning and design in China (by author) 

2010 

GI plan cores: At the 45th international planning conference, Wuhan City Master Plan 

2009-2020 won the global outstanding contribution prize that was issued by The 

International Society of City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP). The main aim in this 

planning is to build wind corridors and ecological corridors to decrease the heat island 

effect(Y. Li, Li, & He, 2010). 

2011 

GI plan cores: In Chizhou’s urban master planning the natural ecological environment and 

organic integrated ecological structure are treated as important preconditions for the 

planning structure and function layout(S. Zhang & Wei, 2011).   

GI plan cores: During the GI planning in Beichuan new city, four principles of GI were 
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considered: the synchrony with the urban master plan, landscape design and municipal 

engineering, connectivity, ecology and localism(Shu, Liu, Han, & Niu, 2011). 

GI plan cores: In this design, the designers pay attention to hubs, corridors and matrixes 

construction of green space and improve the green space system in Longgang(F. He, 2011). 

2012 

GI plan cores: The planning strategies of GI are a positive plan and a multi-functional and 

elastic plan(F. Zhou, 2012) 

2013 

GI plan cores: The cores of the GI practices are summarized as the following seven 

approaches: bio-retention systems, constructed wetland, storm water management, 

permeable paving, green streets, green roofs and green walls and urban parks(B. Liu, 

Zhang, Liu, & Dai, 2013). 

2014 

GI plan cores: There are three cores of landscape and humanity to implement GI in 

Xianlin subsidiary city: relying on natural mountains and rivers to build urban 

characteristics, inheriting historical and local culture to develop both natural landscape and 

human landscape and using urban design methods to plan landscape and axes and visual 

axes and to control building height(C. Zhao & Zhang, 2014). 

GI plan cores: The main points of a GI plan are necessary, positive and long-time, 

compound (multi-functional, multi-scale and multi-level) and sustainable(C. Zhao & 

Zhang, 2014). 

3.1.2 Advantages of the GI practices in China 

According to the literature review, most of the Chinese scholars hold a 

negative attitude towards the current GI planning and practices. However, K. Li 

(2009) shows a more positive attitude toward the GI practices in China in 

suggesting that the landownership in China controlled by the central government 

will make the GI planning quickly implemented nationwide. To support this, some 

scholarsalso argued that a top-level design is imperative in the GI practices in 

China(Cheng, Yang, & Zhang, 2013). Until now, these two articles are the only 

ones suggesting the advantages of the GI practices in China.  

3.1.3 Disadvantages of the GI practices in China 

    The Table3-2 shows both the advantages and disadvantages of the GI practices 
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in China. To summarize, the drawbacks of the GI practices in China mainly relate 

to the following seven aspects:  

    1) The planning pays attention to the beauty of the urban landscape, but 

ignores the ecological function and ecological network of the urban landscape. 

Although in some planning the connectivity of GI was considered, a suitable size 

for the hubs and corridors is not considered and the green space distribution is 

decided only in pictures(S. Du & Yu, 2010; Su, Wang, & Fei, 2011; Z. Zhao, Chen, 

Long, & Sun, 2012); 

    2) The planning of the GI in China uses top-down methods that lack 

participation and the planning practices process was faced with many 

contradictions(B. Li, 2009);  

    3) All of the planning is an individual trial and lacks connections with the 

preceding practices(S. Du & Yu, 2010) and there is no unified concept, unified 

assessment standards or plan methods(X. Yu & Cao, 2013).  

    4) The current urban infrastructure construction, such as roads and the urban 

water management system cannot combine the urban GI well(Huo, 2012);  

    5) There is only one scale of the GI plan at the whole urban level, but a few 

functions of green spaces should be planned at a smaller level, in order to complete 

the value of GI(W. He & Liu, 2011; Z. Zhao et al., 2012); 

    6) The urban GI mainly relies on artificial management and construction and 

the maintenance cost is very high(X. Wu, 2014);  

7) The current GI construction cannot yield its whole value in economy, 

society and ecology(Sheng, 2015).  

Table3-2: The advantages and disadvantages of the GI practices in China(by 
author) 

 

Advantages: In the less-developed areas of China, where land is stated-owned, the 
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practical effects of Green Infrastructure facilities would be the quickest and the biggest if 

this concept is accepted by the government and the public(K. Li, 2009); 

 

Advantages: GI needs a top-level design. In Suzhou, this leads the green rate to arrive at 

44.5% and the amount of small gardens or plazas exceed 300(Cheng et al., 2013) 

Drawbacks: The planning of GI in China is a top-down method and, due to the lack of 

participation of the various stakeholders, the practices process faced many contradictions. It 

is different from the GI in the United States, where the GI planning processes absorbs 

advice from different participants, carefully considering the urban future development and 

creating various management methods(B. Li, 2009). 

 

Drawbacks: The current GI practices pay attention to improving the ecological areas in the 

urban areas, but ignore the adjustment and optimization of the ecological network and pay 

attention to the beauty of the urban landscape, but ignore the ecological function of the 

urban landscape(S. Du & Yu, 2010).  

 

Drawbacks: Every plan of practice is an individual trial and exploration and lack 

connections with the preceding practices(S. Du & Yu, 2010). 

 

Drawbacks: Some GI planning only considers the connectivity of green space and does not 

pay attention to the technological standards of the size of the hubs and corridors(Su et al., 

2011).   

 

Drawbacks: Single-scale green space system planning cannot fully play the green 

infrastructure functions. In addition, GI at a smaller level is imperative to implement the 

targeted measures, but, in China, the GI plan still only relates to the city scale(W. He & Liu, 

2011). 

 

Drawbacks: The current urban infrastructure construction cannot combine well with 

GI(Huo, 2012).  

 

Drawbacks: The green space distribution is decided only in pictures and the sizes of the 

hubs and the location of the links are not previously tested, thus the ecological functions of 

the design were argued(Z. Zhao et al., 2012).  

 

Drawbacks: There is only one scale of the GI plan at the whole urban level and the 

greening in the districts is not considered(Z. Zhao et al., 2012).  

 

Drawbacks: GI is a good way to improve the human living environment and urban living 

quality.However, to implement GI in China, from policies acceptance to processes 

implementation, there is still a long way to go(Meng & Wang, 2013). 
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Drawbacks: There are a few GI plan practices in China now, but there is no unified 

concept, unified assessment standards and plan methods(X. Yu & Cao, 2013).  

 

Drawbacks: In addition, because the data from every individual project is not open, these 

practices lack evaluation after implementation. The GI assessment and plan focus only on 

the current resources condition of a city and ignore the dynamic processes of nature(X. Yu 

& Cao, 2013).  

 

Drawbacks: Urban GI mainly relies on artificial management and construction and the 

maintenance cost is very high(X. Wu, 2014). 

 

Drawbacks: GI’s construction in China has such problems as uneven green space 

distribution and low green coverage rate(X. Lu & Li, 2014). 

 

Drawbacks: The current green ways construction has many drawbacks and does not yield 

its whol values in the economy, society and ecology(Sheng, 2015).  

3.1.4 Suggestions for the GI practices in China 

The following table shows the summary of the suggestions for the GI practices 

in China. A few scholars have suggested that the GI practices in China should 

create more economic, social and ecological benefits for the local people in urban 

water conservation and flood control, production and transportation, landscape and 

recreation and the history and culture aspect(H. Liu, Liu, & Li, 2010; Sheng, 2015). 

This is because, firstly, the current green space designs pay more attention to the 

quantity, instead of the quality, of green space. Furthermore, the connectivity of GI 

elements, such as the hubs and corridors citywide, that are shown on the planning 

drawings could be scarified for other functions. In addition, the single-scale GI 

plans lack consideration of green matrixes in the smaller level and this will 

influence the integration of a GI network.  

Huo (2012) suggested combining grey infrastructure and GI to build landscape 

infrastructure and Sheng (2015) suggested that the future potential values of green 
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ways could be explored, such as education, aesthetic and energy saving.  

Table3-3: The summary of the suggestions for the GI practices in China(by author) 

Suggestion: In China, the multi-functions of GI should be considered (functions include 

natural ecology, water conservation and flood control, production and transportation, 

landscape and recreation, history and culture and economy and society)(H. Liu et al., 2010). 

Suggestion: Combining grey infrastructure and GI to build landscape infrastructure(Huo, 

2012) 

Suggestion: The network of green infrastructure should embody the combination of 

"natural ecology" and "human ecology". After using ecological sensibility analysis to find 

suitable areas for urban construction and using GIS and minimum path simulation to decide 

the “hubs and links” network pattern, human ecology distribution (historical heritages and 

other culture resources) is combined to make the whole GI network(An & Shen, 2013).  

 

Suggestion: The future construction of GI should have people-oriented ideas and could 

treat GI as a kind of systemic method and consider its integration(Sheng, 2015).  

 

Suggestion: The future potential values of green ways could be explored, such as 

education, aesthetic and energy saving(Sheng, 2015).  

 

Suggestion: The GI plan in China should have both goal-oriented and problem-oriented 

patterns(Zong, 2015).  

 

3.2. Current Approaches and Limitation of Transforming

 Vacancy and Abandonment into Green Assets in the Sh

rinking Cities though GI 
 

    Transforming the vacancy and abandonment into green assets in the shrinking 

cities through GI is at the beginning stage. According to the literature review, on 

one hand, a few scholars have suggested that it is both important and necessary to 

restore the urban vacant properties using GI (Desimini, 2013; C. Li, 2014; J. Li, 

2013; W. Wei, 2011; Yan & Qi, 2015; S. Zhu, 2014). On the other hand, although 

some studies suggested approaches to greening the vacant land and abandoned 

properties, there remains no systemic methodology to guide this process and the 

current approaches are simple and monotonous (see Table3-4). 

    The approaches mentioned by Chinese researchers are: checking area 
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condition, landscape location, site characteristics, land ownership and restoration 

possibility(Fu & Wu, 2009), urban farm(Ahern, 2011; Yunjie Zhao, Zhang, & Wen, 

2010), minimum intervention to let nature work(K. Yu, 2010b), community 

garden(J. Du & Zhang, 2013) and urban micro green space(She, Ye, & Li, 2015).   

Among these approaches, the minimum intervention approach and urban micro 

green space are relatively new ideas, compared with urban farm and community 

garden, which are frequently suggested by foreign scholars. K. Yu (K. Yu, 2010b) 

used abandoned saline and alkaline land in Tianjin to explain the minimum 

intervention approach and his idea of making nature work itself. He suggested that 

restoring this abandoned land is very easy and just carved some holds to collect 

rainwater and, through converging the rainwater, the saline and alkaline would 

decrease and the plants would grow in the water holds of various sizes. Nature 

soon recovered. His suggestion also won him the world’s best landscape prize this 

year. Qiu Baoxing, the vice-minister of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 

Development of China (MOHURD), at the urban development and planning 

conference in 2011, firstly mentioned urban “micro green space”.  “Micro green 

space” is a micro approach to accelerate the urban cycle and includes various small 

entertainment green spaces, green space beside buildings and so on. It could 

efficiently use and develop the urban abandoned or leftover space, such as the 

space below a viaduct or abandoned urban parking places (She et al., 2015). 

Table3-4: A summary of the approaches to greening vacant land and abandoned 
properties as suggested by scholars in China 

 

2009 Method: Potential GI could also include developed land, mining industry 

land and so on. Through checking the area condition, landscape location, site 

characteristics, land ownership and restoration possibility, those lands could 

become forests, wetland, waterfront lands and other GI types to complete the 

ecological values(W. Wu & Fu, 2009). 

2010 Method: Using an urban farm in GI in the urban abandoned land to decrease 

the cost of the daily maintenance(Yunjie Zhao et al., 2010). 

 

Method: K. Yu (K. Yu, 2010b)used abandoned saline and alkaline land in 
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Tianjin to explain the idea of making nature work. He suggested that 

restoring this abandoned land is very easy and just carved some holds to 

collect rainwater. Through converging rainwater, the saline and alkaline 

would decrease and the plants would grow in the water holds of various sizes. 

Nature soon recovered.  

2011 Method: Using abandoned urban agriculture could save more than five times 

the energy than using barren rural land and, at the same time, reduce the cost 

of food transportation(Ahern, 2011).  

 

Method: In this article, the authors introduce their concept design: they use 

abandoned land in villages as orchards and vegetable gardens(Hongwei 

Zhang, Xue, & Liu, 2011).  

 

Necessary: W. Wei (W. Wei, 2011) suggested that, for areas that are already 

damaged or developed, it is necessary to do ecological restoration and these 

projects should be immediately executed if the funds and other conditions are 

available.  

2013 Method & Necessary: Through brown field regeneration and improving 

community greens to match the urban climate change and through re-using 

abandoned, unused and ignored land to minimise anti-social activities and 

lower-level crimes(J. Du & Zhang, 2013).  

 

Necessary: It is important to use creative methods to rebuild GI, through 

creative methods and positive strategies to restore the ecology of urban 

construction land, especially for urban old areas with high density(J. Li, 

2013).   

 

Necessary: Old city centers at night become ghost cities when workers move 

out. This is one of the reasons people escape, but the core reason for this 

problem is the lack of GI. Thus, in the western cities regeneration projects,the 

starting point was a greening environment(Fei, 2013).  

 

Experience: The authors purposed the concept of ecological restoration and 

suggested that a lot of urban vacant and abandoned land and industrial 

workshops should be changed to green open space for residents to entertain 

in Seattle from 1975(Y. Liu & Fu, 2013) 

.  

Experience: The authors introduced the Stoss's landscape proposal to 

transform Detroit and this proposal paid much attention to a large amount of 

abandoned, or vacant, land and environmental justice. The landscape 

regeneration in this proposal is not only an environment improvement, but 
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also a topic of society’s health and open space that is good for culture, 

production and living (Desimini, 2013).  

2014 Methods: Yan and Bian (Yan Zhao & Bian, 2014)argued that a small 

network center is an important part of GI and introduced a concept design of 

an abandoned site located at the edge of Tianjin as a small network center.  

 

Necessary: The authors introduced a special issue of Periodical Cities and 

argued that urban vacant lands would become new urban green space(C. Li, 

2014).  

 

Necessary: Ecological conservation and restoration for heavy industrial cities 

are very important to urban revival. During urban expansion processes, 

paying attention to ecological restoration and GI has, without doubt, become 

an important strategy and solving method(S. Zhu, 2014). 

2015 Methods: Some scholars suggested building urban micro green space. 

“Micro green space”, as a micro approach to accelerate the urban cycle, 

includes various small entertainment green spaces, green space besides 

buildings and so on. It could efficiently use and develop the urban abandoned 

or leftover space, such as the space below a viaduct andabandoned urban 

parking places(She et al., 2015).  

 

Methods: Ma Jiao (Ma, 2015)stated that GI in the brown fields of urban 

areas are green corridors. These corridors are built around mining land to 

form a greening filter net and to insulate the contaminated environment and 

soft mine boundaries. In addition, this GI should combine with the current 

urban green space system, connect with the current greening hubs, use the 

current sand prevention techniques and plant various plants types.  

 

Necessary: Although urban residual spaces lack clear land usage planning, 

these spaces offer certain land stock and are flexible for future development 

and use(Yan & Qi, 2015).  

 

Methods: “Micro green spaces”, as a part of urban GI, play important roles 

in the following aspects: improving the community and surrounding 

ecological environment in high-density areas; offering habitats for wild life 

and increasing biodiversity; reducing transport pollution; better for the 

psychological and physical health of residents; activating urban decay areas, 

accelerating public participation; optimizing connections between the 

government and citizens(She et al., 2015). 

3.3. Five Problems in China in Addressing Vacant Prope
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rties 

3.3.1 Case studies and interviews 

    Three cases are used in this current study: 1) Environment Restoration for 

Mining Area in Huinong District, which is currently the biggest mining 

environment restoration in China; 2) The Bridge Garden that is a brown field 

regeneration through GI, the chief designer of which is the pioneer and first person 

in China to advocate GI; 3) Vacant Properties Greening in the City of Wuxi. Wuxi 

is one of the main cities that tried to address the problems of vacant properties, 

through greening strategies to check the vision of greening the vacant properties in 

the old industrial cities and greening initiatives and strategies to gain an 

understanding of the common planning strategies and methods to address the 

vacancies. It will then be argued in this paper that there are six problems in the 

current planning that led to the current outcomes of these projects.  

Yin (Yin, 1989) argued that, limited by the number of cases, case analysis 

methodology is not efficient to build a statistical generalization, but it could build 

an analytical generalization. This means that, during the urban green space system 

planning and GI planning processes, if the planning is performed in the same way, 

then results can be expected from a few cases, and these cases can verify the 

proposed hypothesis. The in-depth interviews with the project designers of every 

case are carried out later.  

(1) First case: environment restoration for mining area in Huinong District  

 

Table3-5: A summary of the vision, projects, green initiatives and impact of the 

environment restoration for the mining area in Huinong District (by author) 

 

City Vision Green Initiatives 
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Huinong District, 

Shi Zuishan, 

Ningxia 

To eliminate the hidden 

dangers of geological 

hazards, through greening 

strategies to improve the 

ecological environment. 

Ecology priority; combine 

geological environment 

governance and theme park 

together; greenways; urban 

forest; energy generation 

Sources Projects Impact 

(Ningxia Land & 

Resource 

Department, 2012; 

Shi Zuishan 

Government & 

Ningxia 

Development and 

Reform 

Commission, 2010) 

Earthworks; clean up 

garbage, flatten ground and 

build roads to provide a 

convenient site and 

transportation for future 

greening; plant trees and 

grass in the whole area; build 

water diversion facilities 

This supports residential 

safety for citizens and eco-

system safety through 

building an integrated green 

network; affiliated 

economic effects 

 

    The first case chosen is accessible, as it is the hometown of the author, and 

the author could visit the site to observe the green space after the environment 

restoration and compare it with the planning drawings. Also, it is currently the 

biggest mining environment restoration in China. 

    The city of Shi Zuishan is one of the ten major coal bases that were laid out 

according to the national first five-year plan. Relying on coal resources, the total 

industrial output value once accounted for 40% of Ningxia and it provided 4 

billion tons of raw materials for the heavy industrial production in the early days 

of the New China(Mu, 2008). The coal resources in Shi Zuishan mainly come 

from Huinong District, which is world famous for Taixi coal. Along with its coal 

exploitation, Shi Zuishan was listed in the first batch of resource-exhausted cities 

in China in 2008. In Huinong District, the First Mine and Second Mine were 

successively exhausted and the industries that were based on coal resources either 

went bankrupt or closed down. The high increase in rates and poor environmental 

condition led to a population shrinkage. According to the 2000 and 2010 Census, 

the population amount in Huinong District was 185.8 thousand in 2000, whilst ten 

years previously the population amount was 194.7 thousand. The population-

shrinking rate is 4.8%.  
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    In 2010,Ningxia Regional people's government approved the Shizuishan 

Municipal People's Government’s document entitled ‘Environment Restoration 

for Mining Area in Huinong District’ and applied 3.6 billion RMB 

(1RMB=6.6U.S.Dollor) of financial funds from the central government to support 

this program. A few years before the environment restoration project, there were 

shantytowns located along the pits. The residences in the shantytowns are rough 

self-build brick and earth houses, or cave houses, for miners and their family and 

relatives. The shantytowns are like mazes and, even during the day, when walking 

along the paths to the inside of the shantytowns, visitors find it difficult to find a 

way out. Having experienced heavy rain or earthquakes,schools and buildings are 

damaged and there are casualties. 35% of the citizens in Huinong District lived in 

shantytowns(Shi, 2013). With the resources exhaustion, many aborigines moved 

out and only retired miners and a few migrant workers lived there. The 

ShuiZuishan and Ningxia governments once applied for financial support from the 

central government and received almost 30 billion RMB to force the relocation of 

32 thousand households, around 1 million residents, in the shantytowns.  

    The total abandoned mining sites measure 43km
2
 in Huinong District. The 

environment restoration program is divided into four stages, starting from 2004, 

and the fourth stage is the main restoration stage with the largest area and the total 

restoration area is 18.81 km
2
. The implementation process is led by the Shi 

Zuishan municipal government. The Shi Zuishan Municipal Bureau of Land & 

Resources, through public bidding and sending invitation letters, commissioned 

Beijing Geotechnical Engineering Investigation Institute (GEII) to design this 

restoration scheme. The Shi Zuishan Municipal Bureau of Land & Resources, as 

well as the Ningxia Land & Resources Department (provincial level), examined 

and approved their scheme.  The Ningxia Finance Department (provincial level) 

and the Shi Zuishan Municipal Bureau of Finance approved and examined this 

scheme in the financial aspect. Shi Zuishan Municipal Government also organized 
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experts, a planning bureau, the Development and Reform Commission and 

Huinong District Government to approve the design plan. They then carried out 

construction bidding and construction examination and then put it into use.  

    The target of this program is to eliminate the hidden dangers of geological 

hazards and, through greening strategies, to improve the ecological environment. 

The functions of greening and the artistic effect are also highlighted as targets.  

    The projects include: through backfilling, scope cutting and other earthworks, 

to eliminate the hidden dangers of geological hazards; clean up garbage, flatten 

ground, build roads, provide convenient sites and transportation for future 

greening; plant trees and grass in the whole area and build water diversion 

facilities to support the water resources for plants. 

    In considering that the size of the abandoned mine area is large, the 

environment restoration processes were divided into seven smaller sites. Green 

strategies were purposed, based on the function of the sites. Sites 6 and 7, which 

are a bit far away for a mine pit, were suggested as farming land to cultivate 

Chinese wolfberry, red dates, grapes and other crops (by social investment). Site 4 

was seriously polluted and used for photovoltaic power generation. Site1, located 

at the place where human activities were concentrated, was designed as reserved 

industrial land with an office area and production area to attract investment from 

other industry types. The spaces surrounding the industrial buildings were used 

for greening. The greening also paid attention to replacement of the four seasons 

and color matching.  

    In the program, greenways were built along the traffic routes and the vertical 

green was used. Plant furnishings are the main native tree species with fast growth, 

a well-developed root system, drought resistance, ridge tolerance, easy 

propagation and strong adaptability, such as styphnolobiumjaponicum and willow 

(Shi Zuishan Municipal Bureau of Land & Resources & Beijing Geotechnical 

Engineering Investigation Institute, 2012). In addition, in this program, the 
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government plans to avoid bare ground as much as possible (Shi Zuishan 

Municipal Bureau of Land & Resources & Beijing Geotechnical Engineering 

Investigation Institute, 2012).  

    The design principles in the whole restoration process include ecology 

priority and combine geological environment governance and theme parks 

together. The ecological redevelopment tends to pursue the restoration of ecology, 

ecological chain and ecological balance, as well as landscape effects (Y. Chen, 

2015). In these practices, water saving and drought tolerant plants and native tree 

species are widely used to emphasize the adaptability of the ecological factors and 

biological diversity of plants.  

    This program provides a new approach for the regeneration of abandoned 

mines for the old industrial cities, based on natural resources (F. Gao, 2011). It is 

also a good case for a sustainable development pattern for the resource exhaustion 

cities: greening vacant properties to achieve various benefits.  

 

Figure3-1: Before (left) and after (right) the GI implementation in Huinong mining 

area (offered by GEII) 

    The ecological effects of this abandoned mine environment restoration 

program is obvious. The Figure3-1 shows the mining area before and after the 

environment restoration for the mining area in Huinong District. The watershed is 

protected and the water is purified with common reeds. The programs support 

residential safety for citizens and eco-system safety, through building an 

integrated green network. The Ningxia Land & Resource Department also praised 

this program and added the comment “realize the reasonable vegetation coverage 
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in the mining area, make the environment of the mining area integrated with the 

surrounding ecological environment, make full use of the waste land resources 

and fully restore its ecological environment” in the approval document (Ningxia 

Land & Resource Department, 2012). It is also useful to improve the air quality, 

avoid water pollution and prevent soil erosion.  

    As well as the ecological benefits, through such GI strategies as urban farm 

and energy generation, it could provide job opportunities for residents (Y. Chen, 

2015) and accelerate the construction of green industry and produce and simulate 

local economy development. Other GI factors, such as greenways and an urban 

forest, create recreation places for local people that are also full of education 

values.   

(2) Second case: the Bridge Garden  

 

Table3-6:A summary of the vision, projects, green initiatives and the impact of the Bridge 

Garden (by author) 

City Vision Green Initiatives 

Hedong District, 

Tianjin 

Using “eco-system service 

and biomimetic restoration 

technologies” as the core 

method for the ecological 

restoration of vacant 

properties 

Run-off collection; 

rainwater gardens; 

constructed wetland; 

wildlife habitat; local 

landscape and recreation 

places and urban forest. 

Sources Projects Impact 

(C. Huang, Xu, & 

Liu, 2013; Turen 

Landscape, 2009; 

K. Yu, Shi, & Li, 

2009) 

Through simple earth filling 

and excavation, to form new 

terrains like sponges that 

could collect acid water to 

neutralize the alkaline soil. 

Through this way, to build a 

self-reproduced ecological 

system for the brown fields. 

Increase bio-diversity; 

decrease evaporation and 

replenish underground 

water; save maintainence 

cost and increase land price; 

improve residents' 

awareness of ecological 

restoration  

    Tianjin is one of the old industrial bases in the early days of New China. 

Influenced by the fifth International Eco-city Conference held in Shenzhen, the 

Tianjin Government Work Report 2006 purposed a target to build Tianjin as an 
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eco-city in 2015(P. Yang & Sun, 2009). This target was also listed in the Tianjin 

National Economic and Social Development Eleventh Five-year Plan Planning 

Outline, and greening vacant properties through GI were imperative in order to 

achieve the goal. 

Bridge Garden is 5 miles away from the city center and was an abandoned 

shooting range before its ecological restoration. The 25,000m
2 
site was covered 

with rubbish, dirty water and blighted houses and had a few ponds. The 

salinization was also very serious. It is a good case to highlight the highest level 

of ecological restoration through GI for vacant land in China and this case 

received the World's Best Landscape Award at the World Architecture Festival 

Awards. The author of this current paper conducted in-depth interviews with the 

designers and managers of this project from the Turen Landscape Company 

through Skype or Wechat.  

The Bridge Garden project was completed in 2008 through co-operation 

between Turen Landscape (design party), Tianjin Environment Construction 

Investment Co. Ltd. (ECIC) (financing party), government agencies composing of 

Hedong District Bureau of Urban Planning, Bureau of Garden and Tianjin 

Department of Construction (supervision and approval party) and construction 

agencies (construction party). ECIC is an individual government-funded state-

owned enterprise and has the dual function of government and enterprise. The 

funding for this project comes from the government and enterprise. Prior to the 

ecological restoration project, related government agencies demolished the 

privately built buildings and cleared up the rubbish.  

The idea for the ecological restoration of this project is to make nature work. 

The target of the Bridge Garden is to use an “eco-system service and biomimetic 

restoration technologies” as the core method to address the soil salinization and 

habitat destruction and to provide various ecological functions and a recreation 

place for citizens. This means, through simple earth filling and excavation, 
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forming new terrains like sponges that could collect acid water to neutralize the 

alkaline soil. Through this way, restoring the urban brown fields could form a self-

reproduced ecological system and build beautiful urban parks (Turen Landscape, 

2009).  

The chief designer of the Bridge Garden argued that the new aesthetic ideas 

in GI include making friends with floods, restoring agricultural production in 

urban areas, cherishing the current culture and general heritages, minimizing 

human intervention and making nature do its work(K. Yu, 2010a). The GI 

initiatives in this project include run-off collection, rainwater gardens, constructed 

wetland, wildlife habitat, local landscape and recreation places. Collecting 

rainwater in this site could result in a constructed wetland system that is 

composed of a number of small wetlands. These small wetlands are beneficial to 

manage and filter the rainwater and could also become habitats for different plants 

and wildlife, according to the depth and acidity and alkalinity degree. After 

primary selection by plants experts, the seeds of a variety of plants were sent in 

different pits and, through natural competition, the suitable plants would grow. In 

this garden, a few traditional landscape elements and methods are used, such as an 

urban forest located near the traffic lines, sinking courtyards, winding corridors, a 

red elevated station and a wetland platform for people to walk close to the 

wetlands. In addition, with the name Bridge Park, there are a few bridges in the 

park and these create a good recreation place for residents.  

A filthy city vacant land, through ecological restoration after a very short 

period of time, has become a multifunctional ecological park with rainwater 

storage, local biodiversity conservation, education, recreation and an aesthetic 

enlightenment service (K. Yu et al., 2009). It shows how nature works and is an 

aesthetic of nature. It is critical for the modern gardens and approaches to restore 

the vacant properties through high technologies.  
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Figure3-2: Before (left) and after (right) the GI implementation in the Bridge 

Garden(Turen Landscape) 

 The Figure3-2 shows before (left) and after (right) the GI implementation in 

the Bridge Garden. Through the GI projects, the vacant brown field changed to 

become very attractive parks. The ecological effects of the Bridge Garden are 

obvious. Until 2012, the newly added trees of 91 species, herbs of 48 species and 

animals of 6 species in this area and the total of 2,950 trees and 8,997 reeds every 

year absorbed about 539 tons of carbon with value of around 45 thousand RMB. 

In addition, the pH value of the water dropped from 7.7 to 6.8 and the value of the 

soil dropped from 7.7 to 7 until 2012 (C. Huang et al., 2013). This park is also 

good for rainwater collection and, every year, could replenish 1.0×107L of 

underground water.  

The Bridge Garden also has social and economic benefits. Around 600 

children and 500 students could take part in environmental education and 

experience and, according to the questionnaire survey, 20,000 residents in the 

surrounding area have generally improved their awareness of ecological 

environment protection (Turen Landscape, 2009). Compare with traditional parks, 

through the GI elements, around 0.1 million RMB was saved by the non-artificial 

irrigation. The value of the surrounding residences and commercial buildings also 

increased.  

(3) Third Case: vacant properties greening in the City of Wuxi 

 

Table3-7: A summary of the vision, projects, green initiatives and the impact of thevacant 
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properties greening project in the City of Wuxi (by author) 

 

City Vision Green Initiatives 

Wuxi, Jiangsu Through re-using the urban 

vacant properties, to continue 

the development of urban 

green space and improve 

citizens’ living conditions 

Urban parks; greenways; 

community gardens; 

landscape plaza; protective 

green space and urban farms 

Sources Projects Impact 

(Pan & Liu, 2011; 

The Government of 

Wuxi, 2015) 

A survey about the amount of 

vacant properties and their 

characteristics in Wuxi; make 

greening strategies to address 

those vacant properties; 

according to the “easy thing 

first” principle to greening 

The amount of green space 

in the inner city increases 

Although there are a few practices to restore the ecological environment of 

vacant properties nationwide, most of the practices are concentered on the 

restoration of special lands and vacant properties, such as mining land, abandoned 

factories and their attached buildings and infrastructure. Wuxi is one of the main 

cities that tried to address the problems of vacant properties in the whole city 

through greening strategies. That is the reason the vacant properties greening in 

the City of Wuxi are chosen as a case. As well as the case study, the author of this 

paper interviewed designers in the Wuxi Bureau of Garden.  

The city of Wuxi pays great attention to the green space construction. The 

green coverage rate arrived at 42.88% and the public green area per capita was 

14.81m
2
 in 2014 (The Government of Wuxi, 2015). However, the Wuxi Municipal 

Government, along with the urban Bureau of Garden, started to find new space for 

urban greening through the re-use of urban vacant properties, in order to continue 

the development of urban green space and improve citizens’ living conditions. 

With the transition of the social economy and industrial enterprises moving 

into the industrial park a large amount of abandoned factories and attached 

residential areas appeared. In addition, along with the city spatial adjustment and 
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extension, a few inner office buildings, commercial buildings and facilities 

became vacant, or semi-vacant. The director of Wuxi Bureau of Garden suggested 

that the vacant properties would become good assets for urban greening and those 

vacant constructions and abandoned land would become potential urban green 

space, especially as urban greening has no requirement of size, area and location 

of the vacant properties (Pan & Liu, 2011).  

In 2009, the Wuxi Bureau of Garden conducted a survey about vacant 

properties that would be suitable for greening. The director of Wuxi Bureau of 

Garden counted, in the 208km
2 
urban constructed area in Wuxi, 155 vacant sites 

that were suitable for greening and the total area was 178.76hm. If those places 

were totally greened, the urban green coverage rate would improve by 1%.  

In order to ensure the future greening types and stages, the Bureau of Garden 

also assessed the characteristics of those sites, depending on the weights 

summation of factors, such as area, terrain, attachment, current usage, location, 

surrounding landscape, function, construction cost, ownership and ecological 

restoration feasibility of the vacant properties. With the total score going from 

high to low, the difficulties of greening increase. For example, for the properties 

having a score of 80 or higher, the soil condition is good and does not need 

preliminary work, such as houses demolition and garbage removal, and greening 

those vacant properties could start in a short period of time (Pan and Liu, 2011). A 

total score of 70-74 occupies 24% of the total vacant properties. The old functions 

of those vacant properties were mainly commercial building and offices with a 

good soil condition. As a result of this survey, the Bureau of Garden suggested 

that, in order to re-use those vacant properties as green assets, the decision-makers, 

such as higher-level government, high-level land & resource department and 

garden department, could make policies to encourage greening these vacant 

properties. In addition, the stakeholders, such as the land & resource bureau and 

garden bureau and property owners, could negotiate to change the current 
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condition.  

To support this survey, the green bureau introduced the Urban Greening 

Enhanced Work Plan of the City of Wuxi (Wuxi Cheng Shi ZengLv Gong Zuo 

Fang An). In this plan, the municipal government arranged 5 million RMB per 

year from the urban maintenance cost for use as construction costs and subsidies 

to promote the construction of green space. As well as this, greening the vacant 

properties was also added to the Assessment of Urban Greening Management in 

the City of Wuxi and Wuxi Park Management Regulation. The greening strategies 

include: to build urban parks using the vacant properties having a large size and 

add them into the urban park system; to build greenways along the traffic lines 

and build community gardens and landscape plazas in residential areas. The 

vacant properties located near gas stations and substations are planned to be 

constructed as protective green space for the city’s safety. Two sites are also 

suggested as urban farms for food production.  

The implementing principle of greening the vacant properties in the City of 

Wuxi is “easy things first ” and then according to the plan for greening. Firstly, 

the government organizes related agencies to green the vacant properties that are 

easy to green and adds them to the adjacent green space to manage them, for 

example, greening the abandoned lands that are located along the traffic roads and 

then adding these green spaces to the road green system. Secondly, for the vacant 

properties that require demolishing, during this process, green hedges would be 

built primarily to avoid pouring rubbish. For the vacant properties with a more 

complex condition, or of a large size,the garden agencies would apply for 

individual projects from the local government for continuous treatment.  

Although there is no clear analyzed data, there are positive impacts of 

greening vacant properties on ecology, the economy and the environment in Wuxi. 

The amount of green indeed improves, for example,in the first half of 2015, 

5,000m
2
 of vacant land around the traffic lines was ecological restoration.  
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The cases chosen by the author of this paper were the most popular cases that 

could represent the current condition of greening the vacant properties in China. 

They cover the ecological restoration of mining, greening brown fields according 

to GI and changing vacant properties into green assets citywide. They reflect the 

general procedures of greening the vacant properties in China.  

It is obvious that these projects have positive impacts on improving the urban 

environment and air quality, creating recreation places for citizens for enjoyment 

and the community and, at the same time, to some extent, injecting new economic 

vitality to the blighting urban market. However, there remain many arguments that 

could reflect the current gaps in the re-use of vacant properties as green assets. 

The author of this paper aims to determine the gaps that could impede the future 

greening of vacant properties program in China.  

(4) In-depth interviews  

    Although the analysis of greening the vacant properties utilized only three 

cases, the findings can be used for broader practices in China. The author also 

conducted in-depth interviews with the designers of every project. Each interview 

lasted for around one hour and nine interviewees were invited to participate from 

the three projects (see Table3-8). The interviews were based on the following 

questions:  

    Q1: How do you evaluate the overall GI design of the project? 

   Q2: What is the difference between greening vacant properties and traditional 

urban greening? 

    Q3: Which GI elements are used in this project? 

   Q4: What suggestions do you have for future vacant properties greening 

projects in China? 

Table3-8: Attached interviewee information (by author) 
 

Case  Interviewee Status 
Case1: No.1 Manager of the environment restoration for the 
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 mining area in Huinong 

No.2 Designer in GEII 

No.3 Designer in GEII 
Case2: 
 

No.4 Designer of the Bridge Park in Turen Landscape 
No.5 Manager of the Bridge Park in Turen Landscape 
No.6 Designer of the Bridge Park in Turen Landscape 

Case3: No.7 Officer in Wuxi Bureau of Garden 
No.8 Designer in Wuxi Bureau of Garden 
No.9 Designer in Wuxi Bureau of Garden 

3.3.2 Five problems 

Through the case studies and in-depth interviews, a few problems in solving 

the problems of vacancies through GI emerged. In the aspect of design, there are 

three problems. Firstly, the greening types are monotonous and the multi-function 

of GI is not well considered. Secondly, the programs lack consideration of the 

integrated urban ecological network and connection, which weakens the ecological 

function of GI. This problem is reflected in two parts: the GI design did not 

consider its connections with the surrounding landscape; and the GI design did not 

consider the connections of the chosen GI components. Thirdly, the GI lacks 

consideration of the pollution treatment and land development potential in the 

shrinking cities.  

Other problems include a lack of public participation and respect of the 

desires of the stakeholders and a lack of an efficient mechanism to collect and 

manage the vacant properties 

(1) Problem1: the greening types are monotonous and the multi-function of GI is 

not well considered 

The green types are monotonous in these three cases, and especially in the 

environment restoration in Huinong District and in the greening of vacant 

properties in the city of Wuxi. More precisely, in the Huinong program, the GI 

elements mainly include the greenways, cultivated farms, a theme park and land for 

power generation. In the Wuxi case, most of the vacant properties were transferred 

to green assets without providing a clear definition of the greening function. Most 
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of the greening assets were directly added to the adjacent green space, or as 

subordinate green space for surrounding buildings or construction. The green 

elements are still similar to the traditional green space plan in the city. GI should 

have more types and new functions added, such as a playground, ball fields and 

community gardens, to increase the community, landscape streets and green trails 

to encourage a healthy life style, and filtration beds on the streets to control the 

storm water and basins to purify the waste water.  

Monotonous greening types will restrict the various functions of GI. A variety 

of green spaces would be positive in improving the human recreation situation, 

social contact and living quality, in protecting the wildlife habitats, biodiversity and 

natural climate and in enhancing economic incomes, job opportunities and the local 

economic vitality. A designer of the Bridge Park stated that “few people go to the 

Bridge Park now, because the greening function is too single and that place is only 

attractive to people who are interested in constructed wetland” (Interviewee: No.4-

case2). Monotonous greening types hinder the success of a GI project, whilst 

various types of green space will help the green assets to have more functions in 

the shrinking cities.  

(2) Problem2: The programs lack consideration of the integrated urban ecological 

network, which weakens the ecological function of GI 

GI is a network system of hubs, links and matrixes (sites) that are composed 

of natural and artificial green space (Fu & Wu, 2009; W. Wu & Fu, 2009). Hubs are 

important for GI and offer start points and end points for wildlife migration and 

links closely link the whole system (Yunjie Zhao et al., 2010). Matrixes (sites) are 

relatively small in size and are important components of GI. Hubs include 

preserves, managed native landscapes, working lands, parks and open space areas 

and recycled lands and links include conservation corridors, greenbelts and 

landscape linkages. The integration of an ecology network is very important, 

however, in these cases, the designer did not pay attention to the inner city green 
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network. More precisely, in the vacant properties planning, none of these programs 

mentioned that they were considering the surrounding nature environment and 

existing landscapes during their planning processes. As the manager of the 

environment restoration for the mining area in Huinong District said, “We only 

consider the GI plan in our parcel during the planning process” (Interviewee: No.1-

case1). As a result, this may weaken the ecological function of GI.  

In addition, at the planning, or design, stage, the GI design did not consider 

the connections of the chosen GI components. The design should have had large 

green hubs, such as large parks, small green sites, such as rainwater gardens and 

small landscape plazas, and linear green space, such as green ways to connect the 

hubs and sites. However, the current design project did not consider the 

connections of various GI components, such as the width and length of the 

corridors, the sizes of the hubs and the relationship between the hubs and corridors. 

For example, in the Huinong mining area environment restoration project, the 

green space planning at sites 1-7 was individually designed and the whole GI 

system at the mining area was not considered. “We considered using various 

greening types, such as linear greenways and small size fountain plazas, but we, 

indeed, did not think about the relationship between greenways and plazas” 

(Interviewee: No.1-case1).   

(3)Problem3: GI lacks consideration of the pollution treatment in the brown fields 

and land development potential 

After years of productions in the old industrial cities, industrial traces were 

left on the vacant land. The contamination that was left on the brown fields could 

remain for a long time and seem irreversible with the current technologies. The 

study of industrial pollution treatment is only at the beginning stage in China and, 

in 2014, the central government published the national soil pollution condition that 

received great attention from the general public. During the greening of the vacant 

properties in the brown fields, GI could treat the pollution through bioremediation 
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and phytoremediation. For example, in the Wandgas project in Wandsworth in 

London, plants that are not easily impacted by the heavy metals are the plants 

(p152). Other cases also show some plants that should absorb heavy metals, such 

as okras, which are used in brown field remediation.  

However, in the Chinese practices of greening the vacant properties in the old 

industrial cities, GI is not used as an efficient approach to pollution treatment. X. 

Zheng (2014) investigated several industrial restoration projects and also argued 

that, in the brown fields in China, the pollution of land is totally ignored. In the 

environment restoration project in Huinong District, a few sites that were located a 

little further away from the center mining pits are planned as cultivated lands 

without contamination monitoring. Furthermore, in the Bridge Garden project, the 

manager at Turen Landscape said that “the land was a brown field and the designer 

group initially thought about doing some bioremediation or phytoremediation, 

however, because the land’s organic repair would take a long time, in the end we 

gave up. The soil from the whole brown field was moved to another place and the 

total soil was changed.” (Interviewee: No.5-case2). This caused a waste of money 

and, more importantly, this only transferred the polluted soil from one place to 

another and did not solve the pollution problems.  

The current GI lacks consideration of land development potential, meaning 

that the current GI construction did not rely on the real land development potential 

and future requirements. For example, in the ecological restoration project of the 

Huinong District mining area, the designers built an industrial park for enterprises 

settlements, however, until now, few enterprise want to settle in this park. The 

designer from GEII said “the industry park is not successful, because we wrongly 

estimated the real demand of land. In fact, it is not a surprise that the enterprises do 

not want to come, since most of the local residents in this district want to move 

out” (Interviewee: No.2-case1).  

The lack of consideration of land development will create new vacancies, like 
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the industry park in Huinong. In the case of the vacant properties greening in the 

city of Wuxi, the greening of vacant properties tends to be more objective. The 

actions of greening the vacant properties are step-by-step, according to the degree 

of difficulty when greening the vacant properties. However, the decision of the GI 

types and location also did not consider the land development trend. “After 

greening the vacant properties, most of the greening spaces directly added to their 

adjacent green space or buildings, but a few of them are suggested to change their 

function as land for commercial buildings” (Interviewee: No.7-case3). This leads to 

a loss the GI inner city and in the efforts to build GI.  

(4) Lack of public participation and respect of the desires of the stakeholders  

Another problem that is reflected in the projects of greening vacancies is that 

the current GI plan lacks public participation and consideration of the desires of the 

stakeholders. This is because the long time parent style democracy and top-down 

political mechanism are conditioned to ignore the general public’s awareness. “The 

smooth and fast implementation of the Bridge Garden project is because of the lack 

of public participation… it makes designers fulfill their design images very 

easily ”(Interviewee: No.6-case2), as stated by the designer of the Bridge Garden.  

In the Huinong Mining Environment Restoration project, the designer said 

“we did not send questionnaires, hold a public meeting and social-group 

consultation and this is because it requires the investment of a large amount of time 

and money” (Interviewee: No.3-case1). Similarly, only 8% of the citizens in the 

city of Shi Zuishan are highly educated (three year college education or above) and 

the rate is lower in Huinong District, thus “the public participation is not useful”, as 

said by another designer in GEII, who also holds negative attitudes towards public 

participation (Interviewee: No.2-case1).  

Public participation is important in greening abandoned land and GI. Public 

participation offers an open and equal mechanism for the public, and especially the 

stakeholders, to express their ideas and protect their profits (Tian, 2005). Public 
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participation through a neighborhood level would also help the government to get 

an accurate amount and quality of vacant properties.  

The lack of public participation also causes an information gap. Users and 

stakeholders could not pass information on to the planners and designers could not 

deliver their ideas to the citizens. “In the ecological restoration of the mining area, 

the designer planned to build two pieces of farmland through public investment and 

share the agriculture products to the participants. However, because we didn’t post 

this information through the public media, there is nobody registered to engage” 

(Interviewee: No.1-case1). This lack of public participation leads to a loss in the 

economic and social value of the greening space. 

(5) Lacking an efficient mechanism to collect and manage the vacant properties 

In the Wuxi case, the Bureau of Garden surveyed the vacant properties and 

abandoned land. However, for a few private buildings, offices and commercial 

buildings, their rights of use are not very clear and the design cannot green these 

properties without support from the government and related government institutes. 

This makes the greening project become very difficult.  

“Although there are many vacancies urgently needing to change to greening 

assets, the actual transformation amount is very limited.”  (Interviewee: No.8-

case3). “At the beginning of this project, the projects have three-period plans (in 

2011, in 2012 and in 2013 or after), but we have to partially terminate the entire 

program, because, as the designer and landscape management department, we fail 

to negotiate with the owners or users. In addition, from the appearance, we do not 

have the detailed vacancies conditions of those vacant properties and this make 

future greening work become very hard and tends to limit our work to greening the 

fragmentary abandoned urban lands” (Interviewee: No.9-case3). Thus, the lack of 

an efficient mechanism to collect and manage the vacant properties is very obvious 

and hinders the changing of the vacancies.  

For the mining restoration project and the bridge garden project, the 
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government focused on the removal of the vacant buildings and constructions at the 

planning boundaries before the planning. The designers stated that their work is 

like painting on white paper (Interviewee: No.6-case2). This method has many 

problems, such as it may cause conflicts between the users and governments and 

increase the investment fees and, also, every project has to deal with the vacant 

properties’ individual characteristic. Thus, a more efficient and systematic method 

is needed to collect and manage the vacant properties with the shrinking conditions 

becoming popular nationwide. 

3.4. Summary 
 

    In China, greening the vacancies has attracted the attention of scholars and, at 

the same time, an increasing number of practices in China are using urban greening 

or green infrastructure to address the abandoned land and vacant properties.  

    According to the literature view, most Chinese scholars hold a negative 

attitude towards the current GI planning and practices in China. Some of them have 

suggested that the GI practices in China should create more economic, social and 

ecological benefits for the Chinese cities in the aspects of urban water conservation, 

production and transportation, landscape and recreation and cultural places 

protection. Other scholars have also suggested that Chinese designers and 

landscape architects should combine the urban grey infrastructure with the green 

infrastructure to find more potential values of greening, such as education, energy 

saving and flood control, through the construction of green infrastructure.  

The current approaches to transforming the vacancies into green assets in 

China include: using an urban farm in the GI in urban abandoned land to decrease 

the cost of daily maintenance through brown field regeneration and demolition of 

the industrial structures, to improve the community gardens, to deal with urban 

climate change, to green the mining areas and so on.  

The author used three cases: Environment Restoration for the Mining Area in 

Huinong District, which is one of the biggest mining environment restorations in 
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China in recent years; The Bridge Garden that is a brown field regeneration 

through GI, the chief designer of which is the pioneer and first person in China to 

advocate GI; and Vacant Properties Greening in the City of Wuxi, The author also 

carried out in-depth interviews with nine designers in these three cases of the study, 

in order to analyze the current problems of the GI practices in China to transform 

the surplus properties and lands.  

The current problems include: firstly, the current practices lack an efficient 

mechanism to collect and manage the vacant properties; secondly, the greening 

types are monotonous and the multi-functionality is not well considered; thirdly, 

the current GI in China lacks consideration of the pollution treatment and land 

development potential; fourthly, the current practices lack consideration of the 

integrated urban ecological network; and lastly, the practices lack public 

participation and respect of the desires of stakeholders.  

With the increasing of shrinking cities nationwide, the current GI practices are 

not adequate and it is urgent to have a systemic method for Chinese designers to 

use GI to design the future cities. This should solve the current problems and also 

lead the future GI practices in China. 
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Chapter 4. Right-sizing Model in Chinese Shrinki

ng Cities 
 

    The concept and definition, benefits and achievements as well as contents and 

barriers of "right-sizing” was introduced in chapter two. In this chapter, through 

case studies of four typical shrinking cities (Youngstown, Cleveland, Buffalo and 

Rochester) in developed countries that successfully re-sized their cities through GI, 

the common GI initiatives, planning and design methods, plan support and barriers 

will be introduced. After this, a right-sizing model for the Chinese shrinking cities 

is suggested, with consideration of the landownership and the special shrinking 

conditions. In order to fill the gap in right-sizing models, in the GI model for the 

Chinese shrinking cities, the main focus will be on a right-sizing model at the 

parcel level and the toolboxes will be purposed that could offer the landscape 

strategies to connect the vacant properties, or industrial land, at the parcel level.  

4.1. The Practices of Right-sizing Strategies in American

 Shrinking Cities 

4.1.1 Case studies and interviews 

    The cases chosen in this current study are the most frequently used in the 

literature and also closely follow the right-sizing strategies. Schilling, as the 

forerunner of the right-sizing concept, refers to such cities as Buffalo and 

Cleveland(Schilling, 2009; Schilling & Logan, 2008)and is an important case in 

converting shrinking cities to the right size. Hollander, who is a pioneer in smart 

decline, is also committed to right-sizing research in Buffalo(Hollander & Cahill, 

2011). The cases chosen are most popular cases worldwide. At the national Vacant 

Properties Campaign (NVPC), representatives from Youngstown, Pittsburgh, 

Cleveland, Buffalo, Louisville and Philadelphia introduced their right-sizing 

strategies to make a smaller and better city(National Vacant Properties Campaign, 

2007). 
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Through cases analysis, the planning and design methods, the GI initiatives, the 

advantages and barriers of the right-sizing model used in greening vacant buildings 

can be investigated. They are discussed and evidenced relating to how to realize the 

right-sizing of cities for the shrinking cities and how to re-shape the urban space to 

address the population decline. Although the implementation conditions are 

different in these programs, they have common strategies to implement the right-

sizing and they all have the clearest greening strategies and design methods 

citywide. Greening vacant properties is important and is even a core link in the 

right-sizing of cities(Hummel, 2015b). According to their experiences, the 

strategies and core elements to build a GI model for the Chinese shrinking cities 

will be learned. Their barriers will encourage the toolboxes at the parcel level for 

right-sizing the cities. The following table (see Table4-1) shows the visions, 

projects, strategies of right sizing in Youngstown, Cleveland and Buffalo.
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Table4-1: The visions, projects, strategies of right sizing in Youngstown, Cleveland and Buffalo (by author) 

City Sources Vision Projects Green Initiatives Strategies   

Youngstown Youngstown 2010 Plan 
(He Huang, 2011; 
Kildee, Logan, 
Mallach, & Schilling, 
2009; Parris Jr, 2008) 

Accepting that 
Youngstown is a 
smaller city; Defining 
Youngstown’s role in 
the new regional 
economy; Improving 
Youngstown’s image 
and enhancing quality 
of life;A call to action. 

Green Network; 
Competitive Industrial 
Districts; Viable 
Neighborhoods; Vibrant 
Core 
 

Manicured lots with flowers, 
trees and rocks dot; Urban 
agriculture to distribute fresh 
local produce to underserved 
neighborhoods in the city;  
Wetlands in 
eastside;Establishing 
greenways along river and 
stream corridors 
 

Clear up urban spatial 
environment; Demolish 
vacant properties and 
change them to greening 
space; Adjust urban range; 
Applicable zoning 
regulations: 

Cleveland Re-Imagining 
Cleveland and 
Sustainable Cleveland 
2019(Cleveland City 
Planning Commission, 
2008; Mallach, Levy, 
& Schilling, 2005) 

Cleveland, a cleaner, 
healthier, more 
beautiful, and 
economically sound 
city; 
Treating vacant sites as 
viable opportunities 
for future 
development. 

Roadway infrastructure to 
increase access and buffer 
adverse impacts; 
Demolition and board-ups; 
Landscaping for vacant 
lots; Tree nursery; Urban 
agriculture; Lots 
consolidation;  Storm 
water management 

Expansion of parks and 
natural areas and linkages 
between green space within 
the city and region; 
Ecosystem restoration to 
manage storm water; 
Increasing biodiversity; Low-
mow native landscapes; 
Community gardens, market 
gardens and urban farms are 
emerging throughout the city 

Neighborhood 
stabilization and holding 
strategies; Green 
infrastructure strategies to 
expand recreation 
opportunities and the 
green space network, to 
improve ecosystem 
function and remediate 
contaminated properties 
and to create productive 
landscapes (i.e. 
agriculture and energy 
generation) 

Buffalo 5 in 5 Plan(Byron, 
2007; Knight, 2013; 
Schilling, 2008, 2009) 

Decrease the vacant 
rate close to 5%; 
Accelerate our 
economic revival, 
removing blight and 
opening up shovel-
ready sites for new 
investment.  
 

Demolish 5,000 properties 
in five years; Create 
development and 
investment opportunities; 
Save the city money over 
the long term; Ensure 
greater public safety 
 

— Preferentially demolish 
areas with redevelopment 
plans in place, as well as 
sites posing a threat to 
public safety 
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National Vacant 
Properties Campaign 
and "Blueprint 
Buffalo" (Blueprint 
Buffalo Policy Brief; 
Blueprint Buffalo 
Action Plan) 

City and its first ring 
suburbs faced with 
problems like old 
housing, vacant 
commercial area, 
deteriorating 
infrastructure and 
population loss and 
continuous substantial 
support must be given 
to address vacant 
problems.  

Create a citywide vacant 
properties initiative; 
Develop an agenda that is 
responsible for the vacant 
properties in suburban; 
Creation of an Erie-Buffalo 
Vacant Properties 
Coordinating Council to 
solve the problems about 
blight and abandonment in 
the region, offer a 
communication and 
information sharing 
platform and develop 
institutional capacities and 
partnerships; Establishment 
of Buffalo-Niagara as a 
Vacant Property Living 
Laboratory 

A regional green 
infrastructure with the help of 
land bank and land trust 

Blueprint Buffalo 
recommends four 
fundamental vacant 
property strategies: 
Develop a regional real 
property information 
system; Institute a 
comprehensive code 
enforcement approach; 
Establish a multi-purpose 
land bank authority or 
program and green 
infrastructure initiative to 
right size the city’s most 
distressed neighborhoods; 
Create a holistic policy 
framework for the 
redevelopment of grey 
fields and brown fields 
throughout the entire 
region.  
 

The Queen City in the 
21st Century: Buffalo's 
Comprehensive Plan 
(Comprehensive Plan, 
2007) 

Buffalo’s future 
development should be 
sustainable and 
integrate economic, 
environmental and 
social concerns.  

All other planning 
initiatives in the city, 
including The Queen City 
Hub;A Strategic Regional 
Action Plan for Downtown; 
the Local Waterfront 
Revitalization Program; the 
Olmsted Parks Restoration 
and Management Plan; 
Buffalo Niagara Medical 
Campus Master Plan 

Create a greenway trail; 
Restoration of Lasalle Park; 
Development of new parks; 
Expanding the system of 
greenways that connect 
parks; imaging a system of 
green infrastructure 
composed   of several types 
of open spaces; Green 
building techniques 

Sustainability; Smart 
growth; Fix the basics; 
Build on assets 
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(1) Case one: the Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan 

    Youngstown is located in the northeast of Ohio and became a population-

shrinking city with the decline of industry and manufacturing. By the end of 2002, 

the city had lost 10,000 residents, which is half of the city population a few 

decades earlier(Parris Jr, 2008). In 1951, Youngstown made comprehensive 

planning and this was updated in 1974. However, due to this plan being based on 

urban expansion and the population increasing, at the end of the 1970s the plan 

had actually failed. 

    This 2010 Citywide Plan was the pioneer to using the right-sizing framework 

in reviving a shrinking city to make the city clearer, smaller and greater. As 

Hunter Morrison, director of the Center for Urban and Regional Studies at 

Youngstown State said, “accepting we're going to be a smaller city was 

key”(Parris Jr, 2008). Smaller does not mean we “give up”. According to Jay 

Williams, the mayor at that time, investment should be made in the sustainable 

development areas in the city and long-term investments should not be made in 

the areas that are not sustainable (Case Studies: Comprehensive Planning). 

    The 2010 Citywide Plan has strategies of right-sizing, such as demolitions 

and rehabilitation and using green assets to green the surplus infrastructure: 4,500 

vacant structures and 43 per cent of vacant land. The greening program could 

create value for the harsh economics present in the neighborhoods and cities 

affected by vacant properties(National Vacant Properties Campaign, 2007). The 

green initiatives in this plan include establishing greenways along the river and 

stream corridors (Youngstown 2010 Plan), manicured with flowers, trees and 

rocks dot(Parris Jr, 2008). Some untraditional methods, such as using wetlands to 

replace abandoned land to create wildlife habitats are used(Wagner, Mahayni, & 

Piller, 2015).  

    The Youngstown plan has large-scale public participation in the planning 

project and more than 5,000 people are engaged in the planning vision discussion 
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and vision presentation. According to the Youngstown 2010 Planning Process 

published by the City of Youngstown, public inclusion was a top priority in the 

Youngstown 2010 planning process from the beginning. Other groups, such as 

developers, education groups and government institutes, and the media and 

community, are all welcome to give advice in the plan processes.  

    The funds to implement this plan mainly come from the city budget, as 

Mayor Jay William said, with the help of other community drivers. However, the 

financial problems also affected the demolishment process. “If we had $8 million 

we could bring them all down right now”(Parris Jr, 2008). A land bank was also 

involved in the 2010 Plan. As early as 1996, Youngstown drew on the experience 

of Cleveland and set up a land bank to be used for the re-use of vacant abandoned 

land and properties. In 2006, Ohio enacted a law that reverted the long-term 

vacant properties that had defaulted on real estate tax more than their market 

value back to the government. This meant that the city land banks of Ohio could 

quickly obtain abandoned properties for renovation. The Youngstown land bank 

also benefited from this. Currently, the land bank in Youngstown is operated by 

Youngstown’s Community Development Agency and operates with around 500-

600 vacant lots projects. 

    There are several arguments surrounding the Youngstown 2010 Citywide 

Plan. The “plan has stalled, due largely to a slimmed down Planning Department, 

which has been without a head since Anthony Kobak quit in 2009, and the city has 

been hesitant to hire another one due to a 25 per cent funding cut for local 

governments”(Gillotti & Kildee, 2007). Schilling and Logan (2008) argued that, 

in this plan, the right-sizing strategies did not become real resources of economic 

development. In addition, the urban poverty and economic crisis and failing 

school areas are still serious problems in this city after implementing the right-

sizing framework for several years. However, by far, the Youngstown Plan is the 

most straightforward recognition of urban shrinking and, although a few cities are 
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also trying to address their population loss, none have the “great extent” that 

Youngstown has(Wagner et al., 2015) 

    This plan properly explains the reshaping of urban material space and 

greening of vacant properties to adapt to the current population, economy and 

industry condition. It provides several experiences for other shrinking cities to 

learn from. Wagner, Mahayni, & Piller (2015) argued that maybe the most 

important feature of this plan is that the money was provided to choose districts. 

According to Morrison (Morrison, 2012), in order to encourage people who live in 

a decaying neighborhood to relocate to an integrated neighborhood, the city 

planner even offered 50 thousand dollars as pensions.  

(2) Case two: Re-Imagining Cleveland and Sustainable Cleveland 2019 

    Cleveland is an old industrial city in the United States. From the 1950s, this 

city began to suffer from long-term population loss. In 1950, the population in 

Cleveland was 914,808 and fifty years later, in 2000, the population had decreased 

to almost half, with a population of 478,403(Cleveland City Planning 

Commission, 2008). In 2010, it was the top city in Forbes’ most miserable city list, 

according to a comprehensive evaluation of unemployment rate, crime rate, 

inflation rate, tax level, traffic condition, etc.  

    Cleveland was one of the earliest cities to be aware of urban shrinkage. With 

the premise that the population drop could not reverse soon, the Re-imagining a 

More Sustainable Cleveland started to deal with the population drop, by re-using 

vacant properties and engaging in right-sizing(Cleveland City Planning 

Commission, 2008; Hummel, 2015b). The Re-imagining a More Sustainable 

Cleveland co-operation, with more than 30 institutes, involved Kent State’s 

Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative (CUDC), the City of Cleveland, 

Neighborhood Progress, Inc. and LAND studio to create a healthier city. City staff, 

community group members and non-profit organizations took part in the planning 

process and the Surdna Foundation offered financial support.  
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    Re-imagining was the first important step in the city to put forward 

suggestions to re-use the urban surplus lands(LaCroix, 2010). Unlike those cities 

that converted vacant land as conventional real estate for future use, the 

untraditional methods of using vacant properties long-term to be productive are 

positive steps in the urban long-time development objectives. The targets of this 

plan are to develop the urban vacant properties for future use, to create a 

comprehensive GI and to make green space as economic assets through urban 

farming and energy production. This plan has strong green initiatives to complete 

the right-sizing strategies.   

    There are various food production land types, such as community gardens, 

market gardens and urban farms and there are more than 160 community gardens 

in Cleveland(Cleveland City Planning Commission, 2008). They offer safe fruit 

and vegetables to residents and solve the problem of the lack of groceries in some 

neighborhoods. Re-imagining provide benefits to local residents, because it plans 

to create more open space and recreation places for residents, and to make more 

clear air and water and a natural environment by ecosystem restoration through GI. 

The energy productions of the vacant land are mainly geo thermal, solar fields and 

wind turbines and the energy production could be used for individual households 

or the neighborhood.  

    The main features of reimagining are the holding strategies, according to the 

development potential. If the “Site has strong development potential within the 

next five years” or the “Property owner or community partner has the capacity to 

install and maintain landscape intervention”(Cleveland City Planning 

Commission, 2008), the site could be held for a short term, but, if not, the vacant 

properties should be preserved long-term or permanently. The preserved land 

could be used as constructed wetland, community gardens, bio-remediation, solar 

fields, deep tillage pavement removal and so on.  

    Re-imagining includes not only a plan, but also plan policy recommendations 
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and pilot projects. Pilot projects are imperative to check the principles of the 

planning, feasibility and funding support. Pilot studies also efficiently assess the 

benefits of using green space to respond to the vacant properties. 56 vacant lands 

are preferentially funded by the City of Cleveland and Neighborhood Progress, 

Inc. citywide, including native landscapes, pocket parks, community gardens and 

small-scale farming operation(Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative, 2011)and 

the pilot projects are chosen according to the location of lots, visibility and 

funding resources.  

    Cleveland has the oldest land bank in the United States and has the most 

aggressive methods to use it(Ackerman-Leist, 2013). The Land Bank in Cleveland 

listed eight thousand vacant properties and also has a mechanism to decide 

whether the vacant properties should be preserved or not. Similar to Youngstown, 

the State of Ohio issued land bank legalization to deal with the vacant and 

abandoned problems. However, the land bank in Cleveland is currently “a quasi-

independent organization that relies on its own source of revenues and is much 

more active and has many more legal powers”(Hummel, 2015b) with the help of 

some powerful public figures.  

    Re-imagining is a ten-year project starting from 2009 and more than 700 

participants and stakeholders came together to support these initiatives. The 

participants come from local neighborhoods, businesses, the government, 

education and non-profit organizations, as well as government staff (Michele, 

2014). Thousands of city residents are engaged in the re-imagining initiatives with 

the help of America Speaks(Meyer-Emerick, 2012).  

    56 pilot projects are evidence that they have important impacts where they 

are located(Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative, 2011). In 2010, the re-

imagining started to expand and influence the suburbs outside the city, where 

there were several vacancies and abandonments(Cleveland Urban Design 

Collaborative, 2011). According to Schilling, it is successful for several reasons, 
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such as the strategies to hold the land for redevelopment, the support of local 

legislation and the co-operation among the city, suburbs and 

neighborhoods(Schilling & Logan, 2008). 

(3) Case three:Buffalo and 5 in 5 Demolition Plan 

    The population decline and economic contraction of Buffalo is a part of the 

Rust Belt decline in America. A similar situation also occurred in Youngstown 

and Cleveland, as mentioned previously. Buffalo was the national economy center, 

relying on industry and manufacturing, due to its location on the Great Lakes, 

from the 1830s to the 1900s. However, with suburbanization and the decline of 

the steel industry, the population decreased quickly. According to demographic 

statistics, the population dropped from 580,132 in 1950 to 261,310 in 

2010(Knight, 2013). This led to a large amount of abandonment structures and 

vacant properties.  

    In addition, these abandoned lots and buildings are not limited to the city, as 

they still appear in adjacent suburbs, such as the communities of Tonawanda, 

Cheektowaga and Amherst. An ever-growing number of vacant properties brings 

heavy financial burden, as it is expensive to demolish, maintain and protect them. 

For example, demolishing every individual vacant household would currently cost 

$16,000, but this amount will increase to $20,000 within five years, according to 

Mayor Byron(Byron, 2007). 

    In the Queen City in the 21st Century: Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan, the 

planner suggested building a sustainable city with smart growth and right-sizing 

priorities. The planner appealed that the city should always “build on our great 

assets” and be based on future demands (Buffalo’sComprehensive Plan, 2016).  

    Among the policies for guiding investments in this plan, these three policies 

all suggested a right-sizing method. One strategy refers to, through rehabilitation 

reconstruction and demolition, rebuilding neighborhoods and meeting the needs of 

population shrinkage and a possible increase in the future. The other two 
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strategies are separately related to restoring the urban fabric, natural environment, 

building relations between the old and new and through waterfront revitalization, 

to accelerate the greening and accessibility of the waterfront. However, this plan 

design does not recognize that population decline cannot be reversed in a short 

period of time. The plan focuses on the resilience of planning in urban design, 

capital investment, education and related activities to build a prosperous, green 

and livable city for citizens. The Green Initiatives in this plan include creating 

greenway trail, restoration of Lasalle Park, development of new parks, green 

infrastructure, etc. 

    In August 2007,Mayor announced his “5 in 5 Demolition Plan” that focuses 

on the vacant properties in Buffalo, as the result of the Comprehensive Plan. “This 

plan is an accelerated, aggressive and comprehensive, citywide attack on the 

dangers and blight of vacant structures”(Byron, 2007). The plan hoped to 

demolish 5,000 properties in five years, which would decrease the vacant rate 

close to 5%, with the co-operation of the City-State-Federal-community 

partnership. Contrastingly, the Comprehensive Plan proposed to decrease the 

urban vacant rate from 15% to 10% in ten years. 

    In the 5 in 5 Demolition Plan, the estimated budget for this five-year program 

is $100 million, with the funds being raised from different levels: $60 million 

from New York State, $20 million from the City of Buffalo, $15 million from the 

federal government and $5 million from the City-Community. The state is 

imperative for financial support, according to this targeted funding plan.  

    At the regional level, the National Vacant Properties Campaign (NVPC), and 

its Technical Assistance Demonstration Program, is very important. It was set up 

in 2005 with funding support from the Surdan Foundation for the purpose of 

dealing with blight and vacant properties, and the region of Buffalo-Niagara was 

selected from across the United States. To support the importance of NVPC, the 

Blueprint Buffalo Action Plan also argued that the NVPC offered a “regional 
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framework for both abatement and prevention of further vacancies” for this city to 

address the abandoned and vacant buildings.  

    The NVPC spent nine months in the Buffalo-Niagara region carefully 

investigating and reporting on the history, culture, vacant condition, population 

loss, decaying real estate market and economy, as well as suburbs at the regional 

level. During this process, 60 stakeholders, including private and non-profit 

developers, government staff, community leaders and local residents, were 

interviewed(Schilling, 2009). The campaign developed a “blueprint buffalo” 

report to address the surplus vacancies. It provides a policy framework to tackle 

the issue of urban shrinkage at a regional scale. In this plan, almost all of the 

strategies refer to making the right size according to current and future demands, 

such as making agencies to collect abandoned information and data, making a 

comprehensive code enforcement approach and creating stable neighborhoods 

through prior conservation and demolition. The land bank and green infrastructure 

are highlighted as tools to enforce the right sizing.  

    A land bank is a special power to acquire vacant properties and convert them 

into non-profit agendas or private developers. In the Blueprint Buffalo action plan, 

Buffalo could establish a new, multi-agency land bank program through co-

operation with key departments, such as “planning, law, building, tax collection, 

economic development and real estate”.  

    Buffalo has its advantages through a land bank to reclaim vacant structures. 

This action also argued that the tax collector in Buffalo is a city agency, thus it 

could efficiently combine with another city agency: code enforcement and 

redevelopment (Blueprint Buffalo Action Plan). 

The Green Initiative in this program is mainly to build a regional green 

infrastructure with the help of a land bank and land trust. It includes a wide range 

of landscapes, such as natural areas, public and private conservation lands and 

public and private working lands of conservation value (Blueprint Buffalo Action 
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Plan). 

4.1.2 Lesson 

    In considering the implementation of the right-sizing approaches in shrinking 

cities, several lessons can be learned for the Chinese GI model 

(1) Green initiatives 

    Greening vacant properties is important and even a core link in the right-

sizing of cities(Hummel, 2015a). In all these cases, the greening strategies are 

treated as only measures to fulfill the right size. The initiatives include ecosystem 

restoration, regional GI strategies, demolishing vacant properties for greening use 

and creating greenway trails.      

(2) Planning & design strategies 

a) GI types and functions: 

    The GI functions vary through the various greening types in the planning and 

design of right-sizing a city. All of these right-sizing cities preferred to use creative 

greening types instead of the traditional greening types, such as greenways, parks, 

corridor beautification and community gardens. The creative green types in the 

inner shrinking cities include constructed wetlands, urban farm, park and urban 

forest, green trail and energy generation and they offer various services, such as 

food production, job opportunities, rain and storm water management, education, 

public recreation, air purification, eco-system restoration and prosperous real 

estate market. They also include remediating contaminated lands posing a threat to 

public safety. 

b) GI connection: 

    In the right-sizing city planning and design, the connections of GI were well 

considered in those shrinking cities.  For example, in Youngstown, the planner 

established green ways along the river and stream corridors and, in Cleveland, the 

planner expanded the parks and nature areas, as well as the green linkages to make 
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a good ecological network between the city and region. In the Queen City, in the 

21
st
 Century, the designer also created a greenway trail for downtown. Both GI 

hubs and corridors were reconsidered and repaired after the right-sizing practices. 

c) GI design according to development potential： 

    In the GI design of those shrinking cities, the greening spaces were built 

according to the land development potential. In Cleveland, and according to the 

Cleveland City Planning Commission, the landscape was divided into temporary 

GI and permanent GI, and in Youngstown, according to the economy and 

population trends, the planner decided to make a smaller, but greener, city plan, 

using GI instead of long-term investment in the areas that are not sustainable.  

(3) The support of GI 

a) Land bank: 

    Land bank is a core method in the right-sizing framework. It is an important 

and crucial project to ensure a normal implementation of right sizing. Land bank is 

a practice in a shrinking city to collect and aggregate properties that are abandoned 

and to convert them into productive use, by renting or selling to public agencies, 

private developers or non-profit institutes for future development. In the practices, 

land bank helps many inventories of surplus land to be transformed into green 

assets. All these cases of shrinking cities used land bank as a support to their right-

sizing visions.  

b) Public participation: 

    Public participation is a part of the right-sizing strategy. It is extremely 

important in converting vacant properties into green assets. There are many 

successful cases that reflect the grassroots’ efforts in making a green infrastructure 

in a city. The efforts include planting trees and establishing community gardens, 

low impact development (such as rain water collection), urban agriculture and so 

on. They also contribute to maintaining green space. The effort at the community 

level is quite important in the data collection, as the blight and vacant data is 
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impossible to accurately collect at the city level. None of the government staff feel 

confident in collecting the data of the whole vacant situation in the neighborhood. 

Such information as accurate vacant amount, housing condition, tax payment and 

decay situation requires co-operation at the community level.   

c) Pilot Project: 

    As “right-sizing” for many cities is a new concept and lacks experience, pilot 

projects are essential to check the plan, policies and mechanism of the vacant 

demolishment or residents’ rehabilitation. Pilot projects are also important when 

the funding is limited, because pilot projects could create the funding to invest in 

the worst neighborhoods and places, to improve the living standards of residents 

and increase the land price. For example, in Cleveland, 56 pilot projects were 

primarily implemented and after they were verified as efficient and important to 

urban reclamation, many more re-sizing projects started to look at places that have 

vacant properties.  

d) Partnership:  

    Government staff should co-operate with the public, non-profit agencies, 

community leaders, private or public developers, local residents and other 

stakeholders to organize, and decide on, the right sizing plan. Greening also 

requires co-operation with numerous stakeholders, to engage in the planting and 

daily maintenance. Funding for demolishment also requires a good partnership 

between the state programs and local bonds. 

(4) Barriers 

The current efforts at the neighborhood level are limited to vacancy data 

collection and the demolishment or relocation of the vacant properties. There is no 

landscape strategy or design of GI at the parcel level and the importance of these 

to complete the right sizing is ignored.  

The existing GI comprehensive plans mainly focus on the citywide GI 

elements and they regulate the hubs and corridors of GI and use creative greening 
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ideas. There are efforts from the regional level and they want to create a GI system 

with other cities (such as Buffalo), but the ecological connection function from the 

parcel level is also ignored. Greening the dispersed vacancies at the parcel level 

will create greening matrixes for an urban GI network. 

The experiences and barriers of those countries in their right-sizing programs 

provide the Chinese old industrial shrinking cites with a few strategies and 

methods to reclaim their vacant properties using GI.  

4.2. Right-sizing Model for Chinese Shrinking Cities 
 

    Although there is no prior practice, some professors and scholars in China 

purposed the necessity of a GI model to lead the greening plan and policies (). 

However, the old industrial cities in China have special features. Their features 

mainly relate to two aspects, being the landownership and the special shrinking 

condition.  

(1) Landownership: 

    Based on the provisions of the Constitution and the Property Law in China, 

all city land is owned by the state. Enterprises, or private organizations, have the 

right to use the land through land lease contracts and when the contract expires,the 

land reverts back to the state. These bring both advantages and arguments for the 

greening of the vacant properties in China. The advantage in greening vacant 

properties is that the government could directly recover the abandoned land once 

the contract expires without any negotiation or conflict with the users. However, 

there are also arguments. For example, some scholars suggested that the 

privatization of land is a credit foundation for land transaction.  

(2) The special shrinking condition 

Although the real estate bubble and over supplement of new flats in the old 

industrial cities created problems of vacant flats, it is not as serious as in other 

cities in China and has not affected the urban material space. The urban shrinkage 
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in the old Chinese cities is mainly reflected in two parts: the surplus shantytowns 

(in a few old industrial cities, over 50% of the residents are living in shantytowns) 

and empty industrial lands.  

The reasons for the depopulation in the old industrial cities mainly stem from 

two aspects. The first is the state-owned economy transformation and the other is 

resources exhaustion. Many of the old industries cities in the world that relied on 

nature resources have suffered from economy decay and depopulation, such as the 

Ruhr Industrial Area in German. However, the state-owned economy 

transformation is a very special feature that causes urban shrinkage to only happen 

in the Socialist countries. The construction of those old industrial cities in the early 

days of New China were supposed to offer steel and other industry productions for 

the whole country, relying on their advantages to develop heavy industry, and most 

of these enterprises are state-owned. However, the economy transformation caused 

the closing down and bankruptcy of state-owned enterprises, leading to a large 

unemployment population and population loss. A similar situation also happened 

in Ivanovo in the Soviet Union, with the decay of the textile industry.  

In considering these special features, it is necessary to build a right-sizing 

model according to the Chinese national condition. This could also accelerate 

shantytowns transformation and improve living safety, solve the abandonment of 

factories and industrial land, reduce the industrial contamination left after 

production and optimize the urban landscape.  

A green infrastructure plan, a collaborative plan and land bank project would 

be cutting edge tools for right-sizing the Chinese old industrial cities. However, in 

this right-sizing model, the author of this paper aims to address the gaps existing in 

relation to the current right sizing approach ignoring the discontinuous vacancies 

at the parcel level and adding landscape strategies to make the vacant properties 

become green productive properties and creating economic, social and ecological 

benefits for the local people. The trial at the parcel level is an extension to the 
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right-sizing strategies that are citywide and, through land bank, GI design and 

public participation at the zip code scale, to making the connection of the public 

space.  

4.3. Right-sizing Model for Chinese Shrinking Cities at P

arcel Level 
 

Current studies of right-sizing strategies focus on the whole city, but pay less 

attention to the parcel and landscape level. In this part, the author will purpose a 

right-sizing model at the parcel level. It introduces systematic methods and detailed 

GI elements that could be used for greening vacant properties.   

Right-sizing a city through GI is always mentioned by planners, but, in order 

to really improve the living quality and address the shrinking problems, a design 

and landscape strategies at the parcel level are indispensable. This current research 

will fill the gap relating to the current right-sizing model ignoring the parcel scale. 

This right-sizing model at the parcel level is a system mainly for designers and 

landscape architects, but experts, neighborhood leaders and government officers 

could also use this model as a reference. The goal of this model is to build a 

system for GI implementation at the parcel level for designers.  

The figure (see Figure4-1) shows the relationship between GI, a right-sizing 

model and a right-sizing model at the parcel level. A right-sizing model will solve 

the current problems in the GI practices in China to address the urban shrinkage. 

The current problems in the GI practices, in the aspect of design capability, 

include: greening types are monotonous and the multi-function of GI is not well 

considered; lack of consideration of the integrated urban ecological network, 

which weakens the ecological function of GI; and lack of consideration of 

pollution treatment and land development potential. Other problems are a lack of 

public participation and respect of the desires of stakeholders and lack of an 

efficient mechanism to collect and manage the vacant properties. A GI plan, land 

bank and collaborative plan are suggested in the right-sizing model for the Chinese 
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old industrial cities. However, the current right-sizing model has two gaps: there 

are no landscape strategies of GI at the parcel level and their importance to 

complete right sizing is ignored. The function of an ecological connection from the 

parcel level is also ignored. Thus, a right-sizing model at the parcel level is 

suggested to fill these gaps.  The right-sizing model at the parcel level includes a 

GI design toolbox at the parcel level, as well as two supports: the land bank and 

collaborative plan (see Figure4-2). A GI plan (GI design toolbox at parcel level) 

will solve the current GI design problems, land bank will solve the shortage of an 

efficient mechanism to collect and manage the vacant properties in the current 

practices and a collaborative plan will solve the current lack of public participation 

and respect of the desires of the stakeholders.  

Toolbox refers to a box to collect and manage various tools (Wikipedia). In 

the GI design toolbox, there are three tools, including: tool1, design guide at the 

preparation stage; tool2, design flowchart; and tool3, GI components organization.  

 

Figure4-1: Relationship between GI, right-sizing model and toolboxes at the parcel level 

(by author). 
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Figure4-2: Relationship between land bank, Gl design toolboxes and collaborative plan 

(by author). 

4.3.1 The vision of right-sizing cities through GI at the parcel level 

(1) The concept of parcel in China: 

    In the west, a parcel is a quantity of land identified for taxation purposes. In 

China, a parcel is a land holding in a single ownership. For an industrial parcel, 

parcel refers to the land of an industrial enterprise and the sizes of parcels can 

different, according to the function of the enterprise. In the old industrial cities, 

most industrial parcels are stated-owned for heavy industrial production of around 

10-20 acres (figure). A shantytown parcel refers to land with properties and 

houses on it that was built by one stated-owned enterprise for their workers who 

work in that enterprise. The parcels share common boundaries with the adjacent 

streets, but this is not always the case. The size of the parcel is chosen according 

to the amount of workers and a common size is around 30-40 acres (see Figure4-

3).  

 

Figure4-3: An industrial parcel (left) and a shantytown parcel (right) (by author) 

(2) The vision of right-sizing cities at the parcel level: 
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    The following table shows the vision and target for right-sizing the Chinese 

old industrial cities at the parcel level through a GI model and toolboxes 

Visions and targets 
 Adjust the land boundary of the parcel 
 Reduce the cost of maintaining vacant properties infrastructure in the vacant land 
 Fill the gap of the traditional right-sizing model 
 Connect the discontinuous vacant properties to strategic production 
 Using the design and landscape strategies, beautify and green the vacancies and 

abandonments that are not large enough for the regional and district parks 
 Create economic, social and ecological benefits for locals at the parcel level 

Table4-2: Vision and target for right-sizing the Chinese old industrial cities at the parcel 
level through a GI model and toolboxes (by author) 

4.3.2 GI Design toolbox 

(1) Tools in toolbox 

    As a box to manage and collect tools, there are three tools in this box. The 

following figure shows the contents of the GI design toolboxes.  

 

Figure4-4: Three tools in the GI Design Toolbox(by author) 

The tools include a design guide at the preparation stage, design flowchart and 

GI components organization that will solve the problems that are always asked by 

those designers who firstly attempt to restore the fragmented ecosystem and poor 

living condition by transferring the vacancies to GI. Tool1, design guide at the 

preparation stage, will solve the problem of how the GI designs start. Tool2, design 

flowchart, will answer the question of what factors and characteristics of the parcel 

should be considered. Tool3, GI components organization, will solve the problem 

of how to organize the GI elements (how GI works as a network). 

    When refer to the renovation of GI design toolbox, GI design toolbox is an 

important part of right-sizing model and has a few advantages. Firstly, although 

there are many GI design practices in urban design or urban planning, there are 
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only a few for shrinking cities design and few of them focus on using GI elements 

to complete right sizing at parcel level.  

Regard to the detailed tools, it is also different from general GI design that 

used at smart growth city. It is a kind of smart conservation (decrease) using GI to 

restore the fragmented green system in the old downtown based on parcel level. 

For example, most of GI connections between hubs, linkages and sites were 

completed at city level and but the function of ecological connection from parcel 

level is also important. In this model, the hubs, linkages and sites in from the parcel 

level will be considered. What’s more, in terms of accessibility, different from 

general city, it also considers to create more accessibility using vacant properties at 

parcel. In term of development potential, different from cities with population 

growth, the development potential is very low in Chinese old industrial cities. In 

order to avoid leading vacancies, the development at parcel level should be 

carefully considered.  

In addition, according to current shrinking condition in China that there are 

two forms of shrinkage: surplus shantytowns and empty industrial lands, the 

flowchart for brownfield parcels and attached infrastructures and flowchart for 

shantytowns and associated buildings and infrastructure. 

(2)Tool1: design guide at the preparation stage 

This will help to answer the question of how the GI design will start.  The 

preparation stage includes: analyzing the current and foreseeable future vacant 

conditions at the chosen parcel, analyzing the current landscape elements and green 

space at the chosen parcel, and mapping the current soil contamination condition in 

the abandoned industrial lands. 

Land bank will help the designer in this stage. With the help of land bank, 

designers are not required to survey the vacancies condition at the chosen parcel by 

field study, which is time costing and money consuming. They can analyze the 

current vacant conditions and predict the vacancies condition directly, relying on 
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the data collected by the land bank. In addition, they will map the vacant properties 

and classify the priorities of the demolition, according to the development 

feasibility, which is also based on the vacancies location, distribution, locations and 

quality noted in the land bank.  

(3) Tool2: design flowchart 

This tool answers the questions related to what factors and parcel 

characteristics will be considered and what types of GI are suitable to replace the 

vacancies and what the functions of them are. 

The main shrinking properties in China are old industrial land and 

shantytowns. In considering the shrinking conditions of the Chinese old industrial 

cities, the parcels are divided into two types, and each type has not only a single 

design scheme, thus, for each type, the author has put forward a flow chart, 

according to the present situation analysis and future development potential 

prediction. The terrain condition, degree of pollution, development potential and 

accessibility of special parcels will be considered.  

According to the analysis of the topography, pollution, potential development 

and accessibility, at the end of the flowchart, a treatment mean is summarized at 

every parcel type to help designers choose suitable GI types. 

a) Design flowchart for Shantytown parcels 

Current conditions of shantytown: a shantytown is a typical living style for 

local residents who live in old industrial cities. They were built with the rapid 

second-industry development at the beginning of the New China. A shantytown as 

a residence for workers in the adjacent factories is very rough. It also includes 

commercial buildings, a nursery school and attached infrastructure, such as a post 

office and a road and management office. Recently, with the national policies to 

reform shantytowns, a large amount of shantytowns are demolished to build 

commercial residential buildings. However, there are still many shantytowns that 

have been left with large abandonments and vacancies. With the nation-owned-
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enterprises transforming to private, and the closing down of large heavy industry 

enterprises, a lot of workers get laid-off and start to move away from the 

shantytowns. Over 90% of the residents have moved out and only people who are 

extremely poor are left in Hebin Shantytown, in the City of Shi Zuishan.  

    The surface covers are mainly daily rubbish and construction rubbish. There 

is no, or very little, pollution left on the vacant parcels in the shantytown and the 

pollution in the shantytown is indirect. However, the toxic chemical wastes and 

pollutants left after the long-term industry activities near to the shantytowns affect 

the health and living conditions of the residents living there. As Bambra found, 

with her co-operator(Bambra et al., 2014), people who live close to a brown field 

have more health problems than those who do not. Wang(J. Wang, 2008), in his 

doctoral dissertation, also argued that being close to a brown field is significantly 

related to a higher incidence of low birth weights, stillbirths and infant mortality 

problems. Thus, greening of the vacancies is urgent to improve the ecosystem’s 

health and humans’ physical and psychological health. Shrinking of the old 

industrial cities creates opportunities for recreation, urban green networks and 

emersion in a naturalistic setting.  GI initiatives could filter air and water 

pollutants, reduce solar heat gain, enhance and stabilize soil and provide wildlife 

habitats(M. Benedict & McMahon, 2006).  

The building of a design flowchart: in a GI design flowchart, the topography 

conditions are firstly considered.   

At the low-lying area, run-off from the impervious surface had to be released 

into the sewer system slowly to improve the water quality, or stored into water 

basins or tanks underground to store water for irrigation. The following figure is a 

sketch map showing the recycle use of runoff after collecting it at an underground 

cistern after impervious surface. The water stored in the detention cistern will be 

used to irrigate the surrounding plants and irrigate the landscape in other districts. 

The terraced filtration bogs beside it are used to filtrate the flow by gravity.  
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Figure4-5: A sketch map showing the recycle use of runoff after collecting it at an 

underground cistern after impervious surface (adapted from EPA(EPA, 2016) 

For those lying areas with the pervious surface, the bio retention facilities, 

such as swales, rainwater gardens, trenches and other vegetable surfaces must be 

built over gravel beds for run-off conveyance and bio retention (see Figure4-6 and 

Figure4-7).  

 
Figure4-6(left): Paired bio-retention cells：mixed planting on right and lawn on left 

((Naumann, Davis, Kaphengst, Pieterse, & Rayment, 2011)) 
Figure4-7(right): Rainwater garden holding storm water for treatment and 

infiltration(https://www.pinterest.com/ezraremy/rain-gardens/). 

In the GI design flowchart, the accessibilities will be considered secondly.  

When the places have sufficient access at the shantytown parcel, low impact 

mobility, such as green streets, green trails and green bicycle paths, must be built. 

At the green trails, the impervious surface will change to a pervisous surface, 

such as asphalt, concrete or pavers, or manage the stormwater by design routes for 

allowing the run-off to flow into a storage or infiltration bed at the general 

pavement. The GI strageties also inculde curb extension and tree trences.  

https://www.pinterest.com/ezraremy/rain-gardens/
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    If carefully designed, these linear streets, or trials, with landscape, art space, 

retailment,newsstands, fountains and wooden seats, could become very attractive 

for children and other residents to take part in social activies, as well as having 

ecological benefits. The following figure show two green streets in other 

countries(see Figure4-8 and Figure 4-9) 

 
Figure4-8(left):The mixed-use neighborhood street and plaza on 29

th
 Avenue)(Austin, 

2014) 
Figure4-9(right): The bioswales are designed to clear the surface runoff water as a buffer 

between the cycle trail and street 
(https://www.pinterest.com/pin/121386152435917827/) 

In the flowchart, the development potentials are considered thirdly. 

Strong development potential refers to what the future development of a parcel 

would be within 0-5 years and weak development potential refers to what the 

future development would be over 5 years. This is based on the Citywide 

Strategies for Re-use of Vacant Land for Cleveland.  

For the areas with high development potential and which will be used for future 

development, the future GI design should be special and combine with the new 

functions, such as commercial buildings, recreation places or retails in the area. 

There are some general GI suggestions, including demolishing vacancies for 

future use, pavement removal and bio-remediation with native trees and grass, 

such as low-growth prairies grass or wildflower mix.  

For the low-development areas, stable GI elements will be chosen, such as 

urban farms, urban forests, wooden habitats, green parks, plazas, constructed 

wetland, playgrounds and so on.   

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/121386152435917827/
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An urban farm could offer fresh food for the locals and increase their incomes, 

when selling the food productions to the market. An urban farm will transform 

from a commercial activities place to a social intercourse and education place when 

adding more recreation and art spaces. Green parks could be a central open space 

in the shantytowns. Green parks are important to improve a parcel's landscape and 

offer various functions. They should be wide enough for jogging, pedestrians and 

have exercise equipment along their patch. They are better with places for art 

shows and fountains. They offer wooded habitats for wildlife and green space for 

humans’ work and life balance and biodiversity. They are also positive for the 

urban heat island effect and purify the air quality. The storm water management 

technologies installed in green parks deal with urban runoff and the water collected 

is useful to irrigate the trees and grasses around. The wetlands are good to collect 

both storm water and wastewater for the shantytowns. The following figure shows 

two kinds of wetlands.  

 
Figure(4-10): A wetland has a stepped channel to purify the runoff and waste water in 
the neighborhood(left)and a constructed wetland with mixed plants, like sedge, cattail, 

duck weed and bulrush(right)(Austin, 2014). 

The following figure summarizes the parcel characteristics of shantytowns that the 

designers should consider to green the vacant properties and what GI types are 

suitable and their multi-functions in the shrinking cities’ ecological restoration, 

social and economic prosperity.  
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Figure(4-11): The design flowchart for a shantytown parcel (by author). 

b) Design flowchart for a brown field parcel and attached infrastructure 

    Current conditions of brown field: the vacant industrial properties are a main 

composition of abandonment in the Chinese old industrial shrinking cities. It 

composes of vacant industrial land, industrial structures and buildings and attached 

delight infrastructure, such as a road, airport and dock. It causes economic 

depression, environmental pollution, urban fabric damage and increasing crime 

rates. Many old industrial cities have suffered industry decay in history, such as the 

Great Lake area and the Ruhr in Germany, due to of industry transformation. In 

China, with the state-owned-enterprises reform, large amounts of heavy industrial 

enterprises closed down. Since the national owned and collective owned 

enterprises are the most important ownership forms in the old industrial cities, this 

policy affects all of the old industrial cities in China. This situation of industry 

decay also happened in other Socialist countries, such as East Germany and the 

Soviet Union.  

    The surface covers in the industrial parcels are polluted soil, construction 

waste and daily rubbish(X. Zheng, 2014). The terrains in the old industrial parcels 

are relatively flat and there are big abandoned structures and workshops. These 

structures are difficult to demolish and incur extra costs. In some cases, an 

industrial museum or industrial heritage park is built in a parcel, or a few adjacent 

parcels, such as in the worldwide famous cases: the Duisburg Nord Landscape 

Park in Germany (2002), Gas Works Park in Seattle, US (2013) and Victor Civita 
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Park in Sao Paulo, Brazil (2008).  

    The pollution of industrial land mainly comes from a long period of 

industrial production. Industrial waste residue, wastewater and leakage of 

working materials chronically infiltrates, resulting in soil and groundwater 

pollution. Differing from air pollution and surface water pollution, the former two 

pollution types are not visible and the negative impacts on human health and the 

environment appear slowly. The soil pollution is accumulated and is long-term 

latent in the sites and the harm to the human body is not easy to immediately 

identify and is always hidden(AECOM Inc., 2013).  

    The contamination degree in brown fields is different. This difference is 

because the raw materials, final production and production process are different. 

For example, the pollutants coming from the chemical, pesticide, oil refining, 

petrochemical, metal smelting, iron and steel industries are more serious than 

those in the textile, leather tanning, paint, plastics and pharmaceutical 

industries(Ho-li, 2017). The pollutants are generally more serious in the 

production areas than in the land for the attached infrastructure(X. Zheng, 2014). 

There is a difference in the remediation technologies of industrial parcels. The 

main contamination in an industrial parcel and attached infrastructure are heavy 

metals, volatile organics, semi-volatile organics, persistent organics and 

petroleum hydrocarbons, etc. 

The building of a design flowchart: rainwater management in industrial 

parcels is very important, as, in industrial land, rainwater flows into the ground 

with toxic substances of parcels that will pollute the groundwater and damage the 

ecosystem. In brown fields, to avoid toxic substances expansion, the surface water 

runoff should be collected, to some extent(X. Zheng, 2014). Thus, the topography 

conditions are preferred to be considered in the flowchart. The redevelopment of 

brown fields and sustainable storm water management are both very imperative in 

transforming the vacant properties to greening. 
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The topography conditions should be firstly considered.   

At the industrial parcel, the core to using GI to green the vacant properties is 

to manage the storm water and avoid it flowing into the contaminated soil (EPA, 

2008). At the low-lying area, firstly, the designers should control the storm water to 

be far away from the water and soil, so that the underground water will not be 

polluted. The methods of “careful placement of buildings and other impervious 

surfaces to act as caps or use liners or other systems to allow for detention and 

filtration without infiltration” are general technologies(Water Infrastructure 

Capacity Building Team & HUD/EPA Capacity Building for Sustainable 

Communities, 2010). In addition, the green technologies should minimize the 

runoff on the new development within, and adjacent to, the brown fields, such as 

green walls or trees with a big canopy to increase the evaporation.  

The figure (see Figure4-12) shows a sketch of bio-retention for the brown 

field, where the water from the rain will filtrate without infiltration into the 

underground water. The Figure4-13 also shows a water tank system to collect and 

re-use the storm water at Cumberland Park. This park is built on an abandoned 

brown field with green infrastructure. The water runoff from the park site, spot 

courts, parking lots, and from two adjacent bridges is diverted into a 100,000-

gallon water tank and the water is re-used to irrigate the surrounding plants and 

becomes a landscape close to the water(Fenwick & Center, 2012). 

 

Figure4-12 (left): Storm water management guide at the brown field (bio-retention) 
(Adapted from Margolis  (Margolis, 2009) 

Figure4-13(right):A view of Cumberland Park. Instead of making the storm water a 
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dispersive penetration into the ground, the water tank collects water from the parks, 
adjacent sport courts and bridges and is recycled for irrigation and the 

landscape(Fenwick & Center, 2012) 

    A watershed should also be considered. In the brown field there are a few 

water tanks for industrial processes, or in some abandoned mining land there are 

existing small rivers, because the deepness of a seam is always lower than the 

underground water. Greening the abandoned brown field could result in riparian 

setbacks, stream day lighting, rainwater gardens and constructed wetland. For 

example, in the coalmines in Lusatia, Germany, in the restoring nature of 

abandoned coalmines project, the planner would “channel rivers into leftover 

craters” and create several new rivers (Green, 2010). 

In the flowchart, the pollution will be considered secondly at an industrial parcel. 

For the high-polluted areas, parking is a good choice, with an impervious 

surface to avoid the polluted soil exposure. The following figure shows to use 

parking lots to avoid the polluted soil exposure at an abandoned industrial property 

in Milwaukee (see Figure4-14). Building a few aerial pathways based on the vacant 

industrial structures is efficient, along with other greening methods. For example, 

in Victor Civita Park, Sao Paulo, Brazil, a few wooden aerial pathways were built 

to isolate people from contaminations. Isolating pollutants from humans is a good 

way, however, the contaminations cleanup, or removals of contaminated soil, is 

positive to the redevelopment and re-use of industrial lands and the implementation 

of GI. 

 
Figure4-14: 4-acre abandoned industrial property in Milwaukee(Water 

Infrastructure Capacity Building Team & HUD/EPA Capacity Building for 

Sustainable Communities, 2010). 
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Pollutions in industrial parcels always lead to soil with poor structure, low 

organic matter, poor fertility and compaction(Forest Research, 2016b). High-

polluted soil restricts directly planting trees(TR Hutchings, Sinnett, Doick, 

Pediaditi, & Moffat, 2009). The first action should be to enable vegetation and 

trees to reach maturity(Forest Research, 2016b). X. Zheng (X. Zheng, 

2014)summarized 21 popular brown field regeneration technologies, according to 

information from the American Environment Protection Agency (EPA). Among 

them, phyto-remediation and bio-remediation are two types relative to greening 

parcels. Bio-remediation is a method that uses micro-organisms from 

underground water, or soil, to transfer contaminants to water and non-toxic gas, 

such as carbon dioxide. The EPA mentioned that bio-remediation is efficient in 

any pollution level and phyto-remediation could only be used in areas with a 

lower pollution level. Phyto-remediation and phyto-stabilization refer to “using 

plants to immobilize, convert or remove contaminants generated by industrial 

processes”(Forest Research, 2016a). Planting trees is evidenced as being efficient 

to address the contaminations left by industrial activities, through reducing the 

soil erosion and off-site particulate migration (Tony Hutchings, 2002).  

    Another way is capping the high-polluted soil with new and uncontaminated 

soil. This will prevent the soil from being exposed to humans and this creates good 

opportunities to grow new plants and clear the industrial residue by ecological 

restoration slowly. Other approaches to decreasing pollution for future greening are 

chemical or physical approaches, such as chemical de-halogenation and activated 

carbon treatment.  

     At the low polluted or none-polluted areas, water flows into the bio-swale or 

rain water garden to filter nutrients and bacterias and reduce peak runoff. 

Landscape and plants could grow using the recycled stormwater. As well as the 

bio-remediation method, phyto-remediation should also be considered.  

    In the flowchart, the accessibilities will be considered thirdly.  
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Similar to the area with sufficient accessibilities, green streets, green trails 

and green bicycle trails will be built. The green alleyways create opportunities to 

manage the runoff with low costs. The green trail will guide the local people to 

the habitats and hubs at a parcel that has parks, wooded habitats or other green 

infrastructure elements for recreation, forest bath and so on. 

    The designer had to avoid infiltration in the places that are seriously polluted, 

but encouraged infiltration at the places that are suitable. The filtration bed, 

penetrative pavement filter turfs and underground detention basins can be built 

with the regeneration of green streets and alleys to purify the water, or collect it 

for re-use for irrigation or toilet flushing. 

The development potential will be considered fourthly. The same as the 

shantytowns, strong development potential at industrial parcels refers to the future 

development of the parcel being within 0-5 years and weak development potential 

refers to the future development being over 5 years.  

For the places with strong potential, the commercial buildings, schools and 

government department will be built with their special GI. For example, 

Kensington Creative and Performing Arts (KCAPA) High School is a successful 

model for environment regeneration through GI on a brown field.  

With low development potential, since the land contract is owned by an 

individual person, at the industrial parcel, after the buildings and constructions 

becoming vacant, the parcel can be changed to a contiguous area of large open 

spaces, or habitats with storm water management, such as an urban forest, urban 

parks, industrial heritage parks and wooded habitats.  

These places create new access to the vacant places where there were few 

people arriving and make the place become attractive again. The GI also changes 

the hydrology system in this area. 
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Figure4-15. The MVIC Storm water Park manages storm water runoff while providing a 
new public space with a pedestrian and bicycle trail (left)(EPA, 2016); Brockton 
Brightfields is a 460 kW grid-integrated solar installation on the site of a former 

manufactured gas facility(right)(Green Communities Center, 2016) 

Solar generation, or wind turbines and geothermal wells, is also a good choice 

for land with low potential development. The most promising of these alternative 

re-use options is solar energy development (Recycling Land for Solar Energy 

Development). The Figure4-15shows GI design strategies for area with low 

development potential. The left is MVIC Storm Water Park and the right shows 

solar generation on a brownfield. It is good for the sustainable development of 

shrinking cities. More precisely, solar energy development will reduce the demand 

for fossil fuels and reduce the production of carbon dioxide. Using the vacancies to 

be built as energy generation with a cleanup of the current pollution, the brown 

field will be safer for local people. The sizes of energy generation places are 

different scales, thus it is very flexible. 

For areas with not strong development, parking lots are also good choice. 

Green parking lots combine with a stone subsurface infiltration bed and porous 

pavement, or storm water catch basins. This will clean the water before it enters the 

sewer system, or for bio-retention to irrigate the adjacent trees  
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Figure4-16: The parking lots in the city of Santa Monica, California: parking lot swales 

to bio-infiltrate before becoming a commercial site(Hall, 2010). 
 

    The following figure summarizes the parcel characteristics of brownfield 

parcel that the designers should consider to green the vacant properties 

 

Figure(4-17): The design flowchart for a brownfield parcel (by author). 
 

(4) Tool3: GI components organization 

GI components organization will solve the problems of how to connect multi-

scale GI at the parcels with vacancies and create potential GI connection 

opportunities for the old industrial shrinking cities.  In order to optimize the 

ecological function of GI in the connection design, a connection between the 

different green spaces had to be considered.  

Noss and Cooperrider (1994) stated that a large block of habitats will have 

more targeted species than small ones. The green blocks close to each other are 

better than the green blocks far apart. In addition, continuous green blocks are 

better than a fragmented green area and the blocks having inner connections are 

better than isolated blocks to protect the integration of the economy system and 
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biodiversity (see Figure).  

 

Figure4-18, Different connection forms of green space and the better for biodiversity 
(Noss & Cooperrider, 1994) 

In the organization of GI elements, the spatial relationship between the GI 

elements of linkage, sites and hubs had to be carefully considered in the GI design, 

as well as the size of them. Ecological corridors, hubs and sites must be organized 

in an integrated connection of GI in the shantytowns and brown fields, in order to 

protect both humans and the ecological system.  

According to former studies, although some corridors in cities are 50-100 

meters wide, or even wider, an ecological corridor should be 10-30 meters wide to 

ensure the minimum requirement for wildlife immigration and human activities 

(Austin, 2014). For some rodent and snake species, a 20-meter corridor is good 

enough. At the neighborhood scale, if the length of the corridor could be as long as 

1000 to 2000 meters with a 10-20 meters width, the biodiversity in that area would 

be protected(Austin, 2014). In terms of the hubs, a 1.2 to 12 acres green space is 

enough to offer stable wildlife habitats and biodiversity. One study showed that the 

number of Matire birds starts to grow when the area of habitat is over 4 acres 
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(Austin, 2014).  

The priority protection in the parcel design is also considered to form an 

integrated GI network. In the Re-imaging: A More Sustainable Cleveland project 

(Cleveland City Planning Commission, 2008), it was suggested that preserved land 

as parks or green space should be:  

Site is adjacent to or near existing Cleveland Metroparks property or City of 

Cleveland park; Site contains a remaining forest stand that can provide a linkage to other 

areas and maintain/ improve habitat migration patterns or the potential for natural habitat; 

Neighborhood has insufficient amount of existing green space; Community partner has the 

capacity to install and maintain a public green space on the site; Site is within an area 

designated as future green space in the 2020 Cleveland Citywide Plan and/or part of a 

greenway connection. 

--Cleveland City Planning Commission，2008 

In this article, the author suggested protecting the nature water and integration 

of GI, and abandoned properties should be preferential for public green assets. 

These properties are: vacant properties having a stream and other water near it, 

vacant properties located at parts of a greenway connection or that can provide a 

linkage to other wildlife habitats and vacant properties having no parks around. 

a) GI components Organization at a Shantytown parcel 

The figure shows the conceptual GI design sketch based on the flowchart 

suggested before (1-3) and the organization of GI components plan (A-E) at the 

shantytown (see Figure4-19). After the organization of the GI components after 

greening the vacant properties, the ecological functions and biodiveristy will be 

greatly improved with the fragmented ecological networks restored. At the same 

time, the economic and social benefits will also improve.  
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Figure4-19: GI components organization for a shantytown parcel (adapted from the 
urban remnant habitat patches and corridors organized to promote biodiversity) 

A refers to a parcel of shantytown. B refers to a 10 meter wide ecological 

corridor built to form the edge of a shantytown, or internal green ways inside the 

shantytown, and the lengths of corridor are different, according to the size of the 

shantytown, but the common maximum length is between 1000-2000 meters. It 

offer ecological functions and is a buffer to other parcel types. C is a, at least, 5000 
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square-meter central hub at the parcel. This central hub could be mixed with 

wooden habitats, free-water surface wetland, flow wetland, bio-rentention basin, 

community gardens, wildflowers or reeds. The designers are suggested to give a 

few design schemes to the residents and to let me choose the optimizing design 

plan. D refers to plazas or playgrounds at the shantytown parcel (see Figure4-20). 

They are small sites of GI in the shantytown. These places do not have as abundant 

ecological functions as hubs, but they have strong social beneftis for people to get 

together, for children to enjoy and for physicial exercise. E is a 10 meter wide 

ecological corridor connected to the adjacent parcel. F shows a 50 meter wide 

ecologic corridor and community corridor connected to low-density land. At the 

corridor are added some recreation facilities to enhance the benefits of the 

ecological corridor(see Figure4-21). G refers to the ecological hubs linked to the 

parcel. The sizes will be between 5000 to 50000 square meters.  

 

Figure4-20: A porous basketball court at 6th Ward Park as a component in the GI plan 
(Public Works, 2011) 

Figure4-21: At Red Ribbon Park at Qiang Huangdao, the communtity perimeter 
combines with the ecological envrionment 

(http://www.turenscape.com/project/detail/336.html) 

b) GI components organization at brown field parcel  
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Figure4-20: GI components organization for a brown field parcel (by author) 

The figure (see Figure4-20) shows the conceptual GI design sketch based on 

the flowchart suggested before (1-4) and organization of GI components plan (A-E) 

at a brown field parcel. Greening the vacant properties and building green space at 

the brown field, according to the components plan, will well connect the various GI 

elements to optimize their values.  

In this figure, A refers to a brown field parcel. B is a 15 meter wide ecological 

corridor with 1000-1500 meters maximum length at the edge of the parcel. 

Compared with the ecological corridor suggested previously, at the brown field the 

corridor is wider, as a buffer to isolate the pollutants. In addition, this corridor is an 

integrated and continuous one for the same function. The ecological corridor works 

as a buffer and allows human activities at the edge of the parcel. C refers to habitats 
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as hubs. This could be a constructed wetland complex, wooded habitats or 

industrial theme parks or a mix of these functions. The size of the hub is 5000 to 

50000 square-meters. The land contract is owned by an individual person, thus, at 

the industrial parcel, after demolishing, it is easier to build a contiguous area of 

large open space, or habitats with storm water management, as hubs. D is a 10 

meter continuous ecologic corridor connected to other parcels. E is a 50 meter 

ecological corridor connected to a low density area, or industrial area with high 

pollutaion.  

    According to the organization of GI hubs, corridors and sites, an integrated 

ecological network will be built to restore the damaged ecosytem in the old 

industrial shrinking ciites in China. This connection increases with GI components 

with various scales. For ecological corriddors and hubs, they have stronger 

ecological values, and for such sites as a plaza or basketball court, they have week 

ecological values, but more social values. 

4.3.3 Land bank at parcel level: as the support to design toolbox 

    To support the GI design tool and right-sizing model at the parcel level 

mentioned above, there are two important strategies: the land bank and the 

collaborative plan.  

(1) Introduction 

    Land bank is evidenced as an efficient and crucial tool in a right-sizing model 

(Bertron, 2011; Griswold & Norris, 2007; Hummel, 2015b; Schilling & Logan, 

2008). Land bank is a benefit to right-sizing strategies, as it could collect, 

temporarily manage and dispose of, to maintain the neighborhood stability and 

properties’ re-use(VirginiaTech, 2009). It could also work as an economic and 

community development tool to revive the neighborhood and real estate market in 

shrinking cities(Wit). With the help of land bank, the government could again 

receive property tax revenue generated by those vacant parcels and reduce the costs 
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of crime prevention and emergency protection (Buffalo Erie Niagara Land 

Improvement Corporation). 

(2) Realistic significance and foundation of building land bank 

a) Realistic significance: 

    Introducing land bank to greening vacant land in China has a realistic 

significance and foundation. Firstly, a handful of Chinese cities are suffering from 

population loss and the increasing number of vacant properties has already affected 

neighborhood fabric and city economic health. In addition, the stated-own 

enterprise reformation and resources exhaustion force a large amount of industrial 

enterprises to close down and the government cannot find enterprises to replace 

them in a short time. The condition is worsening, as the shrinking cities and 

paralyzed markets make re-investment more difficult. Land bank at the parcel level 

could absorb, assemble, rehabilitate and demolish vacant properties and convert 

discontinuous vacancies into productive assets.  

b) Foundation: 

Landownership: In terms of foundation, in China, urban land is owned by the 

state, and through implementing land paid use and term use to form land market. 

Under this land institutional framework the state is the sole owner of the land and 

the primary land market is monopolized by the state, by the transferring and leasing 

of state-owned land use rights. Legal land use rights received from the state can 

enter the market circulation within the scope of the contract to form competitive 

second land market. This hierarchical land market mechanism is the basis and 

foundation of establishing urban land banks (Cui & Jia, 2000). 

    Legalization and policies: Legalization and policies support is the basement of 

land bank and accepts that the recognition of land contracts and management rights 

is the credit guarantee for transferring the vacant properties to green assets. 

Decades before, the national laws, such as the Guarantee Law, Rural Land Contract 

Law and Real Right Law in China limited the transfer and lease of lands. However, 
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from 2008, a few government documents and regulations began to bring the stated-

own land to the economy market. For example, in 2009, the people's Bank of China 

and Banking Regulatory Commission issued the Further Strengthening the Credit 

Structure Adjustment and the Promotion of the Steady and Rapid Development of 

National Economy that (Lirui, 2013) suggested conditional places could explore 

the mortgage loans of land operation rights. These regulations broke the limitations 

of laws and are the basement for land bank. Learning from the case of Flint, it is 

clear that the Chinese land bank still needs more perfect laws. The better the legal 

support, the better benefits and results the land bank will create. 

Land bank experience: In addition, although there is no land bank for city 

shrinkage and vacant properties, the concept of land bank is not new in China. 

China has had land bank as a finance institute to manage the land deposits and 

long-term credit business of land in agriculture land since 2009, to deal with vacant 

agricultural land in rural areas with high rapid urbanization. The land bank got 

support from the local Banking Regulatory Commission and the China Bank, as 

well as the local government. It works to collect abandoned agriculture lands and 

lends them to farmers who are able to reclaim and re-farm them. These land banks 

were built using neighborhood committees as a unit. This will bring more 

convenience to the greening transformation at the parcel level.  

    (3) More advantages of land bank in China than in western countries 

    Land bank in China will be easier, faster and more efficient in collecting and 

managing vacancies compared with western countries, because of the 

landownership.  

Easier: firstly, the vacant properties in the old industrial shrinking cities are 

mainly state-owned industrial land and their attached shantytowns were built 

during the planned economy period. They are owned by the government, thus the 

government has the right to compulsively re-use and recover them for future use. In 

addition, the land bank in China will also be state-owned. As a result, the processes 
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to register the vacancies are easier through collaboration between the government 

institutes. The profits distributions are easier through negotiation.  

Faster: in China, urban land is owned by the state and an individual gets land 

use rights through land paid-use contracts. According to the Measures for the 

Treatment of Idle Land (xian zhi tu di chu li fang fa) issued by the Ministry of Land 

and Resources, for the land that has been idle for more than two years (over two 

thirds of the construction land at a parcel is empty), the parcel will automatically 

revert to the government. This landownership and land management regulation 

makes it faster to bring the vacant industrial land into a land bank. Furthermore, in 

a shantytown parcel, all of the houses were built by the same industrial enterprise 

and have similar decay conditions and same size. Thus, it is even possible to put all 

of them into a land bank for future use at the same time. The subsidies for current 

users will also be the same and this is much faster without evaluating every house 

or giving different subsidies to different house owners. 

Efficient: another benefit for the land bank in China compared with western 

countries is the efficiency. For example, in shantytowns, in order for future 

development, it is sometimes a requirement to relocate the residents and put houses 

into a land bank for future demolition or other use. In China, this will be more 

efficient than in western countries, because the houses in shantytowns are welfare 

for the locals and the government controls the property rights. The government can 

compulsively require all of the residents to relocate in a short time and start to 

green the vacant parcels in a very short time. However, in western countries, every 

house has private ownership and the government has to discuss with the owners 

individually. It is waste of time and money and the greening project may never 

happen if some of the owners do not want to move.  

(4) Lessons learned from land banks in the U.S. 

a) The development of land banks in the U.S.: 

    The land bank in the United States has three generations, as it has been 
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established since the 1970s (see Table4-3). The land banks in Cleveland, St. Louis 

and Louisville were established as the first generation. Although those land banks 

achieved success, they only have limited power and constrained ability (Grodach & 

Ehrenfeucht, 2015). The second generation is the land banks that were built in 

cities in Michigan State or Ohio State, such as in the city of Flint, or Detroit. Both 

Michigan and Ohio made a legislative change that made the tax-delinquent 

properties easier to be acquired by the government. With the change to the law, 

instead of the traditional methods, where the government auctioned a property that 

had not paid tax for three years, with the new legalization, the tax-foreclosed 

properties could directly transfer to a land bank and the authorities could identify 

the land for other use, such as green recreation places or green infrastructure, 

before selling (Grodach & Ehrenfeucht, 2015). The emerging third generation is 

the land banks in Pennsylvania, New York and Georgia. From this history trend, it 

is clear that the signs of increasingly sound land banks are constantly improving 

the legal protection. These law protections encourage the land banks to acquire tax-

delinquent properties easier and, through the regulations of code enforcement, 

mortgage foreclosure to address the vacant properties smoother. 

Table4-3: The development history of land banks in the U.S. (Alexander, 2011; Grodach 
& Ehrenfeucht, 2015) 

Classifi
cation 

Cases Background Characteristics 

First 
Generat
ion 

Cleveland
,St. Louis, 
Louisville
, Atlanta  

Response to the 
growing inventories of 
properties stuck in the 
maze of nineteenth 
century property tax 
foreclosure laws 

Limited power and 
constrained ability; lack of 
market access to tax-
delinquent properties; at the 
discretion of a local 
government 

Second 
Generat
ion 

Michigan
; Ohio 

Build on new 
legislative initiatives, 
and population 
conditions; Vacant 
properties break 
neighborhoods fabric, 
community vitality  

Legislation for land bank to 
make it easier for authorities 
to acquire tax-delinquent 
property; prevent tax 
foreclosure properties and 
encourage them to be re-
used; create third parties 
instead of indirect sales tax 
laws 

Emergi
ng 

Pennsylv
ania, New 

Learn lessons from the 
second generation and 

Parallel legislation to 
establish a comprehensive 
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b) Case Studies: 

    Genesee County Land Bank in Flint: 

    Flint’s right-sizing strategy is successful with Michigan's Genesee County 

Land Bank (GCLB) program. It is a typical second-generation land bank with the 

help of land bank legislation (Michigan Land Bank Fast Track Action). This law 

provides a legal basement for tax foreclosure in Michigan. The land bank in 

Genesee County has ten programs, including planning and outreach, brown field 

redevelopment, development, adopt-a-lot, clean and green, demolition, housing 

renovation, sales, side lot transfer and foreclosure prevention. Every year, 700 to 

1000 properties are foreclosed and listed in the GCLB and 70% of them are 

vacant (Gillotti & Kildee, 2007). Under the former system, the tax-delinquent 

properties were either sold to private organizations or transferred to the 

government through foreclosure. However, the problems of redevelopment are 

still not solved. Under the GCLB Authority, tax-delinquent properties could be 

held for years before being auctioned, thus this provide opportunities to gather 

vacant properties together for better development. It also encourages selling 

vacated side lots to adjacent owners through a land bank.  

    The funding of a land bank, in most cases, comes from the government’s 

budget, but the management and disposition of vacant properties could also 

provide some financial support. In the Genesee County case, Genesee County 

adopted a Brownfield Redevelopment Plan to deal with vacant properties. In this 

plan, the Tax Increment Financing (TIF) strategy was used. In this strategy, a land 

bank could get money from the tax of redevelopment properties among the vacant 

inventory and use this money to support demolishment or rehabilitation for the 

properties in a worse condition. Teresa and Daniel argued that “TIF strategy has 

Third 
Generat
ion 

York, 
Georgia 

be different more in 
terms of form than in 
terms of substance 

land bank with laws in 
property tax foreclosure, in 
code enforcement, mortgage 
foreclosure 
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enabled the Land Bank to finance a much more aggressive cleanup and 

redevelopment plan for Land Bank properties”. Other funding support includes 

state tax-foreclosure fees to fund staff, daily maintenance and selling land 

(Schilling & Logan, 2008).  

    GCLB’s successes come mainly from two aspects: legalization and 

sustaining funding. Although professional work is required to acquire, manage 

and deposit vacant properties, clear political goals, a well-organized structure of 

land bank and approaches of code enforcement are also important. For example, it 

is argued that the greater the goal of land bank is, the greater the function and 

achievement the land bank is expected to have are (Alexander, 2011). Alexander 

(2011) also suggested that the members in a land bank should be small enough to 

ensure the work is efficient, but should also be broad to represent the multiple 

local governments. Those lessons in the operation of a land bank could be useful 

for the land bank establishment to help to fulfill the right-sizing strategies and 

green infrastructure initiatives in the Chinese old industrial shrinking cities.  The 

argument of GCLB is that it lacks whole control for the vacant properties. There 

are over 50,000 vacant houses in Flint, but there is no block that is totally empty. 

Thus, the cost for maintaining the infrastructure of a semi-empty block is still high 

(Right Sizing Our Communities: A Call for Action) 

    First lesson: Legalization is imperative to ensure the power and capacity of a 

land bank. The power of the government is limited by laws and, therefore, in 

order to address the vacant problems with tax-delinquent properties, laws are 

imperative. Although the GCLB was established before the legalization of land 

banks, the legalization later gave rights to the GCLB.  

    Second lesson: Continuous funding for land banks is imperative to the land 

bank operation. In Flint’s case, the TIF revenue from the redevelopment of 

properties with a better condition is important for land banks to receive primary 

and recycled funding for the demolition and rehabilitation of vacant properties. 
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According to Schilling, “(TIF) revenue derived from a $5 million land-bank 

issuance of TIF bonds to cover the majority of demolition and site-preparation 

funding”(Schilling & Logan, 2008). In addition, the law of Michigan State 

ensures the funding of land banks, as “the law provides a funding mechanism to 

clear, demolish and develop tax-foreclosed land” (Alexander, 2011). 

    Cleveland land bank: 

    The Cleveland land bank is mentioned several times as a good example to 

deal with tax reverted properties (Blackwell, 2003; Hexter, Greenwald, & Petrus, 

2008; Krumholz & Lloyd, 2002). The Cleveland land bank works together with 

Cuyahoga County land bank in dealing with vacant properties and won the 1993 

Innovations in American Government award for "generating a flood of new 

housing and real estate development in the city" ("Government Action on Urban 

Land: Fields of Dreams," 1993) 

    Cleveland’s land bank has a long history. As one of the oldest land banks in 

the world, it was established in the 1970s to deal with vacant properties and tax-

delinquency. Influenced by Ohio’s legislation, the city of Cleveland changed the 

former system of their land bank and made it more efficient (Alexander, 2011; 

Dewar, 2006). After 1988, legislation gave funding support to land banks, such as 

decrease the tax for properties to enter a land bank, and then thousands of vacant 

properties were collected in land banks. In 2005, Cleveland also established a land 

bank especially for commercial and industrial vacant properties. This is argued as 

“a proactive approach to re-using properties with serious real estate obstacles, 

such as environmental contamination and/or economic hardship”(Grodach & 

Ehrenfeucht, 2015). Similar to the land banks focusing on vacant housing, this 

land bank could collect, assemble, sell or retain land for future development. 

However, this land bank assembles larger parcels and tries to remediate the 

industrial lands for future industrial use. The remediating could include: pollutants 

treatment; demolishing structures that are located on the sites; and even build 
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highways beside the parcels for convenience (Grodach & Ehrenfeucht, 2015). 

However, the cost of remediating is always high and uncertain.  

    The success of the Cleveland Land Bank has a close relationship with the 

integrated co-operation approach. Dewar (2006) mentioned that one characteristic 

of the Cleveland land bank is that it “involves all those working in property tax 

foreclosure and disposition in co-operative relationships” and this character makes 

“Cleveland's land bank better than Detroit's in land disposition”. Through co-

operation, the information about vacant properties could be easier to get and tax-

delinquents could be re-used in various ways, instead of directly being sold. In 

Cleveland’s land bank, all the stakeholders are from citywide, the county and the 

neighborhood and they input their efforts together to develop the land bank. The 

Government Action on Urban Land ("Government Action on Urban Land: Fields 

of Dreams," 1993)also argued that those working for deposition and re-use of 

vacant properties worked for several years to create the current achievement of the 

land bank.  

    First Lesson: co-operation with various stakeholders is efficient to convert 

vacant properties for future productive assets or green space. “In Cleveland, 

everyone involved in the process, from foreclosure to development, understood 

the challenges and co-operated” (Dewar, 2006) 

    Second Lesson: In the Chinese old industrial cities, the stated owned 

industrial reformation led to a large amount of abandoned industrial workshops 

and infrastructure. Thus, the land bank for remediating the old industrial 

properties in Cleveland is a good example. In considering the feasibility of 

potential investment, some land banks could become industrial or manufacturing 

lands, and others could become recreation places, green open spaces and 

infrastructure in industrial land banks.  

(5) Land bank for the Chinese old industrial cities at the parcel level 

It is important to use the land bank at the parcel scale as a right-sizing tool. 
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Through the land bank, the designer would be legalized to change the vacant 

properties into greening assets for the purpose of maintaining the neighborhood 

stability and to connect the scattered vacant industrial lands using GI elements. 

Land bank will also stimulate the capital circulation, save the cost of decay 

maintaining and provide some financial support through vacant properties 

management and disposition at the parcel. The information gap of vacancy would 

also be solved and, through the work of land bank, the data and condition of the 

vacancies will be easily obtained. 

a) The establishment of land bank for the Chinese old industrial cities: 

 

Figure4-21: Land bank construction (by author) 

The figure (see Figure4-21) shows the land bank construction. According to 

Alexander (2011), the construction of land bank includes two aspects: the 

problems and needs of the community and the establishment processes of land 

bank. Thus, in order to build a land bank for the Chinese old industrial cities, the 

current problems and needs should be firstly considered. In the Chinese old 

industrial cities, the problems are population loss in the shantytowns, decay of 

infrastructure, vacant industrial buildings and lands with low investment potential 

and, thus, they require demolition for green space, rehabilitation for existing 

development, improvement of living quality, restoration market vitality and 

maintenance for future use.  

The establishment of land bank requires legalization and coalition. To date, 

there are no special laws to protect the land bank, thus a few mandatory 

regulations should be issued by the governments of the Chinese old industries 
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cities to provide preferential benefits to encourage the vacant properties to come 

into the land bank. Since the land bank is a kind of public affair, the subject of 

responsibility is government agencies (the government, Banking Regulatory 

Commission and China Bank). In this process, building a coalition with different 

stakeholders is necessary. This coalition would include people in different fields 

that are interested in vacant properties, such as government officers, people who 

are engaged in green infrastructure, local tax collectors, community leaders and 

business leaders. The coalition can be an individual organization to supervise the 

urban vacancies change, accept the public advices and feedback of the greening 

projects and accept impeach of vacancies.  

b) Using land bank in a right-sizing model at the parcel level: 

    The author suggests using land bank in the right-sizing model at the parcel 

level as support, relying on the current condition of the Chinese old industrial 

shrinking cites to reclaim blight shantytowns, abandoned industrial structures, 

abandoned mining parcels and vacant buildings. Land bank would be an 

imperative support for the right-sizing strategies of the Chinese old industrial cities 

for the regeneration and demolition of the vacant properties through green 

infrastructure.  

The following types of vacancies will be assembled into the land bank at the 

parcel level.  

i. Vacant state-owned enterprise land and shantytowns that were built in the 

planned economy period 

ii. Voluntary deposit by the owners of houses or industrial land with a stable 

real estate license or land use contract 

iii. Properties that are delinquent, whose maintenance costs are too high or over 

the house price 

iv. Private vacant industrial enterprise land with a land use contract.   
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Figure4-22: The efforts from parcel level (by author) 

The efforts from the parcel level are very imperative in a land bank at the 

parcel level. The party branches, as the minimal government right institutes built at 

the community level, like constituencies in American will educate the public about 

the benefits of land bank, encourage users to store their vacancies in a land bank, 

strive for laws about land banks and fight with the government to help the users 

get proper subsidy. This will also supervise the dramatic change of vacancies, to 

encourage the industrial enterprises that have been vacant for 1-2 years to start 

production or transfer their land use contrast (see Figure4-22). 

In term of finance, as Alexander (2011) suggested, even the strong 

legalization cannot guarantee bills in a short period and, preferably, dedicated 

funding sources are imperative to make land banks successful. The government 

will support a land bank though financial budgets, but land banks will receive 

money through the management of vacant properties. They could use the money 

they receive to support the demolition or rehabilitation and design landscape for 

the industrial parcels and residences parcels. The fees to support the land bank and 

GI design will also be obtained from directly selling the industrial buildings and 

attached construction or shantytown houses to privates. The tax-foreclosure fees 

will also be received to support the construction of greening space at the parcel 

level.    

Generally, the profits from transferring the vacant properties to urban green 
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infrastructure cannot be reflected in a short period of time, but the profits are 

undisputed as time goes by. For the parcels that will be used as urban farms or 

power regeneration, the economic benefits will directly be received and the land 

bank, government and the owners of properties will share the benefits. For the 

parcels that are used for open spaces, wildlife habitats, constructed wetland, water 

gardens and forests, the costs the government will save from the run-off 

management and the benefits the government will get with the land price increase 

will be shared with the land bank, investment enterprises and primary property 

rights people. The construction of the land bank and the processes to use the land 

bank at the parcel level are summarized in the figure. 

4.3.4 Collaborative plan at the parcel level: as the support to design 
toolbox 

(1) Introduction 

    In China, the government agencies are the most powerful stakeholders. The 

non-profit organizations, local community members and volunteering groups do 

not always take part in the decision making in traditional plans. S. Du and Yu 

argued that (2010) most of the GI planning involves top-down government actions 

and has little public participation. Qiu (Qiu, 2010)argued that the future 

development of the Chinese landscape requires encouraging collaboration among 

the government, professionals, research institutes, universities and enterprises, in 

order to encourage technology creation and to regenerate the old ideas of GI and 

the landscape.   

    According to news on December 25, 2012 (AP0015, 2012), in the 

shantytowns regeneration projects of chemical fertilizer plants, in Dancheng 

County, Henan Province, the local residents were against the government’s 

determination to demolish their houses. More than ten residents fought with the 

developers and five residents were seriously injury. What made the residents 
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angrier was the attitude of one of the officers of the local government, Zhangwei, 

about this accident. He said the injuries of the residents would not influence the 

government’s decision and even if people had died,, the decision would not 

change (AP0015, 2012). Similar conflicts happened in Shuozhou, Shanxi and 

Shanxi province one year previously (Lan & Wang, 2011). A resident was not 

satisfied with the compensation for demolishment during the shantytowns 

regeneration and stabbed Liu Zhixiu, the director of the housing bureau at that 

time, and killed the person who accompanied this director.    

(2)Lessons learned from the public participation in the U.S. 

    Public participation is always important part in shrinking cities regeneration. 

For example, in the right-sizing program for Detroit, named as Detroit Future City, 

there were “hundreds of meetings, 30,000 conversations, connecting with people 

over 163,000 times, over 70,000 survey responses and comments from 

participants, and countless hours spent dissecting and examining critical data 

about our city ” (Works, 2012). In Flint, the Planning & Outreach program co-

operated with the public from different fields to discuss the resizing of the core 

area of Flint. At the same time, “the Adopt-a-lot and Clean & Green programs 

engage residents, and the community and private organizations, by providing 

assistance and prestige in the maintenance and improvement of land bank owned 

properties” (Jessica, 2009). In San Jose, different stakeholders engaged and 

contributed to addressing the shrinking problems using different ways, for 

example, the real estate sector provided more affordable housing for 

residents(Pallagst, 2009b). Their work contributed to making a network among 

different stakeholders to make a better city.  

    Youngstown is a good example to show the value of the community in 

planning (Shetty, 2009). According to district features, planners and historians 

listed 31 neighborhoods citywide and further, relying on similar demographics 

and the housing characteristics of those neighborhoods, and merged them into 11 
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neighborhood clusters. In the summer and autumn in 2004, a planning seminar 

was conducted for these 11 clusters and more than 800 people attended the 

seminar. Their work enabled the authorities to grasp the exact data of the 

neighborhood conditions. During the planning process, as well as Youngstown 

municipal government and Youngstown State University (YSU), there were two 

major forces in guiding the planning, and one was volunteer working groups. 

They meet regularly and actively conduct propaganda in various fields of the city. 

They include a Fix-up, Cleanup and Beautification working group, the Housing 

for Emerging Markets working group, Enjoying Our Natural Amenities working 

group, Youngstown’s New Economy working group and The Neighborhood-

Based Planning and New Image for Youngstown working groups (City of 

Youngstown). The second forces are two working groups focused on developing 

marketing initiatives and improving the public's participation in planning. In 

addition, some media companies and local television stations (such as WNEO/ 

Channel 45 and WEAO/ Channel 49) and radio stations (WYSU-FM Classical 

88.5) are also involved in the planning process, to expand the influence of the 

planning.  

    To summarize the public participation of the 2010 Youngstown Plan, there 

are several characteristics:  

i. Encouraging the public to engage in all processes, from the previous data 

collection to planning the guide at the neighborhood level;  

ii. Encouraging volunteering groups in the different working fields, such as the 

local economy, neighborhood clean up and urban beauty;  

iii. Through the power of the media to collect information and expand the 

visibility 

    These characteristics provide valuable experience for resizing the Chinese 

old industrial cities through GI.  

(3) Using a Collaborative Plan in the right-sizing model at the parcel level   
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a) The organization of the collaborative plan  

 

Figure4-23: The organization of the collaborative plan at the parcel level (by author) 

    The collaborative plan will consist of two parts: stakeholder engagement 

process and implementation of public participation program (Yee, 2010). In the 

engagement process, who will attend and when to attend are the two main 

questions. 

According to this, the authors select the co-operation plan participants and 

forms for the Chinese old industrial shrinking cities (see Figure4-23). Although 

different stakeholders would take part in the design and planning processes of the 

right-sizing strategies in different programs, in the collaborative plan for the right-

sizing model at the parcel level, there are six general stakeholder types and these 

stakeholders are suggested to engage in the whole process. Public participation has 

various types, including private form, semi-private form and open form. 

Committees, consultation and public meetings create face-to-face opportunities for 

the public to engage in the planning process. Surveys, such as random 

questionnaires, street questionnaires and interviews to collect and direct mail are 

efficient to collect information and make the public attend to special issues. Forms 

of focus groups concentrate on special groups, such as owners of vacant properties 

and landscape experts. This approach is efficient to understand the suggestions, 

demands and opinions of the special groups related to the regeneration of the 

shrinking cities. 

b) The generic framework for the collaborative plan processes at the parcel 
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level 

    A collaborative plan at the parcel level is important support to the GI design 

toolboxes that would contribute to the right-sizing of the city. It is important 

mainly in three aspects: preparation, design and after design. At the preparation 

stage, the target is to understand residents’ images for the future. During the design 

processes, the target is to optimize the design scheme with the co-operation of the 

designer, experts, community leaders and general public. After the design scheme, 

another aspect is to encourage public participation to build and supervise the green 

space at the parcel (see Figure4-24).  

 

Figure4-24: Acollaborative plan at parcel level in preparation, design and after design 
(by author) 

    In every stage, the work includes identifying stakeholders, suggesting 

collaboration channels, clarifying the responsibility of the participants and conflict 

resolutions and public participation, according to the channels and implementation 

feedbacks. The following figure shows the general framework for the collaborative 

plan processes at the parcel level. 
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Figure4-25: the general framework for the collaborative plan processes at parcel level 
(by author) 

The urban garden bureau, as well as other possible related government 

agencies, such as the land and resource bureau, water resource bureau, forest 

bureau, agriculture and marine and fishery bureau will put forward suggestions for, 

or opinions to, the design scheme. The experts, or professionals, from local 

research institutes will also give suggestions for the design scheme and help to 

solve the environment engineering problems. For example, they could help to 

build the community gardens and constructed wetland. The volunteering group 

and community leaders are important to improve public participation, to get advice 

and feedback for the GI design from the residents, or enterprises, from the 

shantytowns or industrial parcel. The general public could directly give advice, 

favors and complaints about the design scheme to the planning institutes through 

public meetings, an on-line platform, e-mail and telephone. The media plays a role 

in the information transformation at every stage. For example, before the design, 

the designer will release this news on the institute’s homepage, as well as in the 

most famous local newspaper to attract people’s attention. After the design, the 

design institutes will also release news of the GI design, in order that people can 

provide feedback to the government.  

The following figure takes the GI “design” stage as an example and shows 

the generic framework for collaborative plan processes at the parcel level.  
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Figure4-26: the generic framework for collaborative plan processes at the parcel level (by 
author) 

 

4.4. Summary 
 

    In this chapter, the author suggested building a right-sizing model for the 

Chinese old industrial shrinking cities. The target of the Chinese right-sizing model 

is to build a systemization of GI implementation at the parcel level for designers.  

The right-sizing model includes a GI design toolbox, collaborative plan and land 

bank. The collaborative plan and land bank are important to support the GI design 

toolbox. The land bank and collaborative plan also bring the GI design toolbox 

from a textbook to reality.  

    In order to fill the current study gap, in that there are no landscape strategies 

of GI at the parcel level and the importance of having strategies to complete the 
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right sizing is ignored, as is the function of the ecological connection from the 

parcel level, this current study mainly focuses on the parcel level. In China, a 

parcel is land held by a single ownership. A brown field parcel refers to the land of 

an industrial enterprise (10-20 acres) and a shantytown parcel refers to land with 

houses on it that was built by one stated-owned enterprise for their workers (30-40 

acres)   

    A GI design toolbox at the parcel level will solve the current GI design 

problems, a land bank will solve the shortage of an efficient mechanism to collect 

and manage the vacant properties in the current practices and a collaborative plan 

will solve the current lack of public participation and respect of the desires of the 

stakeholders. 

    Different to the western countries, the Chinese city shrinkage has its own 

special conditions and, in the Chinese old industrial cities, these special conditions 

originate mainly from the following two aspects: land ownership and special 

shrinking forms. In the old industrial cities, there are two shrinking forms: surplus 

shantytowns and empty industrial land caused by state-owned economy 

transformation or resources exhaustion. 

    Based on the provisions of the Constitution and the Property Law, all city land 

is owned by the state. The enterprise or private company obtains the right to use the 

land through a land lease contract and, when the contract expires, the land reverts 

back to the state. This land ownership makes the Chinese land bank more efficient, 

easier and faster than the western countries’. The bottom-up efforts are important, 

in Chinese case, the party branches, as minimum rights institutes in China play 

important role in these efforts. 

    The GI design toolbox has three tools: preparation tool, design tool and 

modification and optimizing tool. These tools will individually answer the 

questions: How do the GI designs start? What factors of the parcel should be 

considered, what GI types are suitable and what functions do they have? How does 

GI work as a network? There are a few advantages of the GI design toolbox. Firstly, 

although there are many GI design practices in urban designing or planning, few of 

them focus on using GI to complete the right sizing at the parcel level. Secondly, it 

is different to the general GI design that relates to a smart growth city. It is a kind 

of smart conservation using GI to restore the fragmented green system in the old 

downtown using vacancies. Furthermore, it considers the current shrinking 
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condition in China and offers different tools for brown field parcels and 

shantytowns parcels. In the collaborative plan for the right-sizing model at the 

parcel level, there are six general stakeholders and it is suggested that these 

stakeholders should engage in the whole GI design in China. This would offer a 

channel for public participation and respect of the desires of the general public. 
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Chapter 5. Application in Huinong District 
 

    In this chapter, the author suggests using Huinong District as a case to check 

the GI model mentioned previously. The model is successful here, as the vacant 

properties in that district have become green assets and the blight neighborhoods 

and industrial land have become bright again.   

Huinong District belongs to the city of ShuZuishan, which is one of the mine 

bases at the initial stage of New China. Although the shrinking condition has not 

occurred in the whole of Shi Zuishan up until now, the population shrinkage is 

obvious in Huinong District. Huinong District was the headstream of heavy 

industry in Shi Zuishan with its rich coal resources, but, with the resource 

exhaustion and economy transfer, both the neighborhood and heavy industry are 

seriously blighted. In considering the limitation of labor, the author has only 

chosen this district as a case to check the model, and other shrinking industrial 

cities in China could be used to reach the research outcome. Another reason for 

choosing Huinong District as a case is its accessibility and because of the fact that 

the author has visited this area several times, both before and during the model 

making, and is, thus, familiar with the government officers and local people.  

 

5.1. Huinong District Introduction 
 

    The city of Shi Zuishan is one of the old industrial cities that were built 

according to the national first five-year plan and is in the first batch of resource-

exhausted cities. Huinong District, Da Wukou District and Pingluo County are 

included in this administrative division. The area of Huinong District measures 

1,254 square kilometers and it had an urbanization rate of 83.8% in 

2015(Statistical bulletin of the national economic and social development in 2015 

in Huinong District, 2015). Huinong District was the center of industry in Shi 

Zuishan. 
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Shi Zuishan has a semi-arid continental monsoon climate, with an annual 

precipitation of 115.8-221.4mm, but the annual evaporation is 10-16 times higher 

than the amount of precipitation (Shi Zuishan Meteorological Bureau, 2015). The 

distribution is very uneven and sudden heavy rain occurs often in July, August and 

September. The Yellow River is the only perennial river in the region that is used 

for irrigation, industrial water and domestic water. There are problems in the 

current urban construction. The urban layout is not suitable and the lands of the 

residents, industries and public service facilities are mutually blended. The main 

residencies in Huinong District are shantytowns (settlements) and a residential 

community similar to other modern cities has not yet been formed. The urban road 

network is unreasonable and lacks public parking and citizen plazas.  

(1) Population shrinkage 

    According to the 2010 Census, the population in Huinong District is 185.8 

thousand, while, ten years previously, the population was 194.7 thousand in 2000, 

according to the 2001 yearbook and the shrinking rate is 4.8%. However, the 

“actual population loss and urban shrinkage is much more serious than the census, 

which is based on a census register population”, as stated by the director of Land 

& Resource in Shi Zuishan. Qi suggested that the population amount was less 

than 130 thousand in 2015, according to data from the local bureau of public 

security, and that the population decreased in some of the neighborhoods by more 

than 50% (Qi, 2015), meaning that the shrinkage rate would be over 5% per year.  

(2) Economy condition 

    For a long time, the economy development in Huinong District has relied on 

coal, electric power, metallurgy and chemical industries. The foundation of the 

first industry is weak and the structure of the second industry is simple. In 

addition, the third industry developed slowly. From 2008, the third industry has 

accounted for around 30% of the Gross Rational Product (GRP), which is lower 

than the national average level (Xiang, 2012). In 2015, the GRP was 142 billion 
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RMB and had increase by 7.1% compared with the previous year in Huinong 

District, with the proportions of the first, second and third industries being 1,16.6, 

and6.8, respectively. The industrial economy mainly depends on coal mining and 

the supporting coal washing industry occupies 8.19% of the whole industrial 

economy in Huinong District (Statistical bulletin of the national economic and 

social development in 2015 in Huinong District, 2015). However, the mining 

resources will become exhausted and that will hinder the heavy industry and 

district development. 

(3) Environment problems 

    With the development of heavy industries relying on mining resources, the 

ecological damage, environment pollution and contradiction between humans, 

resources and the environment is very sharp (A. Lu & Wang, 2004). The sky of 

Shi Zuishan is always grey and the trucks carrying coke run on the National Road 

one by one.  

    The air quality in Shi Zuishan is not good and the major pollutants are SO2, 

PM10 and dust. From 1995 to 2010, the SO2 concentration continued to exceed the 

national secondary standards, with the highest concentration area being Huinong 

District (X. Ren, Jin, Ma, Suo, & Zhang, 2012). In addition, the acid rain rate 

from 2005 to 2010 was 2.3%-9.6%, except for 2008 (Environmental Monitoring 

Station, 2012). The soil condition is not good either. According to data from the 

Huinong District information center, the total area of the salinization of cultivated 

land areas occupies 82.6% of the total cultivated land (J. Zhu, Dong, & Ma, 2011). 

Furthermore, the coal exploitation over more than 50 years has also caused forest 

degradations and ecological damage. The 1980 km
2
 of natural vegetation that 

occupied 44% of the city area has been destroyed in Shi Zuishan and most of that 

is concentrated in Huinong District and the area of soil and water loss measures 

695 km
2,
 occupying 15.6% of the city area (Z. Zhou & Li, 2008). 

    The environment quality improved with a few policies to adjust the energy 
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structure during the eleventh five-year plan period (2006-2010), when the GDP 

unit energy consumption rate decreased by 30% in Shi Zuishan (Ningxia Hui 

Autonomous Region Environmental Protection Agency, 2010). However, in the 

twelfth five-year plan (2011-2015), the industrial pattern that was based on high-

energy consumption and heavy industry did not fundamentally change and the 

rapid economic growth of Shi Zuishan brought more prominent environmental 

and resources pressures. Therefore, in the next decade, Shi Zuishan and its old 

center, Huinong District, requires a comprehensive strategy to address both the 

population loss and environment damage.  

(4) Social problems 

    Another problem in Huinong District is the increase in unemployment and 

poverty, which puts great pressure on maintaining social stability. To be more 

specific, along with the exhaustion of coal mining resources and state-owned 

enterprise transfers, the coal mines and related enterprises are being shut down, 

semi shut down or facing bankruptcy. Since 1998, the number of laid-off workers 

in Shi Zuishan has reached over 88 thousand and every year 6000 of the urban 

new labor force are in need of employment. Moreover, 17.2 thousand households, 

being around 48.8 thousand people (11.6% of the city population), are living 

below the urban minimum standard of living, enjoying the national minimum 

living security subsidy, and among them 15 thousand people (3.6% of the city 

population) are living extremely poorly, experiencing the problem of a lack of 

food and clothing (Shi Zuishan Government & Ningxia Development and Reform 

Commission, 2010). Most of the laid-off workers and closed down properties are 

in the Huinong District. This brings a heavy financial burden to both the Huinong 

District government and the Shi Zuishan government. The laid-off workers and 

new labor forces cannot obtain employment and stay in the community, which 

also has an impact on the social security in Huinong and becomes a huge burden 

for its economic and social development. According to the Huinong government 
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report, during this time there have been an increasing number of group brawls and 

group demonstrations(Shi Zuishan Government, 2014). 

(5) The blight in the district 

    The blight in Huinong District mainly emerges from two aspects: the 

vacancy of industrial buildings and land and the vacancy of the shantytowns. 

Although the surplus support of new flats and the real estate bubble are popular 

problems in China, it is only at the beginning stage in the old industrial cities and 

the vacant flats have not affected the urban material space. 

    The vacancy of industrial buildings and land includes abandoned industrial 

workshops and their attached roads, storages and other infrastructures. The 

abundant mining pits made by opencast are also an important part of the vacant 

properties in Huinong District. The resource exhaustion in Huinong District led to 

a large number of closed companies. According to the data, 140 coal processing 

enterprises closed (Nxhxy1118, 2011), examples of which are the Third Mine, 

Second Mine and First Mine, Shi Zuishan Power Plant, Shi Zuishan Steel Plant 

and Train Station 104, all of which relied on coal mining resources. The flow 

streams of people busily coming and going in these areas twenty years ago are 

almost deserted today. In addition, in Huinong District, as in most of the Chinese 

old industrial cities, a large number of enterprises are state-owned, but mainly for 

rough processing. With the economic reformation from the planned economy at 

the beginning to a more market economy, those low technologies, and intensive 

labor and high pollution enterprises, have been replaced. Furthermore, with 

economic development, the industries in any city of the country would experience 

a transformation from being a primary industry, secondary industry or tertiary 

industry. A few low-tech industries and heavily polluted enterprises are focusing 

on closing or transforming in Huinong District. Up until 2011, 64 enterprises with 

backward processing and production technologies closed (Nxhxy1118, 2011). 

Currently, every individual industrial land lease and transfer is conducted through 
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advertisements in Huinong District and there is no systematic method to deal with 

the abandoned industrial enterprises. However, because of the low investment 

potential in Huinong District, most of the industrial land remains empty.  

    The main residential vacancies are shantytowns and the attached commercial 

places, primary schools, nurseries, hospitals and entertainment places established 

around the shantytowns. The heavy industries based on coal resources were 

developed more than 50 years ago in Huinong District. The Huinong District, as a 

center, has a subsidence area of 41.35 km2 in Shi Zuishan and relates to 30359 

households that occupy 20% of the total urban households (Shi Zuishan 

Government & Ningxia Development and Reform Commission, 2010). The urban 

shrinking will, of course, create more vacancies. The depopulation, creating an 

urban lack of labor and economic decay, has lead to more vacant properties, with 

the majority of them currently being empty and rusty with overgrown weeds. 

Only a few of the small workrooms are rented to private small businesses.  

(6) The decay of urban infrastructure 

    With the closing of state-owned enterprises and large mines, the hospitals, 

schools and other social infrastructures were handed over to the government and, 

due to the lack of continuous investment, the population shrinkage and the over 

dispersive layout, many of them have closed. In addition, the urban basic 

infrastructures in the old industrial cities are decayed, as a result of the 

depopulation and lack of maintenance fees. In the city of Shi Zuishan, the length 

of the damaged water supply pipeline is 126.48 km, accounting for 29.4% of the 

total water supply pipeline, and the length of the damaged highway is 89.78 km, 

accounting for 29.9% of the total highway (Shi Zuishan Government & Ningxia 

Development and Reform Commission, 2010). The residents who are living in the 

shantytowns in Huinong District suffer from frequent water and electricity cut offs.  

(7) The efforts to address the shrinking problems 

    The related government agencies made some effort to address the urban 
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shrinkage and vacant properties. For example, from 2010 to 2012, the government 

completed 50 industrial land use rights transfers and the total area of these was 

225.44 hectares (B. Wang & Ma, 2012). The abandoned and vacant industrial 

buildings and constructions were transformed for other use. In addition, the local 

government provided 3.5 billion RMB for ecological restoration projects of the 

mining land in Huinong District and, up until now, the area covered is 1830 

hectares. The new green space area measures 7.9 square kilometer (Huinong 

District Branch Office of Shi Zuishan Land & Resource Bureau). The houses of 

50 thousand citizens have been demolish or rehabilitated. Furthermore, the 

government of Huinong District also repealed and adjusted the amount of primary 

schools to address the population loss from the decay of the shantytowns. For 

example, from 2003 to 2007, HuinongHui Primary School combined four 

peripheral primary schools to improve the teaching quality and save the cost of 

maintaining schools with few children (Jianhua Liu, 2008).  

    In this decade, Huinong District government has also started to pay high 

attention to the ecological construction and restoration of the natural environment. 

For example, in 2003, the forest area in Huinong District measured less than 4669 

Hectares and the public green space per capita was less than 4m
2
, but, in 2010, the 

public green space per capita increased and the urban forest coverage increased to 

20% from 12% (T. Ren, 2010). In 2014, the green space per capita reached 8m
2 

(Huinong District Government, 2014).  

    However, in Huinong District, the landscape and green space is still not good. 

According to the urban master planning report, the current public green space in 

Huinong District is inadequate for citizens’ daily activities and the per capita 

green space is very low. In addition, the landscape quality is not good, with only a 

few comprehensive parks, special parks and community parks. Until 2014, the 

forest coverage rate in Huinong District was 18.3% and the area of public green 

space per capita was 8m
2
, but there is not enough green space to meet the 
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minimum requirements (public green space per capita≥12m
2
) of an ecological city 

in China. Moreover, the green space, such as the Yellow River wetlands, and 

geological parks that were built after the ecological restoration of the mining land 

in the peripheral urban built-up area do not connect well with the inner green 

space of the district.  

5.2. Traditional Green Methods and Their Drawbacks 
 

(1) Greening practices in Huinong District:  

    In 2008 Huinong District started to place high attention on the greening 

construction projects and began to improve the ecological environment with the 

publishing of the government document: Construction of the Western Ecological 

Protective Screen for China, as well as political strategies for Huinong District 

government to build Shi Zuishan as a forest city (T. Ren, 2010). 

    Also in that yearHuinong District added greenways at the urban ring road, as 

well as Huian Street and industrial ecological parks, and laid a hydrophobic 

pipeline measuring 21km and a forest of 1260.0 hm
2
. In 2009, ecological garden 

constructions were implemented at the HuiZe River, Wolfberry ecological park and 

Yellow River gold coast. Greenways were built along Xinghui Road and 110 

National Road and the total lying water pipeline was 127 km. In 2010, the Shi 

Zuishan and Huinong District design and garden bureaus further implemented the 

Yellow River gold coast landscape ecological construction and ecological 

restoration of the mining subsidence area. 9.4 million trees were planted in this 

year and the total labor force was 85 thousand people. In 2011, the landscape 

constructions focused on greening the district key street roads and nodes. At the 

same time, the first phase of the Sino Japanese youth ecological greening 

demonstration forest was implemented. The total forestation measured 866.7hm
2
. 

In 2016, the Huinong District government invested 2.2 million RMB to establish a 

20m wide and 1200m long greening corridor at the north of Lanzhou Road. The 

Group Two Orchard was also changed to an urban leisure park.  
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    Although these practices increased the urban greening space and enhanced the 

urban landscape, they also have a few drawbacks. Firstly, the irrigation costs and 

fee for laying the hydrophobic pipeline are very high and the current greening 

construction lacks urban runoff management and hydrology recharge. Secondly, the 

greening projects in Huinong paid attention to the amount of greening but ignored 

the quality.  

    HuinongHuian Street is one of the main streets in Huinong District. This 

4300m long and 50m wide street was built in 2004. After adding greening to this 

street in 2008, the current pedestrian area of this street is 9m wide and a few 

willow and platycladusorientalis are planted on the street (see Figure5-1). However, 

the pedestrian areas are still too narrow and covered with hard pavements. In 

addition, there are only a few canopies of trees providing a comfortable walking 

environment and there are no art shows or seats to encourage social community 

activities. Another figure shows a part of the Yellow River gold coast landscape 

ecological construction (see Figure5-2). In 2009 and 2010, the Yellow River gold 

coast landscape ecological construction project was one of the core works of the 

Huinong planning and garden bureaus. As the figure shows, the current greening 

area increased greatly lot in this area, but the design did not create many 

opportunities for the locals to enter the green space and have fun with the greening. 

Thirdly, the greening types are too simple, as most of the greening projects in this 

decade related to greenway construction. Liang, Geng and Zhang (2012) also 

argued that the urban greening and landscape types are very simple in Shi Zuishan 

and they over emphasize the hard pavements and aesthetics of the plan. They also 

argued that Shi Zuishan has abundant plant resources, although, in the urban 

greening and design, few of them are used. 
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Figure5-1(left): The greenways on Huian Street after greening in 2008 (Google maps) 

Figure5-2(right): A part of the Yellow River gold coast landscape ecological construction 
(Google maps) 

(2) The Huinong District green space system planning (2010-2025): 

    Currently, in China, the urban green space system planning is specialized 

planning that is affiliated to urban master planning. It has two scales, the urban 

scale and district scale. The Huinong District green space system planning (2010-

2015) is shown below. 

 

 
Figure5-3: The urban green space planning for Huinong District 2010-2025(Source: 

Urban Master Planning of the City of Shi Zuishan)) 

    According to the Huining District Green System Planning (2010-2025) (see 

Figure5-3), in the future greening space construction, from northeast to southwest, 

there will be one landscape axis (colored dark green). There will be two riverfront 

landscape corridors (colored grass green) and two roadway green space corridors 
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(colored bright green). Various landscape spots will also be built.  

    However, there are a few problems with the traditional greening methods.  

Firstly, consistent with the urban master plan, the Huinong District green space 

planning is based on the population increasing and an urban sprawl. This reflects 

that, on one hand, the population shrinking did not receive enough attention from 

the designers, who still use the traditional planning method to green the old 

industrial cities. On the other hand, there is no clear data on the vacancies in this 

district and the designers have no legal right to convert the vacant properties into 

greening assets. Therefore, regarding the land bank, it is important for designers to 

have the legal right to re-plan the existing urban area, whilst sprawling the urban 

space. It is difficult to add environmental quality and aesthetic effects in the city 

centers with high density when designers lack consideration of the real urban land 

demand and resize the parcel through green infrastructure.   

    In addition, although the ecological corridors are planned to make an 

ecological network, most of the corridors will be built at the new sprawl and the 

environment in the city center will not improve much. The size of hubs and size 

and length of corridors were not considered either. The new green space is built in 

urban new development lands.  

    Furthermore, this planning has no public participation. The government of 

Huinong District firstly published the final design scheme on the government’s 

homepage in 2012 without asking the general public for advice. The public have no 

rights or platform to display their image, wishes and advice to the greening 

planning. Although they can offer some advice to the government after the 

publicity, this is useless.  
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5.3. The Cconstruction of a Right-sizing Model at the Pa

rcel 

5.3.1 Vision and target for right-sizing Huinong District 

    However, the government and the citizens have strong expectations. On one 

hand, the Huinong District government declared “build environmentally friendly 

and resource saving cities” as the government target. On the other hand, the 

National Forest and Green Space Planning Outline 2011-2020 (quanguozaolin lv 

huaguihua gang yao) required that, until 2020, the greening coverage rate of 

urban built-up areas in every city should reach 39.5% and the per capita park area 

will be 11.7 m
2
. Thus, the shrinking Huinong is facing both challenges and 

opportunities.  

    The vision is to use one parcel in Huinong city as a case to check how a 

right-sizing model at the parcel level works to re-size the boundary of the parcel, 

change the vacant properties at the parcel to greening resources, make the parcel 

green and attractable and provide more job opportunities, social interaction and a 

better environment for the locals. This would save energy use, as well as reducing 

the municipal water use and avoiding flood risk.  

    At the parcel level, the Huinong right-sizing model will include three 

elements: a GI design toolbox, land bank and collaborative plan. The GI design 

toolbox will be the most important part and it offers methods and flow charts to 

guide the re-arrangement of the urban size and landscape design. The land bank 

will be useful in acquiring, holding, managing and developing the foreclosed, 

dilapidated, tax delinquent or abandoned properties. It legalizes the designers to 

green the vacancies. Different to the land banks in western countries, under a 

state-owned land policy, the Huinong District land banks will bring state-owned 

vacant properties to the land banks in a short period of time. The design toolbox 

also gives feedback to the land bank and a few vacant properties will be forced to 
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be included in the land bank and a few people will be forced to leave, in some 

cases. The collaborative plan is an imperative part of the right-sizing model at the 

parcel level and another support to the GI design toolbox. It offers a channel for 

different stakeholders to engage in the decision-making process of greening 

projects.  

5.3.2 Parcel choice 

 
Figure5-4: The location of the chosen site 

    The chosen shantytown sits on the north entrance of Huinong District. It is 

surrounded by roads from the north, west and east directions and there is a vacant 

industrial parcel close to it in the south. The area of this shantytown is 9227 square 

meters (see Figure5-4). 

The rough number of vacancies comes from the Huinong District Government, but 

the field studies are more imperative, because the government cannot provide clear 

data of the vacancies, through visually observing, knocking on doors and 

monitoring the water and electricity usage.  

    The problems in Huinong District are also reflected in the chosen parcel, such 

as the large amount of vacant properties, the decay of urban infrastructure and the 

lack of social vitality. The figure shows the current conditions at the chosen parcel.  
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Figure5-5: The damaged vacancies (left) and the tattered pedestrian road in the 

shantytown (right) 

5.3.3 Land bank at the chosen parcel 

    A land bank is, in fact, an intermediary that encourages and confirms the 

transformation of properties usage right. The construction of the land bank in 

Huinong District is based on consideration of the current problems and needs in 

this district.  

(1) Problems: 

   There are a few problems in Huinong District and it requires the efforts of a 

land bank to solve the current problems. Firstly, the population loss is serious in 

this district, along with the urban material space decay in both the shantytowns 

(and their attached public buildings) and the industrial parcels (and their attached 

constructions and infrastructure). Because of the shrinkage, the urban material 

space and traditional fabric has changed. There are weeds growing on the 

abandoned lands, there are some places that have few people arriving, due to the 

damage to the urban roads, and there are crimes occurring in the damaged 

buildings. The Steel Mill of Shi Zuishan, Electric Power Factory, Yellow River 

Water Plant and Coking plant of Shi Zuishan, as well as the First Mine and 

Second Mine all closed down, leave empty parcels. In addition, the resource 

exhaustion and heavy industry decline made the local economy become blight and 

there is little investment potential for new jobs and new economy increase points. 

Furthermore, urban grey infrastructures, such as the water and electricity 
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infrastructures in Huinong, are very seriously damaged and hard to maintain.  

(2) Needs: 

    With the population shrinking and market blight, Huinong District requires 

the vacant houses in the shantytown and industrial buildings to be demolished and 

the vacant properties to be transformed for greening use. In considering the 

environment problems in Huinong District, there is a need to improve the 

environment quality, purify the water, recharge the local hypnology and restore 

the damaged ecological network of the district. Additionally, there is a need to 

rehabilitate the community, make social stabilities, make the district more livable 

and attractable and create a rich and vibrant social life through resizing the parcel 

boundary, establishing an urban landscape with a high aesthetic level, creating 

public community parks, playgrounds, sport courts and bio-retention landscape 

and landscape wetland. Finally, Huinong District needs to create green jobs for the 

locals and increase the local incomes through greening industry, such as green 

energy generation or greening tourism with industrial heritage parks, and also 

needs to save the government from a financial burden through concentrating on 

using money to preferentially develop the sustainable neighborhood.  

(3) Construction: 

    Land banks in China are not a new concept. The government of Pingluo 

County (in Shi Zuishan), in 2006, established the first land bank in Ningxia 

Province and this is one of the oldest land banks in China. Land banks were 

established with a neighborhood committee as a unit and there are 30 land banks 

in Pingluo County, the aim of which was to take back the abandoned urban farms 

from farmers and rent them to others who wanted to cultivate, but the land 

function through these land banks has not changed.  

    In order to solve the current problems of vacancies, as well as to meet the 

requirements of Huinong District to make a more attractive and eco-friendly place, 

land banks that focus on vacant properties citywide will be built in Huinong 
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District, based on the experience of the land banks in Pingluo County, in order to 

complete the right-sizing of cities.  

    The Huinong Land Bank, which will be controlled by Huinong District 

Government, will collect vacant houses, as well as industrial land. The Huinong 

District Government will apply for approval of the land bank construction from 

the higher-level government, the Shi Zuishan government. The Shi Zuishan 

Banking Regulatory Commission, as well as the Shi Zuishan government, will 

arrange the financial and administrative affairs to establish the land bank for 

vacant properties. The experience of the land banks in Pingluo County will be 

considered. Once approval is obtained from the Shi Zuishan government, the 

government, as well as the Shi Zuishan Banking Regulatory Commission, will 

firstly release this news on its official homepage and in the most famous local 

newspaper, the Shi Zuishan Daily and New News, in order to attract the public’s 

attention.  

    According to the land bank experience of Pingluo Country, the land banks of 

the neighborhood committees will be basic, until there is a land bank in Huinong 

District. Every neighborhood committee will manage two to three shantytowns 

that belong to two to three industrial enterprises. This is a positive step to 

implement a land bank at the parcel level. A party branch in every neighborhood 

committee, as a minimum government power organization, is imperative in land 

bank implementation. Similar to constituencies in America, they will strive to 

apply for legalization of a land bank. They will also educate the public about the 

benefits of a land bank for them and how to put their vacant properties in the land 

bank through various social activities, such as conducting propaganda, a 

knowledge quiz and broadcasting. They will receive feedback from the general 

public and pass this on to the Huinong District Government and fight for subsidies 

for demolition and resettlement. They will also negotiate with temporary users of 

land at their administrative scope and encourage the users to put their properties 
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into the land bank. Another important role for them is to supervise the dynamic 

vacancies that will become new opportunities for land bank storage. The faster 

and more efficient land bank in Huinong District will become the support in GI 

and will make the GI design become true. 

(4) Land bank for the chosen parcel 

    The land bank is core in greening the vacancies of the chosen parcel in 

Huinong District. It supports the GI design toolbox to become a reality and it is 

only with a land bank that the task of greening the vacancies can become more 

efficient and faster.  

    Although there were no land banks for vacancies in China previously, the land 

banks at the neighborhood committee level for the chosen parcel became a pilot 

project to demonstrate how land banks work in China.  

The following figure shows how a land bank is organized (see Figure5-6). The 

chosen parcel belongs to Shengli Neighborhood Committee, along with a nearby 

shantytown. The land bank was built by the Shengli neighborhood committee as an 

individual department. It is controlled by the Huinong District Government. The 

workers in the land bank are government officers arranged by the Shi Zuishan 

Banking Regulatory Commission, as well as the Huinong District Government. 

The party branch of this neighborhood committee is also responsible for the affairs 

of the land bank. These affairs include striving for legalization of the land bank, 

educating the public, getting feedback, fighting for subsidies for users, negotiating 

with temporary users and checking the vacant properties. A party branch is the 

smallest power institute in China and they can give advice directly to the Huinong 

District Government. The workers of the branch party are party members in their 

subordinate shantytown parcels and, at the chosen parcel, 60 party members are 

members of the branch party. They are residents at the chose parcel and 20 of them 

even have vacant properties in the shantytown. Thus, they not only carry out the 

responsibility of the government, but are also spokesmen working on behalf of the 
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people who have vacant properties. During the first month, at the chosen parcel, the 

party branches teach the public about the benefits of a land bank and encourage 

them to put their vacant properties in the land bank. At the same time, they also 

check the vacant properties for high maintenance costs or defaulted service charges 

and force them to be listed in the land bank. As a result, all of the vacant properties 

with high maintenance costs or defaulted service charges will be included in the 

land bank and most of the other vacant properties will be registered in the land 

bank. Regarding the vacancies whose current owners do not want to put their 

properties in the land bank, the Huinong government could force them to list their 

properties in the land bank and this takes around two weeks withcompensation.  

 
Figure5-6: land bank organization of chosen parcel (by author) 

There are three kinds of compensation (see Table5-1): 
Table5-1: Compensation ways for putting vacant properties into land bank (by author) 

1) One time financial compensation  

This means that, according to the size of the vacant house, a total compensation fee will be 

given at one time. According to the second-hand house prices in the surrounding area of the 

chosen parcel in Huinong District, the financial compensation for one square-meter is 600 

RMB. For a vacant house with a 50m
2 

carpet area, the compensation fee is 30 thousand 

RMB. 

2) One time financial compensation, along with compensation coming from GI benefits. 

This is mainly for the residents whose vacancies are planned to be changed to a GI with 

direct benefits, such as urban farms. The total compensation includes two parts: The one 

time compensation is 400 RMB per square meter for vacant properties and then 10 years’ 

free use of the urban farms in the future. If the urban farm is fully used, the food production 

could support the vegetable supply of the whole family every year. 
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3) House compensation and financial compensation 

For non-vacant properties that have to relocate, the compensation includes two aspects: 

house compensation and financial compensation. House compensation means that Huinong 

Government will help them to relocate to a nearby shantytown, using vacant properties that 

have a similar indoor area. In order to make up for the loss of the current properties users, 

10 thousand RMB will be given, as well as financial compensation.  

    For the people who voluntarily deposit their vacant properties, the government 

will give them an extra 2000 RMB as a bonus.  

    The advantages of Chinese land banks in supporting GI implementation come 

from the following aspects:  

(1) During the vacant properties collection, the current owners of the vacant 

properties are encouraged to give their properties to the land bank mainly with a 

volunteering contract, but compulsory methods are used to assist. Compensation is 

a core factor.  

    Mainly with a volunteering contract means that, through educating, 

advertising and subsidy negotiation, most of the temporary owners of properties 

put their vacant houses in the land bank voluntarily. For the very poor households, 

or households with realistic problems, the workers at the land bank will consider 

individual compensation strategies for them, after checking and discussing their 

special difficulties with related government department. Using the compulsory 

method to assist means that, in order to ensure the greening project is implemented 

as expected, the government would forcefully take the vacant housesto place them 

in the land bank and give household compensations. The various ways of 

compensation give the residents more options. During these projects, no-one’s 

benefits are scarified and the benefits of GI are shared among the residents.   

    In Huinong District in China, similar to other developing countries, people’s 

awareness of public participation, environment protection, shrinking cities and 

ecological conservation is not high. According to the land bank implementation in 

the chosen parcel, when the financial compensation, or other compensation 

methods, are good, the general public will not pay high attention to what the 

project is really for and how the project will work. They will not pursue democracy 
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and public participation during the process of the projects. For example, only a few 

residents were willing to participate in an interview during the survey about 

compensation. Although the interviewees felt that the higher the compensation is 

the better it is, when asked about their imagined amount of financial compensation, 

most of them had no idea.  

    The long-period parent style democracy in China makes the residents 

unwilling to fight for benefits. They prefer to adhere to government policies and act 

according to government requirements, if their compensation is good enough for 

them. Thus, in this kind of situation, for developing countries and socialist 

countries, it is better to rely on government compensation to collect the vacancies, 

rather than continually seeking advice from the residents.  

(2) The Chinese land bank is positive in land management for future use 

    Firstly, because the vacant properties in land banks are owned by the 

government, the costs of greening the vacant properties using GI can be neglected. 

For the areas with low development potential, the government can change the 

vacant properties without considering any private developer and the GI projects 

can be totally supportedby government finance. In addition, in order to support the 

implementation of GI, the government can ask the land bank to make some 

adjustments and to put non-vacant properties in the land bank according to the 

requirement of the design scheme. For example, at the chosen parcel, in order to 

build the integrated ecological network, a few non-vacant properties were forced to 

be put into the land bank for future greening use after the GI design scheme. The 

government asked them to relocate to vacant properties with a high house quality 

and gave them compensation.  

    Secondly, for the re-use of vacant areas with high development potential at the 

chosen parcel, the government can provide a few special policies to help the local 

residents to improve their living quality, by providing more job opportunities and 

main greening space. For example, the government will give a 5-15% discount of 
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land transfer payments if the new industry is a tertiary industry and it can provide 

over 20 job opportunities for the residents who are living in the chosen shantytown. 

In addition, in order to encourage the residents to work ontheir urban farms, the 

government will give vegetable seeds to them and provide a channel for fresh food 

transportation and selling. The government will also ask the new incoming 

industries in the high development area of the chosen parcel to manage and 

supervise the park in the shantytown. The new industries must be responsible for 

repairing the damaged public facilities in the park, such as the seats and dustbins, 

and termly check, or regrow, the plants.  

    Thirdly, the residents can vote for new buildings types and styles, as well as 

new enterprises, without violating the land use type. Thus, for the shrinking cities 

with low greening investment attraction, the government policies are important for 

the future development of the shrinking parcels. A Chinese land bank also gets 

more benefits, because the land bank is state-owned and the government has the 

right to deal with vacancies in the land bank, neglecting the private developers. 

(3) The indispensable bottom-up efforts at the neighborhood committee level 

    Although in the current political context and public participation condition in 

China the collection and management of the vacant properties in a land bank 

mainly rely on top-down implementation and have certain coerciveness, the 

bottom-up efforts at the neighborhood committee level is also indispensable. 

    In developing countries like China, or in other Asian countries, public 

decisions are easily influenced by others. Local residents prefer to follow the 

headers’, leaders’ or elderly people’s options in the shantytowns and these 

respected people are also very enthusiastic to help other people to explain the 

government policies.  

    In the Huinong case, the members of the party branch partly come from the 

chosen parcel and some of the party branch members are even current owners of 

vacancies, thus their efforts in the land bank take the public interests as the starting 
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point. At the same time, as the minimum right institute, the party branch also has a 

channel to directly connect and negotiate with the government. This provides an 

efficient channel for the residents to communicate their advice, images and wishes 

to the government. Therefore, the options of the members of the party branch 

deeply influence other people’s options. For example, only a few people wanted to 

give their vacant properties to the land bank in the Huinong case at the beginning 

and most of the residents still speculated that the government may give more 

compensation to those people who rejected it. However, after all of the members of 

the party branch gave their vacant properties to the land bank, the other residents 

started to voluntarily deposit their vacancies. For most of the shrinking cities, the 

land bank requires efforts from the neighborhood level. This, on one hand, reflects 

the democracy of a state and the voices of residents can be heard. On the other 

hand, the communication among residents and the options of the headers of the 

shantytowns can easily influence other people’s choices. They are positive to the 

implementation of a land bank and GI. This strategy that encourages the owners of 

vacancies to fight for their interests and educate other people could be good 

experience for other countries to consider. Party branch is a government right 

institute. It can directly connect with government and also composed by the party 

member of residents. For other countries where there is no party branch like in 

socialistic China. The bottom-up efforts are also very important. The channels that 

allow partial owners of vacancies to argue with government and strive for their 

personal benefits are indispensable. The representatives of residents should also 

lesson from other residents and collect their feedbacks.  

    These advantages are imperative to support GI implementation from land 

collection to land management for reuse. With compensation, coercion and 

voluntary decisions, the vacant houses could be included in the land bank very 

quickly and efficiently. When reusing the vacancies for green resources, the 

government can support these projects in the aspects of finance and policies. They 
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can build the greening infrastructure without considering the cost. They can make 

polices to support the GI construction. These factors make the GI implementation 

easier, faster and more efficient.  

    At the chosen shantytown parcel, before the GI design, three types of vacant 

properties were collected in the land bank, as the figure shows (see Figure5-7). 

The first type is voluntary deposit by the owners of houses with a stable real estate 

license and the second type is vacant properties whose delinquent maintenance 

costs or defaulted service charges exceed the house price.  
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Figure 5-7: Land bank before design at HuinongDistrict(by author) 
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Figure 5-8: Land bank after design at HuinongDistrict(by author) 

    Before compulsory listing the vacant properties, the branch party educates 

people about benefits of putting their vacancies into the land bank, guides them 

during the registering and also fights for their subsidies or welfare. The reason for 

encouraging voluntary deposit is to decrease the conflicts caused by compulsory 

collection.  

    The land bank supports GI implementation and guides the scheme design. 
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The GI design also gives feedback to the land bank. Regarding the GI design at 

this parcel, in order to build integration over 1000m in length and a 10m wide 

corridor, the design required the relocation of five households and decreasing the 

floor area of nine houses, along with six storages. Thus, these non-vacant state-

owned properties were forced into the land bank (see Figure5-8).  

This land bank is expected to be a pilot project to be used nationwide to 

convert vacant properties and, once it is successful, it could be used as a tool for 

the greening of other Chinese old industrial cities that are suffering from 

population loss. At its early stage, the land bank may require financial support from 

the government, but once the land bank in Huinong District becomes economically 

independent and can put the vacant, or abandoned, properties into the market and, 

through greening them, will be able to get benefits in the future, then the land bank 

could finally be successful. 

5.3.4 GI design toolbox 

(1) Tool1: preparation tool 

    With this preparation tool, the designers will know how the GI design starts. 

At the chosen parcel, the first task is to analyze the current and foreseeable future 

vacant conditions at the chosen parcel. The current and foreseeable future vacant 

conditions at the chosen parcel can be analyzed according to the vacant conditions 

map of the land bank (see Figure5-7). According to the map, the vacancies are 

relatively uniformed and distributed in the whole parcel, apart from the south part 

of the parcel. At the south edge are a few public buildings, such as a clinic, post 

office, kindergarten, convenience store and shantytown activity center. Most of 

them are vacant. This is because, compared with the houses, they lack maintenance 

and management after the closing down of industrial enterprises. Because the 

chosen parcel is a shantytown and has no previous industrial production activities, 

at the preparation step, the designers do not map the current soil contamination 
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condition, which is a task that must be performed in brown field parcels.  

    Then, according to the preparation tool suggested in the previous chapter, the 

current landscape and greening elements are analyzed by the designer before the 

design scheme is constructed (see Figure5-9). There are a few privately planted 

trees at this chosen parcel. The main landscapes at the parcel are two roadside trees, 

at the northeast and northwest directions, respectively. The average width of the 

northeast greenway is 40m and the width of the northwest greenway is around 15m. 

The plants on the greenways are mainly middle sized arbors. Because of the simple 

plant types, in the winter, the greenways become very bleak, and, in addition, 

because of the lack of sufficient irrigation, their growing quality is not very good. 

The red square shown in the figure is a public garden, but its size is very small. 

There are no public parks, playgrounds, sport courts, exercise equipment or other 

green infrastructure for people to enjoy the nature, exercise or participate in social 

community activities. Being a place where the amount of evaporation is 10 times 

higher than the total rainfall amount, there is no green infrastructure to recycle used 

water or to recharge hydrology. There are only a few green landscapes outside the 

parcel in the surrounding area. There is a big farm at the southeast and this is 

because this chosen parcel is located at the entrance to Huinong District and is 

close to the undeveloped rural area. In the northwest direction, there is an 

abandoned parcel with weeds. The other green spaces surrounding the parcel are 

mainly greenways and there are few places for leisure, recreation, exercise and 

green jobs.  
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Figure5-9: The current landscape and greening elements(by author) 

(2) Tool 2: design tool 

    The second tool of the right-sizing model addresses the question regarding 

what GI elements should be used and what functions they have in greening the 

vacancies, in order to complete the resizing at the parcel level and green the parcel. 

This refers to the multi-functions of GI and is a design flowchart for a shantytown 

or brown field parcel, according to the special conditions of the parcel in the 

aspects of topography, pollution (only for brown fields), accessibility and 

development potential.  

    At the chosen parcel, according to the flowchart for shantytowns and 

associated buildings and infrastructures suggested in the previous chapter, the 
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topography is primarily considered.  

    There are several reasons to primarily consider the topography. Firstly, 

compared with traditional urban greening, one of the core benefits of GI is the 

recharging of urban flooding and runoff, as well as improving the local hypnology. 

This is one of the special functions of GI that differs to traditional urban green 

space and is also an important reason for calling it an “infrastructure”. It uses 

green infrastructure to replace the traditional grey infrastructure that directly 

directs the runoff to an urban sewer.  

    The chosen parcel, like other parcels in the Chinese old industrial towns that 

are based on mining resources, the evaporation amount is heavy and the rainfall is 

relatively concentrated to the summer. GI supports the use of a water tank to 

collect and store water for irrigating the surrounding plants and also uses plants 

and bio-retention to store rainwater, nourish the greening and make the runoff flow 

slowly into the urban sewer. It is also efficient in purifying the water, which is 

better for health, decreases the municipal costs and avoids flooding.  
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Figure 5-10:GI design at the chosen parcel, according to the flowchart (by author) 

The figure shows the GI design at the chosen parcel, according to the 

flowchart suggested (see Figure10). In the aspect of topography, the elevation of 

the parcel ranges from 1101m to 1095m and the runoff direction is from the north 

to the south in a north-south direction. In the east-west direction, the topography is 

higher at the middle and lower at both of the sides. According to the site elevation, 

in the design scheme, eight low-lying areas are identified that use bio-retentions, 

such as swales, mixed weeds or rain water gardens, to purify the water, reduce 

evaporation, cool the temperature and beautify the parcel’s landscape for a 

permeable surface. Underground water tanks are established to collect and manage 

the water. There are nine water tanks at the chosen parcel that will collect most of 

the runoff during the rain harvest period (during July and August). One of the 

underground water tanks also has installed in it an ultraviolet rays facility to deep 

clean the bacteria and pump water for a fountain to allow children to play with 

water. One figure (see Figure5-11) shows a rainwater garden made at the low-lying 

area of the shantytown parcel and the other figure(see Figure5-12) shows the use 

of vacant properties to build a fountain with pumped water from the water tank 

after the UV rays purification. 

 
Table5-11: A rainwater garden made at the low-lying area(by author) 

Table5-12:The use of vacant properties to build a fountain with pumped water from 
the water tank after the UV rays purification(by author) 
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In the second step, the accessibility at the chosen parcel is considered. At this 

parcel, currently, there is no integrated and high quality transport system. There are 

various paths, but no distinguished sidewalk or driveway. In addition, drivers can 

easily get lost among the similar paths. The reason for considering accessibility 

secondly is because the demolition of the vacancies in this design creates more 

accessibility and provides opportunities for more eco-friendly, wider and more 

convenient transport and provides a better road transport landscape. In this design, 

an integrated transport system is built using the formal wide road, as well as the 

space after demolition (see Figure5-13). Because private autos are very few in the 

chosen parcel, from the functional perspective, the designed roads are mainly for 

pedestrians and bicycles. However, there is a driveway across from the parcel for 

fire engines or other urgent situations. There is a porous parking area designed at 

the entrance of the parcel for visitors’ cars. The figure shows a cross section of the 

main street at the parcel (see Figure5-14). The main street is 9500mm. The 

pedestrian area is 4000m wide with leisure seats, and the filter bog is 500mm wide 

to collect the rainwater from the street. Filter bogs are only added in the street at 

the southeast to northwest direction, because of the direct runoff. The bicycle lane 

is 2000mm wide and its total length at the chosen parcel is 864m. It is designed as 

a circle to enable people to enjoy riding their bicycles for a longer distance. 

Because there are only a few cars in that area, there is no barrier between the 

bicycle lane and the driveway. Cyclists can use the driveway to avoid crowds and 

when there are two cars, the bicycle lane can be temporarily used for a car. There 

are two lighting methods in this street design. The short light is useful in ensuring 

the safety of pedestrians, as the canopy of the trees may block the lighting from the 

high road’s light. The colorful short light will also enhance the aesthetic effect at 

the chosen parcel. The current green spaces near the new construction roads are 

used as greenways. The green streets, or pathways, are good for cycling, jogging 

and wildlife immigration. Priority is given to the vacant properties located at parts 
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of the greenway connection and it is also suggested to put a few non-vacant 

properties in the land bank to be demolished for a new road.   

 

Figure 5-13: An integrated transport system is built using the formal wide road(by 
author) 

Figure 5-14:a cross section of the main street at the parcel(by author) 
    As mentioned previously, in China, one of the main problems in greening the 

vacant properties is the lack of consideration of potential development, which will 

cause new vacancies to suffer from a lack of consideration of future development. 

Thus, in the chosen shantytown parcel, their potential development is considered. 

In the southwest direction of the parcel, there is an area located near the main 

entrance of the parcel that has many vacant properties previously used as public 

buildings, such as the vacant shantytown’s kindergarten, post office, public toilets 

and activity center. This area has a high development potential and will be 

transformed into new public service infrastructures, such as a market for the fresh 

food produced at the urban farms in the parcel within the next five years. The GI 

design could be combined with the new architecture design and, thus, during the 

designing, the designer can use easier and faster GI strategies to deal with these 

areas, including moving the damaged road and impervious pavement. 

    For the areas with a relatively low development potential, a slower GI for a 

long-term effect is suggested for use. In the GI design, a few greening resources 

could replace the vacancies, including parcel parks, a constructed wetland, a plaza 

and a playground. At the chosen parcel, for the scattered and small vacant 

properties, these vacant properties are demolished for urban farms, which are 
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distributed and planted by their adjacent houses. The figure shows the demolition 

of a vacant house, in order to build an urban farm that will be planted by its 

adjacent house (see Figure5-15). This creates new green jobs for the laid-off 

workers and helps to increase the household incomes. In taking the Chinese 

wolfberry as a case, one-hectare of farmland will produce 1500kg of wolfberry 

and the output value would be 30 thousand RMB (T. Ren, 2010). The urban farms 

are also useful in providing fresh food production. The owners can sell their fresh 

food production to the market. At the edge of the north boundary of this parcel, 

there are a few large sized, or dense, vacant properties in the land bank, which will 

be transformed into a basketball court and two badminton courts that will offer 

places for the residents to participate in physical exercise and create a life-work 

balance. Near the south entrance, the designers plan to build a park for the 

residents in the shantytown to enjoy the nature. The plan is to build a plaza with an 

art show next to the park, as transitional space for the park. In that park, there is an 

open lawn area, swing area and play equipment. The figure shows the visual effect 

of the park (see Figure5-16). This will meet the requirements of different ages and 

create an opportunity for people to go outside of their houses to enjoy the nature. 

The park also has strong ecological benefits for wildlife, such as squirrels and 

various birds. The irrigation for the park will mainly come from the surrounding 

water tanks. In considering equality, there are three porous playgrounds planned to 

be located at different sites. 
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Figure 5-15: The demolition of a vacant house, in order to build an urban farm that 
will be planted by its adjacent house(by author) 

Figure 5-16:The visual effect of the park(by author) 
    According to the flowchart, and after considering the topograhpy, accessibility 

and development potential, as well as the vacancies’ distribution and location, the 

primary GI design is decided upon (see Figure5-17).   

 

Table5-17:Theprimary GI design according to the flowchart suggested(by author) 
 

(3) Tool 3: modification and optimizing tool 

    With Tool 2, the GI types could be decided, according to the topography, 

accessibility and development potential of the vacancies. Tool 3 is a tool to modify 
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and optimize the GI design suggested in Tool 2 and it will consider the GI network 

from an ecological perspective and modify the GI components’ spatial 

organization, in order to reach the result of completing the integrated GI network 

and multi-scale at the chosen parcel. This tool will tell the designer how to 

organize the GI elements that were decided upon with Tool 2 and how the GI 

works as a network, by organizing the GI links, sites and hubs. At the chosen 

parcel, the GI sites refer to the different plazas, playground, play courts and bio-

retention sites, such as swales, rainwater gardens or small size urban farms. They 

are imperative parts of the GI network and are relatively small. They have 

ecological, social and economic benefits, but their social and economic benefits 

are stronger than their ecological effects. The corridors at the chosen parcel refer 

to the linear greening corridors, such as roadside trees and wooden habitats. The 

hubs should be large green spaces, such as a central park. They can include 

different landscape elements, such as parks and constructed wetland, and they have 

strong ecological benefits. 

    Priority is given to the vacant properties located at places that can provide a 

greening linkage to wildlife habitats, in order to build integrated ecological 

linkages at this parcel. A few residents living in non-vacant properties are forced to 

relocate, in order to protect the greening linkage. In addition, because there is no 

large-scale green space at the chosen parcel, or surrounding the parcel, priority is 

also given to demolishing vacant properties. in order to form a shantytown park. 

    According to the GI components’ organization at the shantytown parcel 

suggested in the previous chapter, the following figure shows the GI components’ 

organization at the chosen parcel that modified and optimized the GI design 

suggested by Tool 2 (see Figure5-18). A 10-meter ecological corridor is built near 

the parcel boundary. This 1025m long ecological linkage protects the migration of 

small animals at the parcel level and also restores the damaged ecological network 

with local plants, such as poplars and willows. The size of the bio-retention in the 
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former design was decreased, in order to protect the wooded habitat corridor, and a 

few formerly imagined small size urban farms near the north-south bondage were 

also changed to wooded habitats. The hubs are built at places with a low 

development potential, sufficient accessibility and connection with the green ways 

at that parcel. The minimum size of a hub at the parcel should be 5000 square 

meter, to protect the biodiversity, and, thus, at the chosen parcel, the entrance plaza, 

as a transitional space to the shantytown park, is changed to a wetland for storm 

water and residents’ waste water management, with a wooden bridge for people to 

walk over. The shantytown park, this constructed wetland, existing landscape and 

adjacent bio-retention will all work together as the function of hubs. The 

ecological functions and biodiversity will be greatly improved by restoring the 

fragmented ecological networks at the parcel level. 

    The GI design at the chosen parcel cannot decide on its adjacent GI corridor 

outside, because of the limitation of the design’s boundary, but, if the GI design, at 

its adjacent parcels, uses the same design method as the right-sizing model at the 

parcel level, then an integrated corridor that connects the adjacent parcels would 

be built to form a better ecological environment for the whole district. 
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Figure 5-18：the GI design after modifying(by author) 
 

5.4. Outcome 
    The right-sizing model includes the land bank, design toolbox and 

collaborative plan. After using the right-sizing model in the practice of a 

shantytown in Huinong District, the author suggests that the land bank in the right-

sizing model is the core support in GI implementation.  

    Firstly, the land bank includes top-town methods and there is certain 

compulsion in this. It also uses compensation as an important part. These methods 

make the vacancies’ collection the first step and make the process of the GI 
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implementation very easy and fast.  

    The compensation method means the land bank will not prejudice the 

interests of any person and will allow the residents to share the benefits of the GI. 

The experiences of the land banks in the vacant house collection in China are 

important experiences and methods for other developing countries to consider, 

when their cities are also suffering from population shrinkage and when there is a 

lack of strong awareness of public participation, as, in China, when the 

compensation is good enough, the general public will not consider what the project 

is for and whether it is good or not.  

    Secondly, the Chinese land bank offers an efficient channel for vacancies’ 

management and re-use. This supports GI implementation and changes the 

vacancies to greening resources in the future and the basis of its efficiency is that 

the lank bank is owned by the government. During the GI implementation, the 

local governments are not required to consider any private developer and can 

design the GI project without considering the costs of greening. According to the 

GI design scheme, the government can also request the land bank to adjust the 

properties in the land bank, such as adding a few non-vacant properties, in order to 

build an ecological network. Furthermore, when introducing new industries into 

the chosen parcel, the government takes the initiative to define the type of industry 

and how much employment the newly introduced industry needs to provide to the 

local residents and how the new industries should help the locals to maintain the 

supervision and management of the plants.  

    Therefore, for the developing countries, like China, where the investments for 

greening resources or green infrastructure are not very attractive to private 

developers, the state-owned land banks are efficient for GI implementation and the 

governments’ policies support is also important for GI construction and vacancies 

management.  

    Thirdly, as well as the top-bottom methods, the efforts from the shantytown 
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level are also imperative to help the land banks in China become a successful 

support to GI implementation. In developing countries such as China, the options 

for the residences are easily affected by others, especially the headers of the 

shantytowns. In addition, the Chinese bottom-up effort is also a good experience to 

follow for other developing countries, in the aspect that the partial current owners 

of vacancies could fight with the government to protect their own personal 

interests and once they have agreed to give their properties to the land bank, they 

could also educate the other residents about the benefits of the land bank.  

    In the right-sizing model the land bank is important in collecting and 

managing the vacancies and to legalize the designers to change the vacancies. 

Compared with the land banks in western countries, in China the land is owned by 

the government, which makes the process easier, faster and more efficient. Land 

bank is an answer to current problem that GI practices lacks the efficient 

mechanism to collect and manage vacant properties. At right-sizing model, the 

author suggests to build land banks in order to collect and manage the vacancies 

and legalize designers to change the vacancies. 

    Furthermore, compared with the traditional GI practice in China, the 

advantages of the right-sizing model also reflect that the right-sizing model is a 

positive step in restoring the fragmented ecological network at the parcel level and 

to solve current problem that GI practices lack the ecological network at small 

scale. The third tool of the GI design toolbox of the right-sizing model focuses on 

the connections between the GI types and the purpose of restoring an integrated 

ecological network through transforming the surplus properties into greening 

assets. With this tool, it is suggested that, at the parcel level, it should connect a 

10-20m wide and 1000-2000m long ecological corridor, 5000-500m2 ecological 

hubs and small ecological sites together, in order to form an integrated ecological 

connection. At the chosen shantytown parcel, a connection of multi-scale GI types 

is built to restore the current fragmented ecological network in the old industrial 
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cities, which was caused by the old and false urban development principles that 

place priority on economic development. Connecting the big hubs and small sites 

with green corridors will protect the biodiversity and enhance the ecological, 

social and aesthetic function of the GI at the chosen shantytown parcel. 

With the help of right-sizing model, more GI types beside traditional 

greenways are chose in Huinong case. It is an answer to current monotonous green 

types for GI practices. There are various GI types used at the chose parcel 

including rain garden, porous pavement, filtration bogs, bioretention, green trails, 

green streets, green bicycle paths, constructed wetland, play courts, urban farms. 

Various GI types add new function to traditional function of green space including 

water quality improvement, flood control and water conservation, benefits for 

public health and recreation as well as cost saving and income increasing as the 

following figure shows. These benefits regard to society, economy and ecology in 

old industrial shrinking cities.   

Function: Water quality 

Content:  

Recharge groundwater and restore the natural hydrology. Through bio-retention to make 

the runoff slowly flow into the sewer with filtration and reduce pollution in runoff. The 

first inch of rainwater must be filtrated or collect for future purify at the chose parcel.  

Types: 

The rain gardens, porous pavement, porous parking, filtration bogs，bio-retentions, water 

tanks 

Function: Flood control and water conservation 

Content:  

The contents include two parts. Firstly, reduce the flood on street or at the low-lying areas 

through maximizing infiltration and bio-retention. Secondly, water conservation. In 

Huinong District, the heaviest rain mainly concrete in July and August, thus it requires 

water tanks to help collect the rainy at peaking time. The underground water tanks will 

collect rainwater to avoid flood and recycle use runoff for irrigation the surrounding 

landscape or flushing the toilet. In is also a good way for water conservation. For example, 

in the Railyard Park and Plaza project in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 15000-gallon 

underground storage tanks were built because the arid, high-desert climate in Santa Fe to 

conserve water.   

Types: 

The bio-retentions , porous pavement，filtration bogs, water tanks  

Function: Public health and recreation 

Content:  
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Improve public health by reducing air pollution and purifying water; encourage physical 

exercise such as jogging, bicycling and picnic; make a life-work balance living style. 

Encourage public to enjoy the aesthetic of landscape. 

Types: 

Bio-retention, shantytown park with open lawn, swing area and exercise equipment , green 

streets, green bicycle paths, constructed wetland, basketball and badminton courts, various 

statues, landscape fountain，seats and colorful lighting system.   

Function: Cost saving and income increase 

Content:  

Save the cost through reducing municipal water use and avoiding flood risk; Use natural 

infrastructures instead of grey infrastructure in urban rainy water manage. Green 

infrastructure in old industrial shrinking cities also is positive to provide fresh food 

production, green jobs and reduce energy use 

Types:  

Bio-retention, porous pavement, filtration bogs，  constructed wetland, urban farms, 

greening tourism. 

Figure: the new function，contents and types of GI at Huinong shantytown right-sizing 

model 

Furthermore, in GI design flowchart, pollution treatment and development 

potential that were lack in GI practices in China also considered. According to the 

experience, the high development potential means that the area will be developed 

within five years and the low development potential means that the development 

will be developed over next five year. The long-period greening infrastructures 

such as urban farms, parks will be built at the places with low development 

potential at shrinking parcel. 

At this right-sizing model, the author suggests that the collaborative plan is an 

efficient way and support the public participation channels for GI design. It is an 

answer the missing of public participation. In Huinong case, the publics chose 

their favorable options of GI elements as well as other landscape elements such as 

style of seats and lighting
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 
 

    During this decade, urban shrinkage has become a popular topic in the world 

and, in China, many territories and cities are suffering from population loss, 

especially the old industrial cities. It is very urgent to find a solution to the 

problem of shrinking cities in China.  

    It is accepted by many scholars that urban shrinkage seems to be not 

reversible. Urban shrinkage creates great opportunities to transform the vacant 

properties into green assets. Green infrastructure has advantages in its 

multifunctions, multi-scale and connectivity and it is very efficient to support this 

change. However, in contemporary China, the use of GI to green the vacancies 

creates a few difficulties and problems. For example, in the design aspect, the 

greening types are monotonous and the multi-functions of GI are not well 

considered in GI practices, the integrated urban ecological network that weakens 

the ecological function of GI is not well considered and the pollution treatment 

and land development potential are ignored. The current GI projects in abandoned 

land also lack public participation and an efficient mechanism to collect and 

manage the vacant properties. Therefore, the current GI in China is not adequate to 

meet the requirement of the shrinking cities that are suffering from serious 

population shrinkage, environment pollution, ecology damage, society problems 

and decay of material space.  

    The author, hence, suggests building a right-sizing model for the Chinese 

shrinking cities, in order to fill the existing worldwide research gap and proposes a 

right-sizing model that would be a systemization of GI implementation at the 

parcel level for designers and would be efficient to solve the current problems. A 

right-sizing model at the parcel level includes three strategies: a lank bank, 

collaborative plan and GI design toolbox.  

    Compared with western countries, the land bank in China has a few 
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advantages: it is easier, because most of the vacant properties are owned by the 

government; it is faster, because, for the industrial land, individuals get land use 

rights with a contract and, if the land remains vacant for 2 years, it will 

automatically revert to the government; and it is more efficient, because the 

government can compulsory relocate the residents and start to green the vacancies 

in a very short time, whilst, in the western countries, the greening project may 

never happen, should some of the owners not want to move. Through the land 

bank, the designers would be legalized to transform the vacancies into greening 

assets with the support of the land bank. In addition, the land bank will collect and 

manage the vacancies for future use. This would be an answer to the current 

difficulties in vacancies’ collection and management. 

    A collaborative plan is efficient in building a collaboration that would 

encourage public participation and respect the wishes of the various stakeholders. 

The difficulties for collaboration include, firstly, the public lacks awareness of 

public participation, they have no previous experience and some of them do not 

believe the interviewers and are afraid that their personal information may be 

revealed. Secondly, most of the people living in the shantytowns are not well 

educated and they may have difficulty in completing the questionnaires by 

themselves. Thirdly, long-period top-down planning does not create a channel for 

the different stakeholders to get together. In this right-sizing model, different to the 

traditional top-down planning, the stakeholders can take part in the decision-

making process, due to the collaborative plan. The existing difficulties in the 

Chinese public participation, such as low education and a lack of experience and 

trust, decrease the amount of door to door education in the collaboration process. 

This will help in solving the current problems related to the lack of public 

participation. 

    The GI design toolbox offers three tools to guide the GI design for designers, 

namely the preparation tool, design tool and modification and optimizing tool. 
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This will address the questions that are most frequently asked by designers: How 

does the GI design start? What GI types are suitable? What functions do they 

have? How are the GI elements organized in a real design? The land bank and 

collaborative plan will support the GI design toolbox and the GI design toolbox 

will also provide feedback to the land bank and the collaboration.  

    The second tool relates to the multi-functions of GI and is a design flowchart 

for a shantytown, or brown field, parcel according to the special conditions of the 

parcel in the aspects of topography, pollution (for brown fields), accessibility and 

development potential. There are a few reasons to primarily consider topography. 

Compared with the traditional urban greening, one of the most important benefits 

of GI is water recharging and hypnology management, and this is one reason why 

it is called an “infrastructure. Using a green infrastructure to replace the traditional 

grey infrastructure that directly diverts the runoff to an urban sewer could purify 

the water to be better for health, decrease the municipal costs and avoid flooding. 

Bio-retentions, such as rainwater gardens and reeds gardens, also have aesthetic 

value. The traditional green space is always viewed as being expensive, but the 

water store in the water tanks in GI could be used to collect and store water for 

irrigating the surrounding plants, which brings strong economic benefits. The GI 

design toolbox is a solution to the lack of consideration of the development 

potential and pollution, because it considers the pollution (for brown fields) and 

development potential in the flowchart. It is also positive in solving the problem 

that the current GI types and functions are too simple in the current Chinese GI 

practices. The third tool is used to modify and optimize the GI design from an 

ecological perspective and to modify the GI components’ (hubs, sites and linkage) 

spatial organization, to achieve the result of completing the integrated GI network 

and multi-scale at the chosen parcel. The current GI practices in China lack 

consideration of the connectivity of green elements, thus the environmental 

benefits are not fully reflected. This tool’s purpose is to address this gap from the 
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parcel level to enhance the connectivity of GI.  

    At the end, a shrinking town parcel in Huinong District is used to demonstrate 

how to use the right-sizing model in a real case. Through this model, a blight 

shantytown successfully transforms into a smaller, but greener, area with an 

integrated ecological network. The environment, society and economy of this 

parcel are all enhanced. 

    This current study has the following means: The Chinese shrinking cities are 

mainly old industrial cities, as well as resource exhausted cities. As a typical case 

of urban shrinkage in a developing country, the aspects of how to address 

vacancies and how to use GI and land bank to transform vacancies into greening 

assets in China will play a very positive role in guiding other economic transition 

period countries.  

    In addition, through using the right-sizing model at a chosen parcel in 

Huinong District as a case, the author argues that, in the GI practices in China, the 

land bank is the most important aspect in supporting GI implementation. The land 

bank in China has a few advantages that make its land bank more efficient, faster 

and easier in the vacancies collections and vacancies management for future use. It 

also uses both top-down and compulsory strategies, as well as bottom-up feedback 

and efforts from the parcel level. Compensation is the core of the land banks in 

China, as it ensures that every resident’s interests will not be harmed. The 

strategies of the land bank in China are good experience for other developing 

countries where the publics do not have a strong awareness of public participation. 

In addition, for other developing countries that want to use right-sizing strategies 

to green their vacant properties and abandoned industrial lands, the author suggests 

that the land bank should be the core of GI implementation and should be built 

before the GI projects. If any government of the Chinese shrinking industrial cities 

decides to try the right-sizing model to green a shrinking city, then more feedback 

would be obtained in the future. 
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242 

 

개요 

 
 

   본 세기 들어 오면서 도시화 속도는 가속화되고 있지만 모든 도시가 그러

한 것은 아니다. 과거 50년사이 인구가 370만 이상인 도시 인구가 10%나 축

소되었다. 도시축소 이슈는 전 세계적으로 주목 받고 있는 과제이기도 하다. 

도시축소가 도시미화, 공중안전 및 사회안정 등에 부정적인 영향을 미치는 것

을 가만하여 일부 학자들은 도시의 공개공지를 그린 인프라를 사용하여 녹색 

자원으로 변환시켜 도시의 지속가능성을 도모하고자 제안하였다.   

중국의 오래된 공업도시가 중국의 주요 인구축소 발생 도시들이다. 이런 

도시들은 도시범위 내 생태환경의 파괴, 경제불화 및 물질공간의 쇠퇴로 인해 

녹색적인 부흥이 필요하다. 그러나 오래된 공업도시 그린 인프라의 보급에 대

한 체계적인 제시 방법에 관한 연구가 미비한 상황이다.    

    본 연구에서 저자는 우선 중국 오래된 공업도시의 축소 현황을 경제, 사회 

및 환경이 면하고 있는 문제점에 대해 소개하였다. 또한 그린 인프라의 개념과 

그린 인프라가 중국 오래된 공업도시에 적용가능성과 장점, Right-sizing모델의 

개념의 장점과 단점에 대해 자세히 기술하였다(2장). 다음으로 저자는 중국이 

그린 인프라로 도시 공개공지 문제를 해결한 현황과 존재하는 문제점에 대해 

기술하였다(3장). 4장에서는 Right-sizing 방법을 통해 그린 인프라 모델을 제안

하였다. 이 모델은 중국 그린 인프라의 실천에서 존재하는 문제점들을 해소할 

수 있다. 또한 추후 그린 인프라를 중국 오래된 공업축소도시에 보급하는 방향

성을 제시하였다. 이 Right-sizing 모델은 그린 인프라의 계획, 협동계획 및 토

지은행(Land bank)이 포함된다. 기존 연구에서는 이런 비교적 작은 척도의 공

지가 도시의 right size에 미치는 영향, 대지 척도의 그린 인프라의 설계와 경관

계획을 고려하지 못하고 있어 저자는 본 연구에서right-sizing 모델을 제안함으

로써 기존 연구의 한계를 해소하였다. 마지막으로 저자는 중국에 石嘴山市 惠

农에 있는 棚户区를 대상으로 본 연구에서 제안한 모델이 실제 적용상 어떻게 

작용하는지 보여주었다. 실제 적용을 통해 저자는 토지은행(Land bank)이 중국 

그린 인프라의 실행에 있어서 가장 중요한 부분임을 사료한다.  
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